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DPO TEK BASIC software supplied by Tektronix, Inc.,
is identified by a name (DPO TEK BASIC) along with a
version and release number (such as V01-02, where V01
indicates the version and 02 indicates the release).

Software packages with the same name and version
number are compatible. User programs written for V01-01
will run with V01-02. Changes in the new release are
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Whentheversion number is changed, programs written
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SECTION 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO THIS MANUAL

The Tektronix Digital Processing Oscilloscope, referred to

conversationally as the DPO, is a versatile and powerful measure-
ment instrument that lets you acquire waveforms in a normal oscillo-
scope format, digitize them, and finally process them using a Tek-

tronix CP1100 Series Controller.

DPO TEK BASIC is the software that supports the measurement

and processing capabilities of the DPO. A powerful extension of
the BASIC computer language, DPO TEK BASIC contains most standard
features of BASIC with many features expanded to encompass digital
waveform processing. Additionally, DPO TEK BASIC contains state-
ments and commands that provide processing capabilities that would

either be cumbersome to program with standard BASIC or would simply
be beyond the scope of standard BASIC. Signal averaging, fast
Fourier transformations, convolution, correlation, and true RMS

are just a few of the operations that can be performed with a

single DPO TEK BASIC statement.

This manual describes the features that distinguish DPO TEK

BASIC from standard BASIC and, where necessary, provides theoretical
background information about these unique features. A knowledge

of standard oscilloscope measurement techniques is assumed.

If you are unfamiliar with the BASIC language, or rusty in

its usage, an accompanying manual, The A B C's of TEK BASIC,

should be studied before plunging into the world of DPO measurements.

@ 1-1
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Section 4, Arithmetic Operations, explores in more detail
such features of DPO TEK BASIC as array processing, dedicated

variables, and the floating point format used with variables and

constants.

The heart of the DPO is the P7001 Processor, which is the

topic of Section 5, Communications with the P7001 Processor. How

to talk to the Processor by push buttons and programs is explained.

Section 6 delves into the theory and operation of such DPO

TEK BASIC statements as FFT, CONVOLVE, and CORRELATE. Use of the
GRAPH and PLOT statements is introduced in this section.

Other sections of this manual tell about loading the software

into the Controller, the use of standard and special functions in

your programs, and how to understand error codes.

The best way to begin programming with DPO TEK BASIC is simply

to sit down with this manual in front of the instrument and start.
Programming examples are provided, and you should try them. By

actually coding and running the examples shown, not only can you

see the results first hand, you can modify the programs to find

other better methods for your own particular application. The key

to learning DPO TEK BASIC, as with any language, is practice.

1-2 @
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SECTION 2

LOADING THE SOFTWARE

DPO TEK BASIC Software exists in two forms: a cassette-tape
medium and a paper-tape medium. There are thus two instrument

configurations that correspond to these media. Both configurations

have the same basic components with the following exception. When

cassette-tape software is used, it is loaded by means of a cassette

drive unit. When paper-tape software is used, it is loaded by means

of a paper-tape reader/punch.

Regardless of which medium DPO TEK BASIC is stored on, the

software itself is identical in every respect and is loaded into

the CP1100 series Controller. Thus, on those configurations which

contain both cassette and paper-tape input/output devices, it is

possible to load DPO TEK BASIC (Cassette) via the cassette drive

system and later punch or read a waveform or user program on paper

tape via the paper-tape reader/punch. Conversely, it is possible

to load DPO TEK BASIC (Paper Tape) via the paper-tape reader/punch

and later output or input programs or data files to a cassette via

the cassette system.

This section is divided into two main parts. The first is

entitled "LOADING CASSETTE SOFTWARE". Since it contains all the

steps necessary to load DPO TEK BASIC from cassette, you should

read this part in detail if you are working with the cassette form

of the software. However, you should read "Load Time Options" and

"Restarting DPO TEK BASIC" regardless of which software medium you

are using.

@ 2-1
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The second part is entitled "LOADING PAPER-TAPE SOFTWARE".

Although intended primarily for those working with the paper-tape

form of the software, it contains some information applicable to

both software mediums. For example, it gives detailed instructions
for entering octal addresses and instructions into the Controller's
‘switch register. It also gives a brief description of the DPO

Program Call Button Overlays. This information is applicable to

cassette software as well.

The following discussions assume that all components of the

DPO configuration are properly interfaced (cabled together) and

are in a power-up condition.

LOADING CASSETTE SOFTWARE

The cassette-tape medium offers certain distinct advantages.

The primary advantage is that successive data files may be quickly

accessed. These files may be read, written, or duplicated with

speed and flexibility. Secondly, cassettes are a convenient, com-

pact, and reliable data-storage medium. Finally, software on the

cassette medium may be loaded quickly and easily.

The ROM ("Read Only Memory") hardware Bootstrap contains a

“noneraseable" set of machine language instructions which allow

the Controller to read the Absolute Loader. Thus when the ROM

Bootstrap card is inserted into the Controller, it is unnecessary
to manually toggle in Bootstrap instructions. The Absolute Loader,

in turn, contains all the instructions necessary to read DPO TEK

BASIC software. Since DPO TEK BASIC immediately follows the Abso-

2-2 @
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jute Loader on the same cassette, loading cassette software is a

very simple process.

Inserting and Rewinding Cassettes. Before inserting a cassette
into the CP100 tape drive, you should configure the cassette's
"write protect tabs" for the desired operation (see Fig. 2-2).

These protect tabs are pieces of flexible plastic material that are

hinged so that holes located opposite the tape edge may be covered

or exposed as desired. (These tabs control the tape drive's write

protect switches.) To inhibit a write operation, fold the tabs

back so the cassette recesses are exposed. To allow a write

operation, flip the tabs so the recesses are covered.

It is possible to insert a cassette with the locking bar in

either the opened or the closed position, although it is easier if
the locking bar is open (see Fig. 2-2). The locking bar is the

bar to the right of the drive mechanism; it is opened by pressing
on its flange, which extends outward.

It is possible to insert the cassette in such a way that its
label faces in rather than out. This is sometimes done in order

to rewind a tape from the opposite direction. Normally, however,

the label should face outward so that the tape will always be read

or written in the same direction. (During a read or write opera-

tion, the tape travels from the upper to the lower reel. The tape

is recorded in only one direction.)

To rewind a cassette, insert it into either drive and press

the REWIND button located to the right of that drive (see Fig. 2-1).
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CP100

Fig. 2-1. Front Panel of the CP100 Cassette Tape Transport.

1773-01

1773-02

Fig. 2-2. Inserting the Cassette.
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When the cassette is completely rewound, the tape will reside on

the upper reel.

NOTE

It ts imperative that only 100 percent

certified Digital Tape Cassettes be used

on the CP100 tape drives. These digital
cassettes consist of a special "heavy

base" tape which can withstand the high

tensions exerted by the CP100 tape drives.
Also, the material used for the head

pressure pad ts engineered for proper
tape stacking.

Before using a new cassette (or one that was accidentally dropped),

it is best to load it onto a drive and completely rewind it. Then

turn the cassette over and rewind it again. This insures that the

tape is properly packed onto the cassette and that the full tape
reel has the proper operating tension. Always rewind a tape com-

pletely to the beginning of the clear leader before removing it
from the drive mechanism.

Digital cassettes should be protected from dust by storing
them in their original plastic boxes. This is especially import-

ant since even a speck of dust or dirt on the tape may cause a

data error. Also, keep them at room temperature as excessive heat

or cold may cause tape deterioration.
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Cassette Software Loading Instructions

The DPO TEK BASIC binary program can be loaded from the CP100

Cassette System with a single cassette tape. A Bootstrap program

is stored on the ROM card in the Controller. The ROM Bootstrap

allows the Absolute Loader, which is stored on the cassette tape,

to be loaded. The Absolute Loader in turn automatically loads DPO

TEK BASIC, which is stored on the same cassette.

NOTE

If you are not familtar with the front-
panel switches of the Controller, you

should read "LOADING PAPER-TAPE SOFT-

WARE" in the second part of this sec-
tion. This explains how to enter octal
addresses and instructions via the

ADDRESS/DATA switches and control switches.

To load the software:

1.) Insert the DPO TEK BASIC cassette tape into the left-hand

cassette drive with the label facing out. Since the ROM

card is designed to activate only the left-hand drive, an

error will occur if the cassette is loaded onto the right-
hand drive.

2.) Press the ENABLE/HALT key on the Controller to the HALT

position.

3.) Enter 173239 into the Controller's switch register. (See

2-6 @
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Fig. 2-3 for the switch positions corresponding to

this address. )

4.) Press the LOAD ADRS key on the Controller.

5.) Raise the ENABLE/HALT key back to ENABLE.

6.) Press START on the Controller.

These steps start execution of the ROM Bootstrap program which

immediately rewinds the tape and then reads the Absolute Loader at
the start of the cassette. Without halting, the Absolute Loader

Program loads DPO TEK BASIC (stored on the same cassette) and auto-

matically starts the software.

TEKTAONI<: ]

1773-03

Fig. 2-3. Switch posttions for executing the ROM Bootstrap program.

If an error occurs during the loading process, the computer

will halt. The address displayed (as seen in the ADDRESS/DATA

lights) can then be used to determine the reason for the error. The

loading errors are listed in Table 3-1.

The value of xx in Table 3-1 is dependent on the size of your
Controller's memory.
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Memory Value
size Of xx

16K 97

20K i
24K 13

28K 15

Table 3-1

LOADING ERRORS

Address CP100 Absolute Loader Halts.

999156 Cassette hardware error; CP100 hardware status is in

the R4 register.

xx6522 Second file on cassette tape is not in paper-tape image

format.

xx6620 Absolute Loader check-sum error.

If one of these errors occurs, first try reloading the soft-

ware, starting with step 2 of the procedure. If the error still
occurs, check that you have the correct cassette loaded in the left-
hand drive.

Load-Time Options

If no errors occur when the software is loaded, the cassette
is read until the end of the DPO TEK BASIC program is reached. Then,

the following message is displayed on the terminal.

2-8 @
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CONGRATULATIONS!!!

YOU HAVE SUCCESSFULLY LOADED DPO TEK BASIC

xxxx WORDS OF CORE ARE NOW FREE TO USE FOR PROGRAMS

AND VARIABLES. YOU MAY CHOOSE TO ADD ANY OR ALL OF THE

FOLLOWING OPTIONS:

ARRAYS LARGER THAN 512

FETE)
PLOT, GRAPH

CONVOLVE, CORRELATE

AVERAGE

INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE

TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, TYPE Y FOR YES, N FOR NO

DO YOU WANT ANY OPTIONS?

In the above message, xxxx specifies how many words of Controller

memory are available for storing load-time options, user programs,
and data files.

If arrays larger than 512 elements are not going to be used,

and if you will not be adding any of the other listed options to

your software, answer the ANY OPTIONS question by typing N. After

typing N, the following message will be displayed on the terminal:

yyyy WORDS OF FREE CORE

READY

*

The number yyyy indicates how many words of memory are available
for storing programs and variables. The READY followed by * indi-
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cates that the software is properly loaded and ready to accept

programs.

If you type an N for the DO YOU WANT TO ADD ANY OPTIONS

question, then you may ignore the following steps in this proce-

dure. DPO TEK BASIC must be reloaded if you wish to add any op-

tions after typing N to this question.

If you want to add options to the DPO TEK BASIC software,

answer the DO YOU WANT TO ADD ANY OPTIONS question by typing a Y.

When you type Y, the following message is displayed:

WILL YOU BE USING ARRAYS LARGER THAN 512?

If arrays having 512 elements or less are to be used, type N. If

arrays larger than 512 elements are to be used, type Y -- in

which case the terminal will display:

LARGEST ARRAY TO BE USED?

Answer this question by typing the number specifying the size of

the largest array to be used (e.g., if arrays of 1024 elements are

to be used, type in 1024). There are no specific limitations to

the size of the specified array. In general, however, the array
should contain no more elements than half the number of words of

free core available after software and programs have been loaded.

After the array-size questions have been answered, the follow-

ing will appear on the terminal:

DO YOU WANT TO LOAD PLOT, GRAPH (447)?
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PLOT and GRAPH require 447 words of memory. If you are not using

a Tektronix graphic Computer Display Terminal, you will not be able

to use the GRAPH and PLOT routines; so type N. If you have a

graphic terminal and wish to use the GRAPH and PLOT options, type Y.

The next question is:
CONVOLVE AND CORRELATE CANNOT BE LOADED WITHOUT FFT, IFT

DO YOU WANT TO LOAD FFT, IFT (1897)?

If you do not plan to do any convolution, correlation, or

Fourier transformations in your programs, type N.

NOTE

The number in parentheses indicates
how many words of free core are taken
by the FFT, IFT options.

If, however, you need these options, type Y -- in which case the

terminal displays:

xxxx WORDS OF FREE CORE

The xxxx is a number specifying how many words of memory are
available after the FFT, IFT option is added. The next question

asked by the software depends on your answer to the FFT, IFT

question. If you answered that question with a Y, the following

appears:

DO YOU WANT TO LOAD CONVOLVE, CORRELATE (420)?

However, if you typed an N to the FFT, IFT question, the CONVOLVE,

CORRELATE question will not be asked.

@ 2-11
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The remaining questions asked by the software are:

DO YOU WANT TO LOAD AVERAGE (615)?

DO YOU WANT TO LOAD INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE (533)?

Answer each question with a Y if you wish to add that particular
option to your software. Type an N if you do not wish to add that

option. When the last question is answered, the following message

appears on the terminal:

yyyy WORDS OF FREE CORE

READY

*

When this message is seen, loading of DPO TEK BASIC is complete.

Restarting DPO TEK BASIC

Once DPO TEK BASIC has been loaded, you may begin writing
and executing user-defined programs. If at any time, it appears

that the software is not operative (i.e., terminal commands are

not echoed or CTRL-P is ignored), it may be necessary to restart
the software.

To restart DPO TEK BASIC:

1.) Place the ENABLE/HALT switch in the HALT position.

2.) Press all ADDRESS/DATA switches down (to the @ position).

3.) Press START on the Controller.

4.) Set the ENABLE/HALT switch to ENABLE.

a=12
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5.) Press LOAD ADDRESS.

6.) Press START.

NOTE

When restarting DPO TEK BASIC from

address 000000, no program text or

vartables will be lost.

DPO TEK BASIC has a form of power-fail protection in that it
is not necessary to reload the software or the user-defined program

after power is restored to the Controller. Also, no program text,
data, or variables in core memory are lost.

Loading User-Defined Programs

User defined programs stored on cassette tape may be loaded

by means of the CLOAD command. (This is analogous to the OLD

command for paper tape.) For a complete description of the CLOAD

command, refer to SECTION 3, SYSTEM COMMANDS.

LOADING PAPER-TAPE SOFTWARE

Bootstrap Loader

The Bootstrap Loader (for paper tape) consists of machine-

language instructions that direct the Controller to accept a limited
amount of Bootstrap formatted data from the paper-tape Absolute

Loader and place it in memory. This Bootstrap program is contained
on the ROM card inside the Controller.
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Absolute Loader

The Absolute Loader paper tape begins with a blank leader

that is followed by several feet of special Bootstrap leader.

This special Bootstrap leader, as opposed to the normally blank

leader of Absolute binary tapes, is punched with ASCII code 351

(see Fig. 2-4). The instructions that follow this special leader -
make up a program that, once in memory, allows the Controller to

accept paper tapes (such as DPO TEK BASIC) punched in Absolute

binary format. The trailer that follows these instructions is

blank except for the reader sprocket holes.

Bootstrap leader
Blank Trailer Instructions ASCII Code 351 Blank Leader aw

oe Ne
00000 00000000000190° O50 ° YY

000000000 80 o008s0 0000 0000000000000 0000000000
g00 0 or; 2000000000009

oo 8000000000
Ww° 08 Q 00000000000

3 60 00000000000
Sprocket Holes 1773-04

Fig. 2-4. Absolute Loader paper tape. -
To load the Absolute Loader, lay it down so that the sprocket -

holes are farthest from you. Next, look for the section of tape

where the same punch pattern is repeated for at least one foot U

(each frame should have five punches in it). This section is the

"ASCII CODE 351", and is the start of the Absolute Loader. If you aaa

are not familiar with the operation of the reader/perforator, it is

recommended that you study the manual for the reader punch, partic-

ularly the sections on loading paper tape.

2-14 @
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A summary of the instructions for loading the Absolute Loader follows:

1.)

9.)

Insert the tape into the paper-tape reader punch so that
the ASCII 351 code is positioned over the reader sensors.

(Be sure the power to the reader is on.)

Set the LOCAL/LINE switch of the Tektronix Computer

Display Terminal to the LINE position.

Set the Controller's ENABLE/HALT switch to HALT.

Set all ADDRESS/DATA switches down to the 0 position.

Press START on the Controller. This clears the Controller.

(Steps 3 through 5 are an initialization procedure. )
Enter the address 773312 into the ADDRESS/DATA switch

register.

Press LOAD ADRS.

Set the ENABLE/HALT switch to ENABLE.

Press START.

After the START switch is released, the tape reader should

read the tape through the code 351 and the program, and finally
stop on the last character before the blank trailer. If the reader

does not read any tape, check that the correct address (773312)

was loaded, and that the paper tape is correctly positioned in the
reader.
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Loading DPO TEK BASIC

After the Absolute Loader has been entered, the Controller

waits for you to load the first of two DPO TEK BASIC paper tapes.
These paper tapes contain the machine instructions that make up

the programming language of WDI TEK BASIC.

To load the DPO TEK BASIC tapes:

1.)

22)

3.)

Place the DPO TEK BASIC tape numbered 1 of 2 into the

Paper-tape reader. Make sure that the reader's feed

sprocket engages the paper tape and that the blank

leader is positioned over the reader sensors.

Press CONT (Continue) on the Controller. The tape

should move through the redder and stop at the blank

trailer with the last punched character over the reader

sensors. If the tape reads in and stops before the

last character reaches the reader sensors, a check-sum

error has occurred. A check-sum error indicates that a

character has been missed in reading the tape, and an

attempt should be made to load the tape again. If the

tape still does not read in fully, the reader head may

need cleaning or adjusting.

Once tape 1 of 2 has been read in, remove it from the

reader and place DPO TEK BASIC tape 2 of 2 in the reader

so that the blank leader is positioned over the reader

sensors and the reader feed sprocket engages the tape.
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4.) Press the CONT (continue) switch on the Controller's

front panel. The tape should read in and stop at the

blank trailer with the last punched character over the

reader sensors.

5.) After DPO TEK BASIC has been read in, the terminal will

print the following message:

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

YOU HAVE SUCCESSFULLY LOADED DPO TEK BASIC

The terminal will then display the usual load time

option questions that wer listed under the heading

"Load Time Options".

Loading Other Binary Tapes

Other binary paper tapes, such as checkout software, can be

loaded over existing software without having to reload the Absolute

Loader. For example, consider the case where DPO TEK BASIC has been

loaded and it is desired to replace it with P7001 Checkout Software.

To do this, simply follow steps 1 through 5 under "Loading DPO TEK

BASIC" while using the checkout software tape instead of the DPO

TEK BASIC tape. Reading in the new binary tape will not affect
the Absolute Loader. However, DPO TEK BASIC will be erased from

memory when the checkout software is loaded.

Loading User-Written Programs

User-written programs are written in DPO TEK BASIC programming

@ 2-17
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language by the user. These programs are made up of statements

arranged in a logical sequence that is directed toward processing

input data for a solution to a particular problem.

The programs may be entered in two different ways. The first
method is where programs are entered directly from the terminal

keyboard, as is the case when the program is being composed. The

entry of program statements from the terminal keyboard does not

fall under the heading of loading paper-tape software. This method

of program entry will be reserved for later discussion.

The second method is where previously composed programs (that
have been saved on paper tape) are entered through a paper-tape
reader. Unlike binary programs, user-written programs are stored
on tape in ASCII format

User-written programs that have been saved on paper tape may

be loaded by the following steps:

1]

Ze)

Place the paper tape into the paper-tape reader. Make

sure that the reader's feed sprocket engages the paper

tape and that the blank leader resides over the reader

sensors.

Type OLD on the computer terminal and press the RETURN

key. The tape should pass through the reader and stop at
the blank trailer. When the tape has read in completely,

the computer terminal will output READY, carriage return,
and *.
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Entering the Cassette and Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loaders

The information in this section contains all of the essential
information for loading cassette and paper-tape software, assuming

a ROM Bootstrap card is being used. However, if your Bootstrap
card is not working properly or not installed in your system, it
may be necessary to manually enter a Bootstrap program via the

Controller's front-panel switches. The following information

allows you to do this. These instructions assume that you are
already familiar with the front-panel switches of the Controller.
However, if you are not familiar with octal coding, read the part
of this section entitled "Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loader". This

gives a detailed explanation on entering octal instructions into
the switch register.

Toggling in the Cassette Bootstrap. The CBOOT Bootstrap
Loader is entered by the following steps:

1) Make sure that the Controller's power switch is in the
POWER position.

2) Set the ENABLE/HALT switch to HALT.

3) Press all ADDRESS/DATA switches down (to the zero position).

4) Press START on the Controller (steps 2 through 4 are an

initialization procedure).

5) Enter the first address xx77PP into the ADDRESS/DATA

switches. (The value of xx depends upon the size of the

Controller's memory; refer to Table 2-3 for the value of xx).
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Table 2-2

Cassette Bootstrap Loader

Octal

Address

xx7700
xx7702
xx7704
xx7706
xx7710
xx7712
xx7714
xx7716
xx7720
xx7722
xx7724
xx7726
xx7730
xx7732
xx7734
xx7736
xx7740
xx7742
xx7744
xx7746
xx7750
xx7752
xx7754
xx7756
xx7760
xx7762
xx7764
xx7766

Octal

Instruction
012700
177500
005010
010701

062701

000052
012702
000375
112103

112110
100413
130310
001776
105202
100772
116012
000002
120337
000000
001767
000000
000755
004710
100774
005007
017640
002415
112024

BASIC
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6)

7)

8)

9)

DPO TEK BASIC

Press LOAD ADRS.

Enter the first instruction from Table 2-2, 91279, into
the ADDRESS/DATA switches.

Lift the DEP switch.

Enter each subsequent instruction from Table 2-2 into the
ADDRESS/DATA switches and load each by pressing the DEP

switch.

Verifying Bootstrap. Once the Bootstrap Loader has been toggled
in, it is best to verify the instructions in each memory location.
This is done as follows:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Set the ENABLE/HALT switch to the HALT position.

Set the ADDRESS/DATA switches to xx7799 (the first
address in Table 2-2).

Press LOAD ADRS.

Press and release the EXAM switch. The contents of xx7799

will be displayed in the ADDRESS/DATA lights (or DATA

lights in the case of a CP1160 Controller).

Continue operating the EXAM switch until the contents of

each subsequent address in Table 2-2 are displayed.

a) On the CP1150, CP1151, and CP1152 Controllers,
pressing and holding the EXAM switch displays the

address to be examined in the ADDRESS/DATA lights.
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Releasing the EXAM switch displays the contents of

that address.

b) On the CP1160 Controller, pressing and releasing the
EXAM switch displays the address to be examined in

the ADDRESS lights. The contents of that address

are displayed in the DATA lights

Correcting the Bootstrap Program. In the event that an instruc-
tion has been incorrectly entered into the Controller, set the ADDRESS/

DATA switches to the corresponding address and press LOAD ADRS. Then

set the ADDRESS/DATA switches to the correct instruction and lift the
DEP switch. This deposits the corrected instruction into the memory

location that was just specified.

Executing the Bootstrap Program. Once the Cassette Bootstrap

Program has been entered and verified, it may then be executed.
When the CBOOT program is executed, the cassette tape will be loaded

beginning with the Absolute Loader and continuing with the loading
of the DPO TEK BASIC binary program. In summary, the CBOOT program

is executed by the following steps

1) Insert the DPO TEK BASIC cassette into the left hand drive.

2) Set ENABLE/HALT to HALT.

3) Set the ADDRESS/DATA switches to 912799.

4) Press LOAD ADRS.

5) Set ENABLE/HALT to ENABLE.
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6) Press START on the Controller.

These steps cause the cassette tape to be rewound and the
Absolute Loader to be read. This in turn loads the DPO TEK BASIC

binary program (stored on the same cassette) and starts the soft-
ware.

Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loader

The Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loader is toggled into the Controller's
switch register by means of the following front panel switches:

1) ADDRESS/DATA: These switches are numbered ® to 15 (or p

to 17, in the case of a CP1160 Controller). They select
an address or instruction to be entered into the Controller.

2) LOAD ADRS: Loads address from ADDRESS/DATA switches.

3) DEP: Deposits data or instructions from ADDRESS/DATA

switches into the presently addressed location.

Before toggling in the Bootstrap Loader, press the ENABLE/HALT

switch to the HALT position. Next, press all ADDRESS/DATA switches
down (to the "9" position). Then press down fully on the START

switch and release it. This is an initialization procedure to ensure
that the Controller will accept the Bootstrap Loader.

The first step in toggling in Bootstrap is to enter the begin-
ning address into the switch register. This address and subsequent

Bootstrap Loader addresses consist of six octal digits, the two most
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Table 2-4

Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loader|=0ctal=|Octal

Address Instruction
xx7744 016701

xx7746 000026
xx7750 012702
xx7752 000352
xx7754 005211

xx7756 105711

xx7760 100376
xx7762 116162
xx7764 000002
xx7766 xx7400
xx7770 005267
xx7772 177756
xx7774 000765
xx7776 x

*177560 fo
(such as

177550 fo
(such as

r slow-speed reader
TEKTRONIX 4911)

r high-speed reader
TEKTRONIX CP220)

NOTE

Table 2-5

Memory Bank Designations

Memory

Size

Select value of xx for
use in Table 2-4.

wx7744 = 247744 is the starting address
for a CP1100-Series Controller with a
24K memory.
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significant digits being used to designate the highest available

memory bank. The octal addresses for the Bootstrap Loader are
contained in Table 2-4. The two most significant digits required for

designating the highest available memory bank are contained in

Table 2-5. To see how the first address for a 24K memory is entered

into the switch register, refer to Fig. 2-5.

When toggling addresses or instructions into the Controller,

the octal numbers contained in Table 2-4 must be converted to binary

code (1's and M's). This binary code is then entered into the

Controller's switch register via the ADDRESS/DATA toggle switches

by setting each switch to the position corresponding to the required

binary code -- switch up corresponds to a binary "1" and switch down

corresponds to a binary "9". To see the relationship between an

octal number and its corresponding binary code representation in

the Controller's toggle switches, compare the switch positions in

Fig. 2-5 with their binary/octal representation in Fig. 2-6. Notice

that each group of three switches corresponds to one octal digit.

Fig. 2-5. Switch positions for entering the first
Bootstrap address into a CP1151 Controller
with a 24K memory.
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octal three bit binary code
137744

digit weights: 4 2 1

0 9 D 9

fe debe si ety Ae. NA
| Cow!
2 & 1 a

1P1 1111/1111 —9 pligg 3 0 ! ;

4 1 0 9p

5 1 D 1

6 1 1 9
7 1 1 1

a) Octal to binary conversion b) Table for converting octal
of first Bootstrap address to three bit binary code.

for CP1151 Controller with
24K memory.

Fig. 2-6.

Toggling in Bootstrap. Once the ADDRESS/DATA switches have

been set to the binary code for the first Bootstrap address, xx7744,

press and release the LOAD ADRS switch. Next, set the ADDRESS/DATA

switches to the first instruction from Table 2-4 (916701). This

corresponds to the just loaded address (xx7744). With this instruc-

tion in the ADDRESS/DATA switches, lift and release the DEP switch

Upon release of the DEP switch, the instruction will be deposited

in memory.
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To load the second instruction (999926), toggle its binary

representation into the ADDRESS/DATA switches and raise the DEP

switch. Raising the DEP switch increments the first address

(xx7744) by two, thus bringing up the second address (xx7746). Re-

leasing the DEP switch deposits the second instruction into the

second address. Load the third instruction and continue loading

instructions in the sequence of Table 2-4 by toggling the binary

code for the instruction into the ADDRESS/DATA switches and then

activating the DEP switch.

NOTE

Raising the DEP switch causes the
Controller to automatically inerement
the address only when the preceding
operation was a DEPosit. When the
preceding operation was something
other than DEPosit (such as LOAD ADRS

or EXAM), raising the DEP switch does
not increment the address. In all cases,
release of the DEP switch causes the
contents of the ADDRESS/DATA switches
to be placed in memory.

As Bootstrap is toggled in, note the front-panel lights above

the ADDRESS/DATA switches. The CP1150, CP1151, and CP1152 Control-

lers have a single row of ADDRESS/DATA lights. However, the CP1160

Controller has a row of ADDRESS lights and a row of DATA lights.
When an address is loaded with the LOAD ADRS switch, the front-

panel lights indicate the just loaded address. The indication is

in binary with an "on" light indicating a "1" and an "off" light
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indicating a "9".

When an instruction is entered on a CP1150, CP1151, or CP1152

Controller, the address into which the instruction is being loaded

appears in the front-panel lights while the DEP switch is up; when

the DEP switch is released, the just entered instruction is displayed.
However, on a CP1160 Controller, activation of the DEP switch causes

the affected address and the deposited instruction to be displayed

by their respective indicator lights

Verifying Bootstrap. After Bootstrap is toggled in, it is best

to verify the contents of each memory location. To do this, set the

ENABLE/HALT switch to the HALT position. Next, place the first
address (xx7744) into the ADDRESS/DATA switches and press LOAD ADRS.

For Controllers having a single row of ADDRESS/DATA lights,
press and release the EXAM switch. The instruction residing in the

first location will be displayed in the ADDRESS/DATA lights. Press-

ing and holding the EXAM switch will cause the next address to be

displayed; upon release of the EXAM switch, the contents of that
location will be displayed.

For Controllers having separate ADDRESS and DATA lights, make

sure that the ENABLE/HALT switch is in HALT. Place xx7744 into the
ADDRESS/DATA switches and press LOAD ADRS. Then press EXAM: the

address, xx7744, and the instruction will appear in their respective

displays. To examine the next location and its contents, operate
the EXAM switch again and continue doing this until all locations
have been examined.
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NOTE

On all Controllers, pressing the EXAM

switch automatically inerements the
address only when the preceding opera-
tion was an EXAMine. When the prece-
ding operation was something other than
EXAMine (such as LOAD ADRS or DEP),

pressing the EXAM switch does not
inerement the address. In all cases,
release of the EXAM switch causes the
eontents of the EXAMined address to be
displayed.

Correcting the Bootstrap Program. If an instruction is incor-

rect, enter the corresponding address into the Controller's ADDRESS/

DATA switches and press LOAD ADRS. Then enter the correct instruc-
tion into the ADDRESS/DATA switches and lift the DEP switch to

deposit the correct instruction in memory.

Summary of Bootstrap Instructions. In summary, the Bootstrap
Loader is entered by the following steps:

1) Make sure the Controller's power switch is in the POWER

position.

2) Set the ENABLE/HALT switch to HALT.

3) Press all ADDRESS/DATA switches down (to the "9" position).

4) Press START on the Controller. (Steps 1 through 3 are an

initialization procedure. )
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5) Enter the first address, xx7744, into the ADDRESS/DATA

switches.

6) Press LOAD ADRS.

7) Enter the first instruction, 016791, into the ADDRESS/

DATA switches and lift the DEP switch.

8) Enter each subsequent instruction from Table 2-4 into the

ADDRESS/DATA switches and load each by lifting the DEP

switch.

9) Once all instructions have been loaded, use the EXAM

switch to inspect all Bootstrap Loader addresses for

correct contents.

Absolute Loader

Once the Bootstrap Loader has been entered, the Absolute Loader

paper tape may be read into the Controller with a paper-tape reader.

To be compatible with the Bootstrap Loader, the Absolute Loader tape

is punched in Bootstrap format. Refer to page 2-14 for instructions

on loading the Absolute Loader.
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SECTION 3

SYSTEM COMMANDS

Commands are like instructions used in a program, but are

usually reserved for editing, storing, and retrieving programs.

The editing paper tape and cassette commands are programmable

with the exception of the CHANGE command. By programmable, it is
meant that these commands may be preceded by a line number and in-
cluded as part of a program.

PROGRAM CONTROL COMMANDS

Program control commands are instructions to the Controller

to begin or halt execution of a program.

The RUN Command

This command simply transfers control of the Controller to

the lowest numbered line in memory. The program takes over and

stays in control of the Controller until terminated by an END or
STOP instruction, manually stopped by the operator using a Control

P command, or all lines have been processed.

The CONTROL P Command

This command is entered from the keyboard while the program

is running. Execution stops immediately and control returns to
the user. It is entered by pressing and holding down the Control

key (CTRL) and at the same time pressing the P key on the keyboard.

It has the same effect as pressing Program Call Button 15 on the

P7001.
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EDITING COMMANDS

These commands allow you to look at your program, edit them

if necessary, and alter the normal display of characters.

The LIST Command

The LIST command outputs to the terminal all program text
stored in memory. Any statement that has been entered with a line
number (in the deferred mode) is listed on the terminal in line
number order.

Selected lines or groups of lines may be listed by following

the command with the line number or numbers desired. For example:

LIST-35

lists line 35 only. However:

LIST 35,209

lists all lines with line numbers between 35 and 200 inclusive.
The LIST command does not alter the statements in any way.

The DELETE Command

Deleting lines of text and defined variables is easy with this
command. To delete one or more lines, it is used like the LIST

command. That is, it is followed by the numbers of the line or lines
to be deleted. For example:
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DELETE 44

would delete line 44 only!, while

DELETE 199,300

will delete all lines between 100 and 300 inclusive. (NOTE: The

first line number specified must be an actual line in memory. The

second need not be present.)

Suppose you had been doing some calculations in the immediate

mode and had no lines to delete, but had defined several variables.
To delete these from memory, use the statement:

DELETE VARIABLES

All user-defined variables will be deleted, but no program text
will be lost. All DPO TEK BASIC predefined variables are reset to
their initial state. Permanently defined arrays are not altered.
To completely clear memory of all program text and variables, use:

DELETE ALL

Now you have a clean memory to work with. Remember, once you

press the return key after typing this last command, it's all over.
Be sure you want to delete your programs and variables before you

enter this command.

\the easiest way to delete a single line is to type the line number
and a carriage return. Wo more line!
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The CHANGE Command

The CHANGE command, once mastered, is a powerful tool for cor-

recting and editing statements already in memory. Although this
command can be attached to a line number and placed in your program,

the program will stop after the command is executed. It is recom-

mended that the CHANGE command be used in the immediate mode (exe-

cuted directly from the terminal).

The format of the CHANGE command is:

CHANGE line number delimiter old text delimiter new text delimiter

The first argument of the command is the line number of the

statement to be edited. The first delimiter follows immediately

(no spaces allowed) and may be any character not appearing in the

old or new text and not including: +, -, space, carriage return, or

line feed. (The delimiter separates the old text from the line num-

ber and new text, if any.)

The old text is the portion of the statement to be edited. When

this string of characters is found, the new text is inserted in its
place.

If the last delimiter is omitted, the statement will end with

the last character of the new text

Various uses of the CHANGE command are explained in the follow-

ing examples:

1.) Deleting a segment of a program line:
Suppose the following program line is in memory:
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159 LET PA=A-MEA(A)*/:LABEL PA,"ORIGINAL WAVEFORM"

An attempt to execute line 150 will result in an error
since LET PA=A-MEA(A)*/ is not a legal expression. To

remove the */ from statement, the following CHANGE command

could be entered from the terminal:
CHA 159#*/##

Here, 150 is the line number of the line at which text is

to be changed, # is the delimiter, and */ is the old text
to be searched for. The two delimiters at the end of the

line enclose nothing, hence the old text will be removed.

In this example, # was chosen as the delimiter only be-

cause it did not appear in the line to be changed.

After this command is executed, line 150 will be changed

and the new line output to the terminal as follows:

15@ LET PA=A-MEA(A): LABEL PA, "ORIGINAL WAVEFORM"

Changing a segment of a program line:
Suppose that it is necessary to change some portion of a

program line. Assume the following line is in memory:

124 LET Y=209*SIN(N*I*6.283/1924):LET A=A*Y

If you want to change the 200 to 100, the following
command could be used:

CHA 124T2P9T199T
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In this command, 124 is the line to be changed, T is the

delimiter, 200 is the old text, and 100 is the new text

that will replace the old text. After the above CHANGE

command is executed, the text at line 124 will be edited

and output to the terminal like this:

124 LET Y=19@*SIN(N*I*6.283/1924) :LET A=A*Y

Truncating a program line:

Look at the following line of text:

112 PLOT 9,9,399: PLOT 1,1923,399: PLOT 9,9399

Here, one line of text contains three statements. Suppose

you wish to delete the last statement from the line.
The following CHANGE command would do the job:

CHA 112$3,399$

In this example, 112 is the line that is to be changed,

and $ is the delimiter (chosen because it does not appear

in the text). The old text is 3,390. By leaving off the

new text argument and the last delimiter, the CHANGE

command causes everything occurring after the old text
to be deleted.

When this form of the CHANGE command is executed, the

routine searches line 112 for the first string of chara-

cters that matches the old text argument. When this string
is found, all text following that string is deleted.
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Line 112 will be altered by the CHANGE command to read:

112 PLOT 9,0,399:PLOT 1,1923,399

Appending a statement to the end of a program line:

Examine the following line of text:

599 LET PA=C*D:LABEL PA," POWER"

If you wanted to GRAPH PA, the appropriate statement can

be added to line 500 with the CHANGE command.

CHA 5PO%R"%R":GRAPH PA%

Line 500, as modified by this form of the CHANGE command,

will read as follows:

599 LET PA=C*D:LABEL PA," POWER":GRAPH PA

Note that in this particular form of the CHANGE command,

the old text must be repeated in the new text argument.

If the old text is not repeated, it will be deleted from

the line when the new text is added.

Editing line numbers and duplicating lines:

The CHANGE command can be used to alter line numbers of

statements and to duplicate entire statements.

Suppose the following line was in memory:

459 PRINT "SECTION"; I;" PAGE"; J; " OF"; K; " PAGES"
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Now you realize that the line number should actually be

750. To change the number without retyping the entire
line, simply use the CHANGE command in the following

manner:

CHA 459,459,750

Here, the command causes a search for the old text (450)

and replaces it with the new text (750). Since the change

is the line number, a new line is created.

NOTE

In this case, the old line, with its line
number, still resides in memory. If you

want to delete the old line, use the DELETE

command followed by the original line
number:

DEL 459

To simply duplicate a line, don't delete
the old line number.

If, when changing a line of text, the modified line becomes an

illegal instruction, the change will not take place, and an error
message is printed on the terminal.

The CONTROL U Command

When entered, this command deletes the line just typed

(the line in which the Control U was entered). No other action is
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taken. To enter, press and hold the Control key (CTRL) while

striking the U key on the keyboard.

The CONTROL R Command

Used in a LABEL or DISPLAY statement to instruct the Controller
to display the following character in lower case. The control
command is not displayed on the terminal, and any listing of the

program or line in which it occurs shows the character follow-

ing as upper case. The characters that can be displayed in lower

case are c, d, m, n, p, and u.

The RUBOUT Command

Whenever the RUBOUT key is pressed, the last character typed is
deleted from the line. Pressing the RUBOUT key more than once will
delete the next character on the line, moving right to left. A

back slash (\) is displayed on the terminal for every character
deleted.

PAPER-TAPE COMMANDS

These commands are used in storing and loading programs from

paper tape.

The SAVE Command

When you enter the SAVE command in the immediate mode, all
program text in memory will be output to the paper-tape punch. For
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this command to work properly, the punch unit must be turned on

and enough tape installed to take the program. Also, there must

be a program in memory to SAVE. Only one SAVE may appear on a line.

Parts of a program can be saved by specifying one or two

line numbers, as in the LIST command. If one line number is used,

only that line will be punched onto tape. If two are used, all
statements between and including the lines specified will be punched.

Examples of the SAVE command are:

SAVE (punches all program text in memory)

SAVE 5 (punches only line 5)

SAVE 5,50 (punches lines 5 through 50)

The OLD Command

This is the opposite of the SAVE command. The OLD command

takes a program on paper-tape and reads it into memory. Lines

already in memory with identical line numbers will be overwritten.
Lines with different numbers will remain. In most cases, it is
undesirable to have parts of two programs in memory, and a DELETE

ALL command should precede the OLD command.

Before the OLD command can be executed, the tape reader must

be on and a program ready to be read. When the last punch has been

read, control returns to the terminal.
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CASSETTE COMMANDS

The cassette operating system is handled by eight DPO TEK BASIC

commands. These include two commands for storage of DPO TEK BASIC

data, two for storage of DPO TEK BASIC programs, and four for hand-

ling cassette files.

Cassette File Structure

In the CP100 system, data is recorded on magnetic tape ina
single bit-serial track of data. There is no prerecorded timing or

format track, so data is sequentially recorded and retrieved as in a

conventional magnetic tape system. (Further information about tape

file structure is given in Chapter 1 of the CP100 Cassette Manual.)

Four file types are used in DPO TEK BASIC cassette software.

(See Table 3-2.) The file type is a value that appears in the

header record of each file. It tells the Controller the type of

data that is stored in a particular file. (When a CDIRECTORY com-

mand is issued, each file on the referenced cassette will be listed
by a file description rather than a file type number. Therefore,

the CDIRECTORY command causes "BASIC PROGRAM" to be printed for a

file of type 1, "BINARY PROGRAM" for a file of type 2, and "BASIC

DATA" for a file of type 7.)

The only routine using a non-standard format is the ROM Boot-

strap Loader. Whenever such a file is listed by the CDIRECTORY

command, the output on the terminal will be "NON-STANDARD".
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TABLE 3-2

PILE: TYPES

File
Type Data Format Usage in DPO TEK BASIC Commands Using Format

1 ASCII User's BASIC PROGRAM CSAVE, CLOAD

2 Paper-tape image BINARY PROGRAM CP100 Absolute Loader

7 Core image BASIC DATA CWRITE, CREAD

other Undefined NON-STANDARD ROM Bootstrap Loader

You should be familiar with the following arguments of cassette
commands :

drive:

Specifies which cassette drive is to be selected:

the left-hand drive, 1 the right-hand drive.

0 designates

It may be any

constant, variable, or expression which truncates to 0 or 1.

file name:

Specifies the name of the file to be written or read from a

cassette tape. The name can consist of one to six characters

followed (optionally) by an extension consisting of a decimal

point and one to three additional characters Any character

is accepted except the comma, colon, carriage return, and line
feed.

data element:

Spaces are ignored.

Specifies the name of the variable to be read or written. May

be a simple variable, an array, or array element.

arrays are handled properly.
3-12
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Fon wine

An optional switch specifying the nature of the search. If
no switch is present, the cassette is rewound before the search

starts. When the f switch is used, the cassette is searched

forward from its current position. With the r switch, the

cassette is searched in reverse.

NOTE

When using the f or r switch, be sure you

know the file's actual position on the

eassette tape, as well as the tape's
current position. If you specify a for-
ward search, and the file has already been

passed, it will not be found and an error
will result. When in doubt, omit the

switch.

line number:

Selects the line number of a BASIC statement. The value may

be an exact line number or any variable or expression that
truncates to an actual line number in the desired program.

CWRITE command:

Causes a file of "BASIC DATA" to be written on the cassette
on the selected drive following all files already on the tape.
This file is labeled with the user specified file name. The

file consists of any numerical value or values associated with

each data element in the list. These data elements may contain
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many numerical values (as in the case of a permanently

dimensioned waveform array) or just a single value (as in

the case of a designated scale factor variable). The size

of each array is written on the tape to ensure that the

array is later read into the properly dimensioned memory

locations by the CREAD command. String variables can not be

stored.

General Form:

CWRITE drive , file name , data element, data element,...

Example:

CWRITE , WFA, SA, VA, ZA, HA, TA, A

Here, the data file assigned the name WFA is written onto the

cassette on the left-hand drive. The first five data elements

in the list are memory locations containing data which conveys

information about the horizontal and vertical scale factors.
The "A" data element contains the 512 numerical values associa-

ted with the waveform stored in the A array.

CREAD command:

A search is made for the first data file on the selected cas-

sette which has the specified file name (assigned previously

by a CWRITE command). A check is made to insure that it is of

type "DPO BASIC DATA". If the F operand is typed, the tape

will be searched in the forward direction until the file name

is located. If the R operand is typed, the tape will be

searched in reverse until the file name is found. If neither

F nor R is typed, the tape will be rewound before the search
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begins. When the file name is found, the contents in the

specified file will be read into the memory locations desig-
nated by the data elements in the list. Array values must

be read into arrays of the same length as those stored on the

cassette.

General Form:

EREAD- Fo or'R ,—drive , file name , data element,...

Example:

CREAD @, WFA SB, PB

In this case, the cassette on the left-hand (®) drive will be

read. Since no F nor R option is present, the tape will be

rewound before the file search begins. The data file that was

designated WFA during the CWRITE operation will be read from

the cassette. The file's contents will be sent to the horizon-

tal scale factor variable for array PB and the 512 element array.

CSAVE command:

This command is similar to the CWRITE command except that a

file of type "BASIC PROGRAM" is written on the selected cassette.

It is placed after all files already on the tape. The file
consists of a user defined program that is presently stored in

the Controller's memory. The location of this program is given

by the starting and ending line numbers, as specified in the

CSAVE operand. If only one line number is specified, only one

line of the program will be written on the file. If no line
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numbers are specified, then all user programs in core memory

will be written. As a means of later locating a program on

tape, the user must also specify a file name when typing this
command's operand.

General Form:

CSAVE drive , file name , line number, line number

Example:

CSAVE 1, FFT.PRG, 199, 199

Here, lines 100 through 199 of a BASIC program residing in

memory will be written on the right-hand cassette (drive 1).

The file name is FFT.PGR.

NOTE

If a line number is specified, and that line
number ts not in memory, Error 9 is issued.

Immediately after seeing this error, CZERO

the file just specified. Otherwise, a file
header is written, but no information is sent

to the file.
CLOAD command:

The CLOAD command executes a search for a program file having

the file name specified in the operand. This file is checked

to be of type "BASIC PROGRAM". All BASIC statements stored in

the file will be loaded into the CP1100 memory. If statements

with line numbers the same as those in the file are already in

the Controller's memory, they will be overwritten by the pro-

gram file statements. Statements in memory with different
line numbers will not be disturbed.
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NOTE

When loading a new program into the

Controller, it is advisable to delete

the old program(s). This prevents
posstble inclusion of old program lines

tn the new program being loaded.

General Form:

CLOAD ForR , drive , file name

Example:

CLOAD R, 1, FFT.PRG

In this case, the CLOAD command causes the tape on the right-
hand drive (1) to be searched in reverse until the program

file labeled FFT.PRG is found. When this file is found, all
BASIC statements in the file will be stored in the CP1100

memory.

CDELETE command:

This command searches the selected cassette for the first file
name specified in the command's operand. When found, the

file name will be changed to "*EMPTY" and the operation is

repeated for any other file names listed. No alteration is
made to the data stored in file, and it can still be read with

a CREAD command (in the case of a data file) or CLOAD command

(in the case of a program file) using the file name "*EMPTY".

General Form:

CDELETE For R 3 drive. , file name, file name,...
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Example:

CDELETE 0, WFA

Causes a search of the left-hand cassette (drive ) until the
WFA file is found. When found, the file name is changed to
"*EMPTY". Since no "F" or "R" was typed in the operand, the

tape will be rewound before the search begins.

CZERO command:

If a file name is specified in this command's operand, a search

is made for the first file on the selected cassette having

that file name. When the file is found, a sentinel record is

written in place of the file name. (The purpose of the senti-
nel record is to signal the logical end of the cassette tape.)
If no file name is specified in the operand, a sentinel

record is written at the start of the selected cassette. In

either case, all files beyond the sentinel record will be

logically eliminated.

NOTE

Before writing a file onto a new cassette,

you must initialize the cassette by typing

the CZERO command. (See the part of this
seetton covering cassette commands.) This

will place a sentinel record at the begin-

ning of the tape so that the file will be

written at the start of the tape. If this
procedure is not done, the tape will be
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searched (in vain) for a sentinel
record. Since no sentinel record will
be found, the CWRITE operation cannot

begin.

General Form:

CZERO ForR , drive , file name

Example:

CZERO @

Since no "F" or "R" was designated, the tape on the left drive
(®) will be rewound. Also, since no file name is listed in

the operand, the sentinel record is written at the beginning
and all files on the tape are logically eliminated.

CCOPY command:

This command causes every file, except those whose file names

begin with an asterisk (*), to be copied from the first
selected cassette to the second. If files are already present
on the second cassette, the files copied onto it will be

placed after the last file. When it is necessary to overwrite

files on the second cassette, they should first be zeroed with

the CZERO command.

General Form:

CCOPY drive 10 drive

Example:

CZERO 9

CCOPY 1 to 9
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The cassette on the left-hand drive is zeroed (logically erased)
and then the information on the right-hand cassette is written
onto the left-hand cassette.

CDIRECTORY command:

Causes a list of all file names currently stored on the selected

cassette and the file type to be printed on the computer ter-
minal. Files deleted with the CDELETE command are also listed,
since the space they occupy was not reclaimed. Each line of

the directory lists the file name, its extension, if any, and

the file type.

General Form:

CDIRECTORY drive, drive

Example:

(Command)

CDIR p, 1

(Output on terminal)
WFA BASIC DATA

FFT -PRG BASIC PROGRAM

The command first causes the file names on the left-hand

cassette to be displayed on the screen. Note that WFA is the

only file on the cassette and that it contains BASIC data.
Then the file names on the right-hand cassette are displayed.
In this second case, FFT.PRG is the only file on the tape and

it contains a user-defined BASIC program.
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SECTION 4

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

Evaluation of Expressions Containing Arrays

In DPO TEK BASIC, the method of arithmetic expression evalua-

tion is essentially the same as that in standard BASIC. However,

DPO TEK BASIC increases ease of programming by allowing entire
arrays to be used as operands in expressions.

When arrays of the same length are used in an expression, the

expression will be evaluated to produce an equal-length array of

results. The values are calculated in a linear manner, never in

the sense of full matrix arithmetic. That is, the first element

of the result is equal to the evaluated combination of the first
elements of all arrays, the constants or variables, and the

operators in the expression.

Here's a program that demonstrates these features:

19M DIMENSION X(2), Y(2), V(2), Z(2)

119 LET X(p)=1

12M LET x(1)=2

139 LET X(2)=3 \

149 LET Y=1

159 LET Z=X+2*Y

16 LET V=1+C0S(Y)

170 PRINT X, Z+Y

After execution of the program, the arrays X, Y, Z, and V

will have the following values:
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X(@): 1 Z(): 3

X42 Z(1): 4

X(2): 3 2(2): 5

Y(p): 1 V(O): 1.549

VU) 1 V(1): 1.549

Y¥(2): 1 V(1): 1.549

Line 170 causes the following values to be printed on the

terminal:

eet teste) '6

In this example, the variables X, Y, Z, and V are defined as

arrays by the DIMENSION statement in line 100. The elements of

array X are individually set by subscripting in lines 110 through
130. In the rest of the program, the arrays, including X, are re-
ferred to in an unsubscripted manner. The evaluation of the state-
ment LET Z=X+2*Y is carried out with the corresponding elements of
X and Y and the results placed in array Z. In detail, the first
element of Z is evaluated as 1 + 2 * 1. The second as 2+ 2* 1,

and so on. The remaining evaluations in the example are carried
out in the same manner, providing resulting arrays of equal length.

There is only one major restriction on expressions containing
variables that represent arrays. Whenever an expression calls for

operations using two or more arrays, the arrays must be of equal

length. If operations with arrays of different lengthsare attempted,

the evaluation is not allowed and an error message is sent to the

computer terminal.
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With array operations, there is one other subject of impor-

tance. While not necessarily a restriction, it poses possible
problems when dealing with individual array elements (rather than

an entire array). The subject is array dynamic range, and since it
arises from the floating point format used in DPO TEK BASIC, it is
covered following the discussion of floating point format.

Floating Point Format

All arithmetic operations are performed in floating point,
hence the values of all constants, variables, and arrays are stored
in floating point format. In this discussion, the term variable

refers to a designator for a single-valued storage location, and

the term array refers to a designator for a series of storage
locations.

Data Storage. The floating point format of DPO TEK BASIC is
designed for optimum performance when operating with the P7001

Processor. Since data from the processor has only 10 bits of

precision, the characteristics of the floating point format provide

adequate accuracy for processing waveform data, as well as efficient
core utilization and slightly faster processing. These character-
istics are:

1.) Floating point values for constants and variables are
stored in two 16-bit words. One word is used for the

exponent, the other for the normalized mantissa. This

allows a maximum precision of over four decimal digits
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and a decimal exponent range of +9800. However, data

output routines limit the exponent range to +99.

2.) Values for arrays are stored with one word mantissas
and a single exponent applying to the entire array as

follows:

exponent

mantissa

mantissa

mantissa

Only the largest mantissa element of an array is guaranteed
to be normalized, and other elements may be shifted to adjust for
the selected exponent value. As each element of an array is
entered, it is normalized and its adjusted exponent is compared

with the existing array exponent. If the existing exponent is
larger, the new mantissa is shifted to be compatible with the exist-
ing exponent. If the entered element's exponent is larger than the

existing array exponent, the entered element's exponent becomes

the new exponent for the array, and all other existing mantissas
will be shifted to become compatible with the new exponent.

Array mantissas are stored in 16-bit words as shown in Fig.

4-1. The most significant bit (bit 15) is reserved for the sign
bit. The remaining bits are value indicators for the mantissa.
When the largest value of an array is normalized, its mantissa is
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[15 14] 13] 12] 12] 10 | 9 e]7[*[s[+]>]2]2[°]
sign binary least
bit point significant bit

1773-05

Fig. 4-1. Arrangement of 16-bit word for mantissa storage.

arranged so that its most significant binary bit is the bit located

immediately following the sign bit. The remaining array mantissas

are shifted to bit locations of lower significance, the amount of

shift being dependent on the array exponent value.

Array Dynamic Range. Because of the floating point storage
scheme, array elements that differ by a factor greater than 215

(32768) cannot be stored in the same array. That is, the smallest
elements of the array cannot be resolved since the lesser bits
would be shifted beyond the range of the 15 bits allocated for

storage. An example of this situation is given below:

192 DIMENSION x(3)

119 LET X() = 2

120 LET X(1) = 4.15

13@ LET X(2) = 7.9

149 LET X(3) = 66E3

159 PRINT X
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As line 140 is executed, a warning error occurs. The error
indicates that the array dynamic range has been exceeded, and that
at least one nonzero array element has gone to zero. Since the

error is only a warning error, program execution continues. Line

150 causes the computer terminal to output the following:

Q 4 8 6.6E+4

Note that at line 110 a value of 2 was assigned for X(g).

When line 140 was executed, the exponent of X(3) was compared with

the array exponent. Since the X(3) exponent is the largest expo-

nent, it becomes the entire array exponent. Then, all other array
mantissas are adjusted to be compatible with the new exponent.

The adjustment of the X(0) mantissa is not within the array dynamic

range; consequently, the value of X(0) cannot be resolved and it
goes to zero. Whenever a nonzero element is forced to zero, the

array dynamic range is said to have been exceeded.

An exception to this rule is when an array is symmetrically

centered around zero. That is, for each element of the array that
is positive, there is an equal negative element. When this situa-
tion exists, the array dynamic range is +32767.

The preceding example points out the limits of dynamic range

in an array. This limit may cause loss of significance when pro-

cessing individual array elements that are smaller by a factor of

32768 than the largest array element, but it causes no inaccuracy
when processing an array in its entirety. Since the DPO dynamic

range for the CRT display is only 2!9 (1024), the above situation
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is not a problem when arrays are displayed as waveforms on the DPO.

Constants and Variables in DPO TEK BASIC

In the A B C's of TEK BASIC, we discussed the use of variables
and constants. Here, more specific information pertaining to DPO

TEK BASIC handling of constants and variables is presented.

Listed below are the various forms of constants and variables
allowed in DPO TEK BASIC, along with a brief description of each.

In some cases the descriptions are complete; in others, the

descriptions are introductory and only intended as a summary. In

the latter cases, more complete information and examples of usage

are contained in other sections of this manual.

Constants. In DPO TEK BASIC, constants may be expressed in

the three following manners:

as an integer (e.g., 8085),

as a decimal number (e.g., -12.84),

or in scientific notation (e.g., 97.55E+45).

The maximum allowable integer is 32759.

All constants are stored in a floating point format that allows

a maximum precision of over four decimal digits and an exponent

range of +9800. However, output routines limit the constant to

four digits with an exponent range of +99.
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Variables. There are two major categories of variables avail-
able in DPO TEK BASIC, general purpose variables and permanently

defined variables.

The general purpose variables are available for use in arith-
metic expressions, use as control variables, and other general

purpose applications common to standard BASIC.

The permanently defined variables are, as a rule, available

for the same uses as the general purpose ones; however, the nature

of their definition and implementation by DPO TEK BASIC causes

these permanently defined variables to exhibit certain special

qualities.

Variable names may be formed of one letter (e.g., X, Y, Z) or

two letters (e.g., XA, XS, ZZ), or one letter followed by a digit
(e.g., X1, C6, 20). Additionally, each of these types of variable

names may be expanded by subscripting if the first program reference

to the variable is a DIMENSION statement. The exception to this is

that permanently defined variables cannot be used in a DIMENSION

statement, but may be subscripted if they are permanently defined

array variables.

Care should be taken when choosing variable names to avoid

using those names designated as permanently defined variables
The permanently defined variables are:



Arrays

A, B,C, D

PA, PB, PC, PD

DPO TEK BASIC

CP1100 waveform arrays (permanently dimen-

sioned to 512 elements, 0 through 511).

P7001 waveform arrays (permanently dimen-

sioned to 512 elements, 0 through 511).

Horizontal scale factors
SA, SB, SC, SD

Vertical scaling
VA, VB, VC, VD

ZA, ZB, 2C, ZD

Horizontal scaling
HA, HB, HC, HD

TA, TB, TC, TD

Initially set to one by DPO TEK BASIC,

contains horizontal scale factors for
waveforms in CP1100 arrays A through D.

Initially set to zero by DPO TEK BASIC,

sets displayed vertical scale factor
when nonzero.

Initially set to zero by DPO TEK BASIC,

sets displayed zero reference when nonzero.

Initially set to zero by DPO TEK BASIC

determines logarithmic expansion when

less than zero, linear expansion when

greater than zero.

Initially set to zero by DPO TEK BASIC,

used in conjunction with HA - HD to

specify the beginning point of a hori-

zontal expansion.
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VA$, VB$, VC$

vD$

HA$, HB$, HC$

HDS

Du$

Tu$

Miscellaneous
EM

FC

ID

oD

DPO TEK BASIC

String variables for vertical units asso-

ciated with CP1100 waveforms A through D.

String variables for horizontal units
associated with CP1100 waveforms A through
De

String variable used with GET statement

for storing digital measurement units.

String variable used for temporary

storage of units.

Initially set to zero by DPO TEK BASIC,

disables warning error messages when

nonzero.

Contains the amount of CP1100 free core

available for further user programming.

Initially set to zero by DPO TEK BASIC,

determines input device -- zero for ter-
minal, nonzero for paper-tape reader.

Initially set to zero by DPO TEK BASIC,

determines output device -- zero for ter-
minal, greater than zero for paper-tape
punch, less than zero for line printer.
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Mathematical Functions

The set of mathematical functions available in DPO TEK BASIC

consists of the standard BASIC functions augmented by special pur-

pose functions. The standard functions, as contained in DPO TEK

BASIC, have been expanded to allow operations on arrays, as well as

constants, variables, and mathematical expressions. The special
purpose functions provide capabilities for determining commonly

needed array parameters -- mean, maximum, minimum, rms, and points
where specified levels are crossed.

Standard Functions. The standard BASIC functions that have

been retained and expanded in DPO TEK BASIC are listed below with

a brief explanation of the mathematical operation performed by

each. (NOTE: The letter E is used below to facilitate explanation

of the functions and is intended only as a representation of a leg-
itimate function argument; that is, E may be a constant, a variable,
an expression, or an array.)

FUNCTION EXPLANATION

ABS (E) Absolute value of E.

ATN (E) Arctangent of E; result is an angle
in the range of + 1/2 radians.

cos (E) Cosine of E; E is the angle in radians.

EXP (E) e raised to the E power. (e is the base

for natural logarithms and is approximately

equal to 2.7183.)
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ITR (E)

LOG (E)

RND (E)

SGN (E)

SIN (E)

SQR (E)

DPO TEK BASIC

EXPLANATION

Truncates the fractional part of E; no

rounding occurs.

Natural logarithm of E (log, Elon tn E).

Generates a pseudorandom number in the

range of 0.0000 to 1.000; E is a dummy

variable. These numbers may appear in

scientific notation or as a one to four

digit decimal fraction.

Sign of E; result is +1 for positive E,

@ for E = 9, -1 for negative E.

Sine of E; E is the angle in radians.

Square root of E. (vE may also be expres-
sed by the BASIC notation E~.5.)

NOTE

The above list contains the preprogramned

math funettons in DPO TEK BASIC. Wotice

that some functions, such as TAN(E), are
not contained in this list. However,

these can still be performed by express-
ing them in terms of other functions in
the list (e.g., TAN(E) = SIN(E)/COS(E).

A complete list of these additional func-

tions is found at the end of Section 7,

which covers "PROGRAMMING HINTS".
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In cases where the function argument E is simply a constant,
the function operates on the single value of that constant. Simi-

larly, variables and mathematical expressions are operated on by

the function to provide a unique result for the assigned variable
value or the single-valued result of the expression evaluation.
However, in the case of arrays or expressions using arrays, the

function will operate on the array (or the array result of expres-
sion evaluation) in an element-by-element manner to provide an

array of results.

The function calls will not stand alone and must be used as

part of a statement. For example:

200 PRINT SQR (759)

This statement demonstrates the use of a function call with the
PRINT statement. Note that in this example, the function operates
on a specified constant, and the result will be output directly to
the computer terminal. Alternatively, either of the following two

statements may be used to output the result to the DPO's CRT for

display.

DISPLAY SQR (759)

LABEL PA, SQR (759)

It should be noted, however, that the LABEL statement assigns the

result of the function call to a specified P7001 location (location
A in the preceding example), and the result will only be displayed
when that location is selected for display by means of the DPO's

front panel buttons or a HOLD statement.
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Functions may also operate on variables or arrays represented
by variables. For example:

21 LET A = ABS (B)

The array B is operated on by the absolute value function. The

results of the operation are then placed in array A by the LET

statement.

Also, functions may operate on expressions made up of single-
valued variables, array variables, and other functions. To illus-
trate this, the following program is used for generating a square
wave of N cycles and demonstrates the operation of functions on

mathematical expressions containing functions.

399 LET N = 19

319 LET D = .6283

320 INT D, D

33 LET PD = SGN (SIN (N * D))

349 STOP

The program can be executed by pressing Program Call button 3 or
by entering a GOTO 309 statement at the terminal. The value given
N in line 300 determines the number of cycles generated by the
program.

Line 310 of the example program sets array D to a value that
acts as a source for generating the waveform. The constant (0.6283)
in array D is integrated by the statement in line 320 and the result
of integration (a ramp) is placed back into array D. At line 330,
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the ramp slope is adjusted by the constant N and the SIN function

applied to yield N cycles of a sine wave. The SIN function is
in turn operated on by the SGN function, and for each value re-
turned by the SIN function, the SGN function returns values of +1,

0, or -1 for values greater than, equal to, or less than zero,
respectively. The array resulting from the expression in line
330 (a square wave) is placed in P7001 location D by the LET state-
ment. Program execution then STOPs at line 340.

Special Functions. Since waveform processing often requires
a knowledge of mean, minimum, maximum, and rms values, DPO TEK BASIC

contains preprogrammed functions for obtaining these single values

from an array. Also included in this category is a special function

for determining the point at which array values cross a user-

specified level.

Like the previously discussed standard functions, the special
functions must be used within a DPO TEK BASIC statement. Unlike

the standard functions, however, the argument for a special function

is restricted to arrays.

1. Maximum and Minimum. The argument for the MAX and MIN

functions may be any array, while the functions themselves evaluate

to single values. The array specified by the argument is searched

according to the function called, MAX (X) or MIN (X), for the max-

imum or minimum value, respectively. The value found by the search

will be returned as the result of the function call.
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The following statement provides an example using both the
maximum and minimum functions:

19 LET A = (A - MIN (A)) / (MAX (A) - MIN (A))

In this statement, array A is normalized; that is, the statement

in line 100 transforms A into an array with values in the range
of 0 to 1. This is done by subtracting the minimum value of the
A array (MIN (A)) from each element in the A array. Each of the

resulting values is then divided by the difference of the maximum

(MAX (A)) and minimum (MIN (A)) values in the original A array.
The new elements resulting from this division are then placed into

array A.

2. Mean. The argument for the MEA (X) function may be

any array. The result of the MEA (X) function is a single value.

The mean value of the specified array is obtained by summing all
values in the array and dividing the sum by the number of elements.

The following statements demonstrate an application of the
mean function.

190 LET B B - MEA (B)

119 LET Y MEA (B)

Line 100 causes the mean to be removed from array B, which leaves

the array with equal weight above and below the zero value (this
equates to removing the dc component from a waveform). Line 110

serves as an accuracy check. If the mean has already been removed

from B, the value of Y will be small (effectively zero) compared

to the values in B.
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3. Root-Mean-Square. The argument for the RMS (X) function
may be any array, but the result of the function is a single value.
The rms value of the specified array is calculated by summing the

squares of the array elements, dividing this sum by the number of

elements in the array, and taking the square root of the resulting
quotient.

If a sinusoidal waveform resides in array C, the following

Program causes 0.7071 to be printed at the terminal:

19M LET C = (C - MIN (C)) / (MAX (C) - MIN (C)) *2-1
119 PRINT RMS (C)

In this example, line 100 normalizes array C to a range of +1

to -1, and line 110 causes the rms value of C to be calculated and
t

pringed.

4. Cross. The CRS(X) function provides the means for deter-
mining the point on the horizontal axis at which the array values

of a waveform cross a designated level on the vertical axis. The

function format is as follows:

CRS (array (starting position), level)

In the CRS (X) function format, the "array" argument specifies
which array will be searched and may designate any user-defined

array or permanently defined array. The “starting position" argu-
ment is optional and, when used, may be a constant, variable, or

expression that specifies the single subscript of an element in

the array to be searched. If the starting position argument is
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omitted, the array search begins at the first element in the desig-
nated array. If the argument is included, the array search begins

at the element whose subscript is specified by the argument. The

"level" argument specifies the vertical value for which a cross is

being searched and may be a constant, variable, or any expression

that evaluates to a single value.

When the CRS function is executed, the search begins with the

first element of the array specified by the function. (Element

zero is the starting point if none is specified. The search is
made for the first array element in the array that crosses the

specified level. If the starting element has a larger value than

that specified by the level argument, the array is searched for the

first element (in order of subscripting) that is less than or equal

to the specified level. If the starting element of the search is

less than the value specified by the level argument, the array is
searched for the first element (in order of subscripting) that is

greater than or equal to the specified level. When a cross is
found, the linearly interpolated subscript value at which it occur-
red is returned as the result of the CRS function. If a cross is
not found, a value equal to the maximum array subscript plus one

is returned as the result of the CRS function.

For example:

400 LET X = CRS (A, .f2)

This statement causes array A to be searched, element by element

beginning with the first element, until the specified level (0.02)
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is crossed. When a cross occurs, the function will cease searching

and return a linearly interpolated subscript value corresponding

to the point where the cross occurred. In the case of the example

statement at line 400, the value returned by the CRS (X) function

is stored in variable X. This process is shown in the diagram of

Fig. 4-1, where array elements on the waveform are represented by

x's and the interpolated value returned for X is 3.5.

i ARRAY A

4G
av36

Search level
936
925
B28

G15

wg
OS

VALUE

Cross at 3.5

Got oa a bbe sii o.

SUBSCRIPT
1773-06

Fig. 4-1. Searching array A with LET X = CRS (A, 0.02).
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Another example:

50 LET X = CRS (A (4), .92)

Array A is searched for the point where the array values cross a

level of 0.02. The search proceeds in the same manner as discussed
for the previous example and as diagrammed in Fig. 4-1. However,

the process begins at element 4. As can be seen from Fig. 4-1,
the value returned for X is 6.

If the array search does not find any elements that cross the

specified level, X will contain a value equal to the highest array
subscript plus one (512 for permanently defined arrays).

As a final example, the listing below illustrates a simple

Program that uses the CRS function. This program finds all points
at which the 512 elements of the waveform stored in the D array
cross the designated level.

19M PRINT "INPUT A SEARCH LEVEL"

119 INPUT L

120 PRINT "THE CROSS POINTS ARE:"

139 LET N=®

CRS (D(N), L)

15) IF X = 512 STOP

149 LET X

169 PRINT X

170 LETN=X+1
189 IF X = >511 STOP

199 GOTO 149
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If a two-cycle sine wave is stored in waveform D, the results
of running this program for a level of 0 are:

INPUT A SEARCH LEVEL

i)
THE CROSS POINTS ARE:

9

128

256

384

NOTE

A two-cycle sine wave may be generated
by means of the following simple

program:

399 LET D = .6283

319 INT D, D

32Q LET D = SIN (2 * D)

33 STOP
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SECTION 5

COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE P7001 PROCESSOR

The P7001 Processor serves as a hardware link between the world

of oscilloscope measurements and the world of digital computer

processing. To provide support for this hardware link and to im-

part user/DPO interaction, DPO TEK BASIC contains several extensions

and expansions of the BASIC language. These extensions and expan-

sions permit various paths of communications between the user, the

P7001 Processor, and the CP1100 Series Controller. The nature of

communications supported by DPO TEK BASIC can be generally categor-
ized as follows:

1.) Waveform input to the P7001 Processor from the A7704

Acquisition Unit or the CP1100 memory.

2.) Waveform output from the P7001 Processor to the D7704

Display Unit or the CP1100 memory.

3.) Zero reference and scale-factor information transfers
for waveform processing and display.

4.) ASCII text transfers to the P7001 Processor for message

displays on the CRT of the D7704 Display Unit

5.) Setting the P7001 Processor status by setting the logical
status of various P7001 functional units

6.) Program Call Button control of DPO TEK BASIC programs.

DPO TEK BASIC software support of these categories is the

subject of discussion in this section.
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WAVEFORM INPUT TO THE P7001 PROCESSOR

Waveforms may be input to the P7001 memory from two sources

by two methods. The two possible waveform sources are the A7704

Acquisition Unit plug-ins, and the CP1100 Controller memory.

Methods of entry are via pressing various P7001 front-panel push

buttons or by program control.

P7001 Arrays

The P7001 memory of the DPO contains four arrays (designated

PA, PB, PC, and PD), which are permanently dimensioned for 512

elements each. Each of the 512 elements in a given array contains

the vertical integer value associated with one of the 512 horizon-

tal positions across the face of the CRT on the DPO. The integers
contained in these arrays range from 0 to 1023. These values

correspond to 10 vertical graticule divisions on the CRT. Since

there are only 8 vertical divisions on the CRT, point 0 corresponds

to a point one division below the bottom CRT graticule line and

point 1023 corresponds to a point one division above the top CRT

graticule line. In summary, there are about 102 addressable points

per vertical division and about 51 addressable points per horizontal

division. This is illustrated in Fig. 5-1.

Since the horizontal coordinates of each point of the trace

are not stored in the P7001 arrays, these coordinates must be indi-
cated by the position of the vertical coordinates within the arrays.
To illustrate this fact, examine Fig. 5-2, which is a conceptual

diagram of P7001 array A. In this example, the first element of
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eae ore ieigeaTee'

Fig. 5-1.

Element PA(0) 105

Element PA(1) 110

Element PA(2) TAT

Element PA(3) 120

Element PA(4) 125

Element PA(509) 175

Element PA(510) 176

Element PA(511) 178

Fig. 5-2.

Diagram of DPO CRT.
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the P7001 array, element PA(O), represents a vertical data level

of 105 and a horizontal address of 0. Thus the vertical data

point 105 is stored in the first memory location of the array,
but the horizontal address of 0 is specified only by virtue of this

vertical's position within the array.

This same type of data storage format is used in the four

Controller arrays. However, in the case of the Controller
512-element arrays, the vertical data values are stored in cali-
brated, floating-point format. These arrays will be discussed

later in this section.

Storing Waveforms with P7001 Push-Buttons

With the P7001 in the PLUG-INS mode, the first step in storing
a waveform is to acquire and display the waveform on the CRT. Once

it has been determined that the displayed waveform is indeed the

one desired, the following sequence of P7001 push-button operations

will result in storage of the waveform:

1.) Press STORE. Note that the display source will switch

from PLUG-INS to BOTH.

2.) Press the memory location button or buttons corresponding

to the desired P7001 storage locations. For example,

if button A is pressed, the waveform is stored in

P7001 memory location A (referred to as PA in DPO TEK

BASIC). (Allowable memory locations for multiple wave-

form storage are detailed in the DPO User's Manual.)
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3.) Press START.

4.) When the waveform is satisfactorily displayed on the CRT,

press HOLD. After pressing HOLD, DPO TEK BASIC displays
a message on the CRT asking you to provide a zero ref-

erence by grounding the probe and pressing Program Call

Button 14. This zero-reference request appears for each

waveform stored.

5.) a. With the probe grounded, press Program Call Button 14.

DPO TEK BASIC will determine the ground or zero-reference
value and store it with the waveform in the P7001 memory.

-or-
b. Press the button corresponding to the waveform's

storage location. DPO TEK BASIC will leave the previously

stored zero-reference as the zero-reference for the newly

acquired waveform.

Step 5 must be repeated once for each waveform stored. Failure
to provide the requested zero-reference results in the Controller

ignoring further push-button or programming requests, except for

pressing Program Call Button 15. When button 15 is pressed in

lieu of step 5, the zero-reference of the newly stored waveform de-

faults to the zero-reference previously stored at that location, and

the Controller returns to an idle state.

In the above sequence of P7001 push-button operations, pressing
START causes the selected memory location to be zeroed. Existing
scale-factor information is overwritten by the scale-factor informa-

tion for the waveform being stored. The previously stored zero-
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reference is left undisturbed until later options are taken.
More importantly, the waveform is pseudorandomly sampled at a 6.5
microsecond rate, and the resulting amplitude samples are digitized.

Each sample taken corresponds to one of 512 possible mantissa
addresses for the storage location chosen. These mantissa addresses

are arranged so that the first address, P7001 array element 0,

corresponds to the left-hand CRT graticule line, and the last
mantissa address, P7001 array element 511, corresponds to the right-
hand CRT graticule line.

As each pseudorandom sample is taken during the horizontal
sweep time, the amplitude of the waveform at the sample point is
digitized and expressed as a 10-bit unscaled mantissa value. This

mantissa value represents the waveform's amplitude value relative
to a digitizing reference that exists one division below the bottom

CRT graticule line. There are 1024 possible amplitude levels avail-
able for expression of the mantissa value, and the mantissa values

are stored in the P7001 as unscaled integers in the range of 0 to
1023 (the stored vertical scale factor provides vertical scaling
information). A mantissa value of 0 corresponds to one division
below the bottom CRT graticule line, and 1023 corresponds to one

division above the top CRT graticule line.

When HOLD is pressed, the sampling and digitizing ceases, and

the existing digitized samples are fixed in the selected P7001

memory location. Also, after pressing HOLD, DPO TEK BASIC causes a

request for zero-reference to appear on the CRT. When the request
is acknowledged (by grounding the probe and pressing Program Call
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Button 14), 32 samples of the provided reference are taken. The

average value of these samples is used to replace the previously

existing zero-reference value. If step 5b is executed instead of

grounding the probe and pressing button 14, the previously existing
zero-reference value will be retained.

Storing Waveforms Under Program Control

Waveform storage in the P7001 Processor may be accomplished

under program control by the following statements:

199 STR PA

119 HOLD PA

NOTE

Prefixing the array names A, B, C, and D

with a P designates the P7001 as the array
location.

Execution of line 100 corresponds to pressing the P7001 push-

button sequence of STORE, A, START. Line 110 causes the stored
waveform to be displayed and the previous zero reference to be

retained for the newly stored waveform.

Had line 110 been written as

119 HOLD PA,Z

the Z argument would have caused a request for a zero-reference to

be displayed on the CRT. As discussed before, the request can be

satisfied by grounding the probe and pressing Program Call Button 14.
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On slow sweep speeds, a delay should be introduced between the
STR and HOLD statements. This causes the storing operation to be

on longer, allowing the whole waveform to be captured.

A simple delay could be a FOR loop, as shown below:

1p STR PA

119 FOR F = 1 to 599: NEXT F

129 HOLD PA, Z

RECEIVE Push-Button

Waveforms that are stored in the CP1100 Controller memory may

also be input to the P7001 memory. An example of the need for this
type of transfer occurs when CP1100 processing of waveforms has

taken place and a CRT display of the result is desired. Before

the results of processing can be displayed, the data must be trans-
ferred to one of the P7001 memory locations.

If the results of CP1100 waveform processing reside in one of

the CP1100 arrays (A, B, C, or D), the waveform may be transferred
to the P7001 by the following push-button sequence:

1.) Press RECEIVE.

2.) Press the P7001 memory location button that corresponds

to the CP1100 array being transferred. If more than one

array is to be transferred, the corresponding buttons

for each array must be pressed simultaneously.
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3.) Press START. The CPU BUSY light will illuminate during

transfer and extinguish when the transfer is complete.

After pressing START, the waveform that originally occupied

the selected P7001 memory location is replaced with the waveform

from the corresponding array in the Controller. The transferred
waveform is accompanied by ASCII text containing scale-factor and

zero-reference information. The ASCII text is displayed with the

waveform.

When a transfer takes place, the waveform information in the

original CP1100 array is not altered. In fact, the transfer

process can be thought of in terms of a duplication, whereby the

original waveform information is left unaltered and simply copied

into another array.

LET Statement Transfers to the P7001

Waveforms can also be transferred from the CP1100 memory to

the P7001 memory under program control with the LET statement.

The DPO TEK BASIC statement

190 LET PA=A

is equivalent to and provides the same results as pressing the

P7001 push-button sequence of RECEIVE, A, START. In line 100, the

PA argument refers to the P7001 memory location A. The argument

A refers to the memory location A in the CP1100. As the statement

implies, we LET the contents of P7001 memory location A become

equal to the contents of the Controller memory location A.
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Additionally, the LET statement may be used to perform wave-

form transfers not attainable through P7001 push-button sequences.
For example, a waveform in the Controller array B cannot be trans-
ferred to P7001 location A with any of the P7001 push-buttons;
however, the transfer may be done with the following statement:

199 LET PA = B

When this statement is executed, the contents of Controller loca-

tion B is transferred to the Controller location A, and then to
the P7001 location A. One thing that should be emphasized here is
that, after the transfer has taken place (B to A to PA), the same

information is present in all three locations.

One other example of waveform transfers to the P7001 with

the LET statement concerns arrays that become defined during pro-
gram execution. As an example, consider the following program:

19M DIMENSION X(511)

11g LET X = 2

129 LET PA = X

Line 100 reserves memory for an array of 512 elements (subscripted
0 to 511) and assigns the variable name X to that array. In line
110, the LET statement sets every element of the array to a value

of 2. In line 120, the array (X) is transferred by way of the

Controller array A to the P7001 location A.

This program points out that any variable not permanently

defined by DPO TEK BASIC at load time may be dimensioned as an array,
and that any array of 512 elements may be transferred to the P7001
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for display as a waveform.

Loss of Resolution

Whenever a waveform is input to the P7001 Processor from the

Controller, whether by push-buttons or under program control, some

loss of resolution occurs. The loss results from converting 16-bit
Controller mantissas to the 10-bit words used in the P7001 memory.

This conversion results in a loss of the least significant bits.
However, the loss creates no detectable change when the waveform

is displayed on the CRT.

Loss of accuracy will occur when P7001 arrays are used in

calculations. Therefore, to keep 16-bit accuracy in calculations,
it is recommended that operations involving waveforms be performed

with arrays in the Controller. The P7001 memory should be used

only for display purposes (since transferring a waveform from the

Controller to the P7001 does not alter the Controller array).

WAVEFORM OUTPUT FROM THE P7001 PROCESSOR

Once a waveform has been acquired and stored in the P7001

Processor memory, there is a natural desire to check the P7001

memory to see if the waveform was actually stored. For visual con-

firmation of P7001 memory contents, the waveforms in the P7001

may be displayed on the DPO CRT by the following P7001 push-button

sequences:

1.) Press BOTH or MEMORY.
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2.) Press the memory button or buttons corresponding to the

waveforms to be displayed.

If BOTH is pressed, signals present at the A7704 Acquisition
Unit plug-ins and waveforms from the selected memory locations are

displayed simultaneously. If MEMORY is pressed, only waveforms

from the P7001 memory are displayed.

HOLD Statement for CRT Display

In some cases, it is desirable to output P7001 waveforms to

the D7704 Display Unit under program control. An example would be

the case where several calculations have been performed and it is

desired to view the intermediate results. Asa simple illustration
of this, consider the following DPO TEK BASIC program:

199 LET PB = SIN (A)

119 HOLD PB

12p LET PC = B* B

139 HOLD PB, PC

In line 100, the waveform in the Controller array A is used

as the argument for the SIN function; the result of the SIN opera-

tion is placed in CP1100 array B and then transferred to P7001 1o-

cation B. Line 110 causes the status of the P7001 memory location

to switch to B (push-button B will be selected and illuminated).

If the P7001 is in BOTH or MEMORY mode, the contents of P7001 loca-

tion B will be displayed on the CRT. Line 120 takes the contents

of Controller array B (the result of the SIN(A) operation), multi-

ply it by itself, and place the product into P7001 location C via
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the CP1100 array C. If the P7001 is in BOTH or MEMORY mode, line
130 causes the contents of P7001 location B and C to be displayed

simultaneously.

SEND Push-Button

The real purpose of the P7001 Processor lies in its ability
to send the contents of its memory to the Controller. After a

waveform has been digitized and stored in any one of the four P7001

memory locations, it may be sent to the Controller for processing.

To transfer a waveform to the CP1100 with the P7001 front-panel

push-buttons, the following sequence is used:

1.) Press SEND.

2.) Press the P7001 memory location button that corresponds

to the waveform being transferred. Multiple waveform

transfers may be accomplished by pressing more than one

memory location button.

3.) Press START.

When START is pressed, the transfer process begins. The CPU

BUSY light will be on during transfer.

In push-button transfers to the Controller, the waveform rout-

ing is restricted to paths existing only between corresponding
P7001 and CP1100 arrays. That is, P7001 array A may only be sent

to the Controller array A. This seeming inflexibility may be

easily overcome by performing transfers under program control.
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LET Statement Transfers to the CP1100

Under program control, the contents of any P7001 location may

be transferred to any of the CP1100 arrays. For example, the con-

tents of P7001 location A may be transferred to the Controller

array D by the following DPO TEK BASIC statement:

300 LET D = PA

The statement causes information in P7001 location A to be

copied into CP1100 array A, and from there to CP1100 array D.

When the transfer is complete, P7001 location A and CP1100 loca-

tions A and D all contain the same information

Waveform transfers may be made to dimensioned arrays other
than those defined by DPO TEK BASIC as waveform arrays. To illus-
trate, consider the following program statements:

19@ DIMENSION X(511)

119 LET X = PA

In this case, the contents of P7001 location A will be trans-
ferred to the dimensioned array X by way of CP1100 array A. It
should be noted that arrays other than A, B, C, or D do not have

the full scale-factor readout capability. Transfer of dimensioned

arrays back to waveform arrays A, B, C, or D in the Controller or

P7001 will require additional statements to reinstate vertical
scale-factor units, horizontal scale factor, and horizontal scale-
factor units. (Handling scale-factor information will be the

subject of discussion in a later part of this section.)
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PRINT Statement for Waveform Output

In addition to the LET statement, the PRINT and GRAPH state-
ments may be used to output waveforms from the P7001 Processor.

The statement

199 PRINT PA

causes the contents of P7001 location A to be transferred to the

Controller array A and from there to the terminal. There, the

array elements are printed in a left-to-right manner with the ele-
ments arranged in six columns. All elements will be printed begin-

ning with element zero and ending with element 511. An example of

the printout format is shown in Fig. 5-3.

9 0 0 0 0 0
Q 9.766E-2  .1953 .293 5859 «9766

1.465 2.246 3.223«=4.492~— «6. B55 7.91

2sAap7We23915 210)3425-=0-312) 11959 ==. 1168
-5.652E-2 6. 194E-5
READY
*

Fig. 5-3. Output format of the PRINT statement
when applied to arrays.

In the printout shown, the first row of zeros represent the

first six elements in the array. Array elements 511 and 512, PA

(519) and PA(511), will occur in the last row first two columns of

the printout.
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GRAPH Statement for Waveform Output

If a Tektronix 4010 Computer Display Terminal is being used

with the DPO, the GRAPH statement may be used to output waveforms

from the P7001 memory (not the Controller). A statement such as

199 GRAPH PB

causes the contents of P7001 location B to be transferred to the

4010 for display in the format shown by Fig. 5-4.

Several things should be noted about use of the GRAPH state-
ment. First, execution of the GRAPH statement does not cause a

transfer to the corresponding CP1100 array. Therefore, in the

example, CP1100 array B is not affected by graphing P7001 location
B. Secondly, the 4010 terminal does not have the lower case dis-
Play capabilities of the DPO. All alpha scale-factor information

appears on the 4010 screen as upper case -- in Fig. 5-7, 200 mV and

1 uSEC appear as 200 MV and 1 USEC. Lastly, the GRAPH statement

may be used to superimpose more than one P7001 waveform on the
4010 display.

The statement

19 GRAPH PA, PB, PC, PD

causes all four P7001 memory locations to be superimposed on the

same 4010 display.

The Tektronix 4010-1 Computer Display Terminal is the same

as the 4010 terminal except that the 4010-1 may be interfaced with
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1773-08

Fig. 5-7. 4010 Computer Display Terminal format for
waveforms output by the GRAPH statement.

a Tektronix 4610 Hard Copy Unit. With a Hard Copy Unit attached
and a display on the 4010-1 screen, pressing the 4010-1 MAKE COPY

button causes the 4610 to make a copy of the 4010-1 display on

paper. If desired, hard copies can be made under program control

by the following statements:

19 GRAPH PB:PRINT " *[W"

Execution of the GRAPH statement causes the contents of P7001

location B to be transferred to the 4010-1 for display. The PRINT
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statement, appended to the GRAPH statement by a colon, has quote-
enclosed arguments that cause the 4610 to make a hard copy of the

4010-1 display. The PRINT statement arguments shown in line 100

are obtained by holding the CTRL and SHIFT keys down while press-
ing the K key and then holding down the CTRL key while pressing
the W key.

In general, the 4010-1 screen should be erased after the GRAPH

statement so that a clear page is available for the next display.
Pressing the 4010 PAGE button erases the screen. This operation

may be accomplished under program control by adding a CTRL-SHIFT-K

( [) and a CTRL-L ( L) to the PRINT statement arguments discussed

relative to making a hard copy. The statement

19 GRAPH PB:PRINT “*[*W*[*L"

causes P7001 location B to be displayed on the 4010-1 screen, a

hard copy to be made, and the 4010-1 screen to be erased.

Software Fills in Missing Samples. The high effective sampling

rates that are such a desirable feature of the DPO are obtained

through a random sampling technique. In reality, sampling is done

at a constant 6.5 microsecond rate, but the randomness of the sam-

pling ensures a good spread of data over the waveform for any time-

base setting. There is no way, however, to ensure that the full
complement of 512 samples will always be taken.

Single-sweep measurements are one good example of where all
512 samples are not taken. Since there is only one sweep period

over which to take samples, the number of samples taken decreases
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as the sweep rate is increased. The samples, however, are randomly

distributed over the sweep, and linear interpolation between samples

can be used to fill in the missing data.

Positioning the waveform slightly out of the CRT display area

is another example of where the full amount of samples cannot be

taken. This is illustrated in Fig. 5-4, where a poorly positioned
waveform is shown in Fig. 5-4a. The sampled waveform for this po-

sitioning is shown in Fig. 5-4b. Notice how no samples exist on the

left side of the display area--there wasn't a waveform there to

sample. Also, notice how the last sample on the right side of the

display area corresponds to an off-display sample of the waveform in

Fig. 5-4a. By applying linear extrapolation, missing endpoint data

can be supplied or erronious endpoint data can be corrected. This is
shown in Fig. 5-4c.

In the other case of display overflow, the waveform exceeds the

top or bottom of the display area. Then, the dynamic range of the

analog-to-digital converter may be exceeded, and the overflow portion
will contain the maximum (1023) or minimum (0) sample levels available
(see Fig. 5-5). Top or bottom overflows cannot be corrected by

interpolation or extrapolation since the correction would be beyond

the available dynamic range.

Whenever data is transferred out of a P7001 array by the SEND

push button or the LET or PRINT statement, missing data is filled
in during the transfer. Linear interpolation is done first by

filling in missing data along straight lines between existing data.

Samples existing at element 0 ro 511 are ignored in the interpola-
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EDGE OF CRT
GRATICULE any

a. Real-time display. b. Digitized version.

c. Extrapolated endpoints.

1773-09

Fig. 5-4. Digitizing and extrapolating off-display waveforms.
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a. Real-time display. b. Digitized version.

c. Extrapolated endpoints.

1773-10

Fig. 5-5. Dynamie range overflows are not corrected by extrapolation.
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@ SAMPLED DATA

© INTERPOLATED DATA

© EXTRAPOLATED DATA

DATA USED FOREDGE OF CRT RIGHT EDGEGRATICULE EXTRAPOLATION

DATA USED FOR
LEFT EDGE

EXTRAPOLATION
EDGE OF CRT

GRATICULE

1773-11

Fig. 5-6. Linear interpolation and extrapolation of missing data.
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tion. Extrapolation is done after interpolation. It also is done

along straight lines, one line for each endpoint area. Each extra-
polation line is determined by two existing data points. The data

point closest to the endpoint, but not element 0 or 511, is one

point on the extrapolation line. The other point is located four
elements toward the center from the first point (see Fig. 5-6).

After interpolation and extrapolation, there are 512 data
values for describing the transferred waveform.

ZERO-REFERENCE AND SCALE-FACTOR INFORMATION

When a waveform is transferred from the P7001 to a DPO TEK

BASIC array in the CP1100, the scale factors and zero-reference
value accompanies the 10-bit unscaled integers of the P7001 array.
Before the waveform is stored in a Controller array, DPO TEK BASIC

uses the vertical scale factor and zero-reference value to convert
the 512 10-bit unscaled integers to a floating point array exponent
and 512 16-bit floating mantissas.

When an array is transferred from the Controller to the P7001,

the opposite is performed. A vertical scale factor of one, two,

or five times a power of ten is chosen and a zero reference of
center screen or three divisions above or below the center is
chosen so that the resulting waveform can be displayed on the DPO

CRT with maximum resolution. When the waveform is displayed, the
vertical scale factor is displayed in a manner similar to the scale
factors generated by the hardware. The message indicating the zero-
reference location appears in the lower portion of the CRT.
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Through the use of vertical scale factors and zero-reference

values, DPO TEK BASIC automatically maintains total calibration in

all P7001/CP1100 data transfers. Without losing calibration, the

user has the power to alter the display of waveforms transferred
from the Controller to the P7001. The user can:

1.) Shift the zero reference to any vertical graticule line
from center to + or - five divisions.

2.) Vertically expand or contract waveforms transferred to

the P7001.

3.) Horizontally expand, linearly or logarithmically, wave-

forms transferred to the P7001.

Zero-Reference Variables -- ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD

At load time, DPO TEK BASIC establishes the variable names ZA,

ZB, ZC, ZD and gives them values of zero. As long as these variables
remain at zero, they are ignored in waveform transfers. However, you

may set them to specify the zero reference position for each wave-

form. For example, the statements

19 LET ZB=-4

159 LET PB=B

cause the contents of CP1100 array B to be transferred to P7001 loca-

tion B with the zero reference four divisions below the center grati-
cule line. Had the value of ZB been set to a positive four instead,
the zero reference would be forced to four lines above center screen.
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NOTE

Foreing new zero reference positions

may result in waveform overflow of the

CRT display.

If ZA, ZB, ZC, or ZD are set to a noninteger value, the zero

reference is forced to the next lower graticule line. For example,

setting ZB to a value of 2.5 forces the ‘zero reference to two lines

above the center graticule line, and setting it to -2.5 sets the

zero reference to three lines below the center.

Suppose that you want to set ZA such that the waveform trans-

ferred from CP1100 array A is displayed with zero reference at the

center graticule line. What value should be used for ZA?

Since setting ZA to a positive four sets the zero reference

to four lines above center, it might be logical to assume that a

value of zero would set the zero reference to the center graticule

line. The logic of the assumption breaks down, however, because

the software will ignore any zero valued Z variable. Setting ZA

to zero will result in automatic scaling of transfers from the

Controller array A to P7001 location A.

The solution to fixing the zero reference to the center grati-
cule line is to set the Z variable to a value between 0 and 1, such

as 0.1. Now, ZA is used in the transfer process and the waveform

is displayed with the zero reference at the center graticule line.
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Note that once the Z variable is set to a nonzero value, it
remains at that value and operates on transferred waveforms until
set to zero by a LET statement or a DEL VAR or DEL ALL command.

The DEL VAR command deletes all user-defined variables and sets
all permanently-defined variables to zero, with the exception of

SA-SD, string variables and the waveform arrays. The DEL ALL

command does the same and additionally deletes all user-defined

programs.

Vertical Scale-Factor Variables - VA, VB, VC, VD

Like the Z variables, the variables VA, VB, VC, and VD are
established and set to zero when DPO TEK BASIC is loaded. These

variables correspond to vertical scale factors for each waveform

location and may be set to nonze¥o values to force any vertical
scale factor for waveforms transferred from the CP1100 to the P7001.

For example, the statements

199 LET VA=3.5

119 LET PA=A

cause the waveform displayed in P7001 location A to have a vertical
scale factor of 3.5 units/division. The amplitude of the displayed
waveform is adjusted, (expanded or contracted vertically), to cor-

respond to the new scale factor. If the magnitude adjustment is in

the form of an expansion, (the V variable is set to a value less

than the original vertical scale factor), the displayed waveform may

overflow the top or bottom of the CRT. With the V variables set to

zero, autoscaling of the transferred waveforms prevents display overflow.
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As noted with the Z variables, the V variables remain at the
value you set them to until reset with a LET statement, a DEL VAR

or DEL ALL command.

SCALE-FACTOR TRANSFERS

In addition to the vertical scale factors, the P7001 waveforms

contain horizontal scale factors and units. When a P7001 waveform

is transferred to a CP1100 array, the units and horizontal scale
factors are transferred with the waveform and stored in permanently
defined variables.

Vertical and Horizontal Units - VA$, VB$, VC$, VD$ and

HA$, HB$, HC$, HD$

Permanently defined variables for storing the vertical and

horizontal units are referred to as ASCII string variables because
of their ability to accept strings of ASCII characters as assigned
values. The string variables in DPO TEK BASIC - VA$, VB$, VC$, and

VD$ for vertical units and HA$, HB$, HC$, HD$ for horizontal units -
are capable of holding up to ten ASCII characters.

When a waveform is acquired with the DPO and displayed on the
CRT it is accompanied by vertical and horizontal readout information.
As an example, the vertical readout could be something like "ImV", and

the horizontal readout could be something like "Ims". The Im, or 0.001,
is referred to as the scale factor, and the V and S are referred to as

vertical and horizontal units, respectively.
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If the waveform is stored in the P7001, the scale factors and

units are stored with the waveform; and if the waveform is later
transferred to a permanently defined CP1100 array, the scale factors
and units accompany it. Once in a CP1100 array, the ASCII char-

acters are available through the string variables and may be

changed if so desired. For example, if the voltage drop across a

1K resistor has been acquired, stored, and transferred to CP1100

location A, the following statements allow change of the voltage
waveform to a representation of the current through the resistor.

199 LET B = A/1999

119 LET VB$ = "AMPS"

12 LET PB = B

Line 100 converts the voltage waveform values to current
values and places the result in CP1100 array B. Line 110 sets the

ASCII string variable for array B to AMPS, the units of the waveform

now in B. Line 120 transfers the results in array B to the P7001.

When P7001 location B is selected for display, the waveform is
displayed with a vertical scale factor having units of AMPS.

When waveforms are arithmetically combined (+, +, -, *, or /)
or operated on by the INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE, FFT, IFT, CONVOLVE,

or CORRELATE statements, the scale-factor units are carried through

the processing. If you add

139 LET PC = A*B

to the preceding program example, the voltage and current waveforms

will be multiplied and the product placed in P7001 location C.
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When C is displayed on the CRT, the vertical scale-factor units

appear as VAMPS.

However, if A had been added to B, the displayed vertical
readout would have a A in front of it. The A is added to the read-

out to indicate that an unlikely combination of units has occurred.

That is, VOLTS + AMPS = ?

The horizontal units may be changed in the same manner as

the vertical units. That is, HA$-HD$ may be set to any string of
ASCII characters. As an example, waveforms acquired from acceler-
ated testing might have displayed horizontal units of seconds, S,

which might represent simulated hours. For display purposes, a LET

statement can be used with the appropriate horizontal string var-
jable to change the units to HOURS (e.g., LET HA$ = "HOURS").

ASCII String Processing. A limited amount of string processing

capability, designed for handling the units associated with scale
factors and digital measurements, is incorporated in DPO TEK BASIC.

Ten permanently defined ASCII variable names, two string operators,
and strings of characters inclosed in quotes may be used in string
Processing. The variables are VA$, VB$, VC$, VD$, HA$, HB$ HC$, HD$

(all set during waveform input), DU$ (set during execution of the GET

statement), and TU$ (used for temporary ASCII string storage). The

operators are "*" for concatenate and "/" for inverse concatenate.

Using string variables and string operators in a LET statement

results in a string of characters, possibly including a "/" to
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indicate units "per" units. For example, the units of waveform A

could be set as follows:

LET VA$ = "Vv"

LET HA$ = "S"

If waveform B contained the derivative of A, its units could

be set with:

LET VB$ = VA$/HA$ (result: V/S)

LET HB$ = HA$ (result: S)

If waveform C contained the product of A and B, its units

could be set with:

LET vC$ = VA$ * VB$ (result: VV/S)

LET HC$ = VA$ (result: S)

Cancelling of units is automatic as can be seen by setting
the units of waveform D to the quotient of C over A:

LET VD$ = VC$/VA$ (result: V/S)

LET HD$ = HC$ (result: S)

Horizontal Scale-Factor Variables - SA, SB, SC. SD

As previously mentioned, stored waveforms are accompanied by

horizontal scale factors. When in the CP1100, waveform horizontal

scale factors may be changed using the variables SA, SB, SC, and SD.

For example, setting the horizontal scale factor of a waveform in

CP1100 array A to 1.77 units per division is accomplished by:
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19M LET SA = 1.77

NOTE

Setting SA-SD changes only the scale

factor variables. It does not change

the displayed waveform.

With regard to SA-SD, several words of caution are in order.

First, arithmetically combining waveforms with different horizontal

scale factors or different horizontal units causes a A to appear

with the resulting horizontal scale factor. The A indicates that
the result was obtained from waveforms with different horizontal

scaling. Secondly, the values of SA through SD are the actual scale

factors associated with the waveform's horizontal scaling, and once

set to a new value, the new value will remain with the waveform

throughout transfers and processing.

Horizontal Expansion Variables - HA, HB, HC, HD, and TA, TB, TC, TD

Horizontal expansion of waveforms for display purposes is avail-

able through the permanently defined variables HA, HB, HC, HD and TA,

TB, TC, TD. When DPO TEK BASIC is initially loaded, these variables

are set to zero. As long as they remain at zero, they have no effect
on displayed waveforms.

If a horizontally expanded display of a waveform is desired,

setting HA, HB, HC, or HD to a value greater than zero provides

a linear horizontal expansion; setting HA, HB, HC, or HD to a value

less than zero provides a logarithmic horizontal expansion. The
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variables TA, TB, TC, and TD may be set to determine the horizontal

point at which the expansion will begin. For the purpose of further

explanation, let us assume that a waveform has been stored in P7001

location C, as shown in Fig. 5-8, and then transferred to array C.

1773-12

Fig. 5-8. Example waveform for horizontal expansion.

Linear Horizontal Exansion. With the waveform of Fig. 5-8

stored in array C, the waveform may be horizontally expanded linearly
by setting HC to a positive value that is less than the horizontal

scale factor (SC), and then transferring the waveform to the DPO for

display. If for example you want to display one half the waveform

in Fig. 5-8, set the value of HC to one half of the original scale

factor. This expansion is accomplished with the following DPO TEK

BASIC statements.

19 LET HC=SC/2

11 LET PC " °

Execution of these statements (and selecting P7001 location C for

display) results in the display shown in Fig. 5-9.
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In Fig. 5-9, note that the horizontal readout has been reduced

to one half that shown in Fig. 5-8. The linear expansion took the

waveform covering the left half of the CRT in Fig. 5-8 and re-

displayed it on the full CRT as shown by Fig. 5-9.

What would happen if we LET HC = SC/4? ---- The left half of

the display in Fig. 5-9, or the left fourth of Fig. 5-8 would be

linearly expanded horizontally to fill the CRT.

1773-13

Fig. 5-9. Linear horizontal expanston of the example
waveform in Fig. 5-8 by LET HC = SC/2.

Logarithmic Horizontal Expansion. In some cases, you may want

to logarithmically expand the display of a waveform along its hori-

zontal axis. This may be done by setting the value of HA, HB, HC, or

HD to a negative value by means of a LET statement. Upon a subsequent

waveform transfer to the appropriate P7001 memory location, a simula-

ted logarithmic expansion of the waveform is seen. For example:

119 LET HC " '
120 LET PC " °
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These statements cause the waveform in array C to be transferred to

P7001 memory location C and, in the process, to be logarithmically

expanded over one decade.

Fig. 5-10 shows the result of logarithmically expanding the

display in Fig. 508 over one decade. Note that the horizontal read-

out, 1 DECADES, refers to the whole screen. It does not mean one

decade per division. The linear arrangement of the graticule lines

cannot be applied to the logarithmic display. Thus the logarithmic

expansion capability is for display purposes only.

1773-14

Fig. 5-10. Logarithmic horizontal expanston of the example
waveform in Fig. 7-8 by LET HC = -1.

The algorithm used for the logarithmic expansion creates a

scale from 1 to 10" where "n" is the number of decades specified by

the value of the H variable. This algorithm is represented by the

following equation:
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o
log [1 + Pe (F - 1)/(511 - T)]

log F

511

Dy,

Since F = 10", this may be simplified to:

= ol n
D, = 4p Tog [eee P, (10° - 1)/(511 - T)]

fwhere: eT = a given horizontal coordinate (or element) from 0 to
511 in the source array.

n = the number of decades specified by the H variable.

T = the beginning point of expansion. (This will be zero

unless the corresponding T variable is set to some other
integer value between 1 and 510.)

D_ = the rescaled horizontal coordinate in the range of 0

to 511 corresponding to Pa

The software uses this algorithm to map each of the 512 hori-
zontal coordinates, Pie in the source array into each of the co-

ordinates, DB: The truncated value of each of the coordinates, Do»

is then used for the destination array. (In the preceding example,

array C is the source array and memory location C is the destination
array.) Table 5-1 shows part of the mapping that results from using

this algorithm for a one decade expansion.

Fig. 5-11 is a conceptual diagram of the element-by-element data

transfer that occurs when the waveform in array C is transferred to

array PC and expanded over one decade. As seen from this diagram,

ge
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TABLE 5-1

Logarithmic Mapping

eT D, Truncated Value
of D,

n

0 0.000 0
1 3.874 3

2 7.683 7

3 11.427 i
4 15.108 15

256 378.680 378

508 509.824 509
509 510.216 510
510 510.604 510
511 511.000 St

CP1100 Array C

c(1) (3) C(509) c(511)
C(O)|c(2) (256) €(508)/C(510)

PC(0)|PC(2) PC(378) PC(509)| PC(511)
PC(1) PC(3) PC(510)

Memory Location C

1773-15

Fig. 5-11. Diagram of data transfer for the waveform trans-
fer from array C to array PC when logarithmically
expanded over one decade.
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the value in C(0) is transferred to PC(0) and the value in C(511) is
transferred to PC(511). However, the value in element 1 of the C

array is transferred to element 3 of the PC array, and the value in

element 2 of the C array is transferred to element 7 of the PC array.
This process continues according to the set of coordinates supplied

by the algorithm. At the other end of the array, the value con-

tained in C(508) is placed into PC(509), and the value in PC(510)

is placed into PC(510). Notice that some of the elements of array
PC do not have any data values transferred to them. (Elements 1, 2,

4, 5, and 6 are cases in point.) When this occurs, each of these
elements are set equal to zero. In certain cases, there may be more

than one element in array C that corresponds to the same element in

array PC. When this occurs, the element in array C having the higher

subscript becomes the source of the data transfer. For example, from

Table 5-1 note that both elements C(509) and C(510) correspond to
element PC(510). However, since element C(510) has the higher

subscript, its contents will be transferred to element PC(510).

NOTE

When printing the elements of a P7001

array or when observing an expanded

waveform on the DPO CRT, you may observe

some results that seem inconsistent with

the preceding discussion. The reason for
this is that when an absolute zero is sent
to a P7001 array, the DPO display gener-

ator fills in the zero values with linearity
interpolated values. These zero values are
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never observed on the CRT. In the case

of the PRINT statement, absolute zero

values are filled in by linearly inter-
polated values computed by the software.

In summary, when a waveform is logarithmically expanded, the
spacing between coordinates near zero is expanded and the spacing
between coordinates near 511 is compressed. As the number of
decades is increased, the degree of expansion and compression be-

comes even more pronounced. To observe this type of expansion, you

can type LET HC = -2 or LET HC = -3 for a 2 or 3 decade expansion

respectively. From that time on, any waveform transfer to memory

location C will be expanded to the specified number of decades.
This logarithmic expansion will continue for all further waveform

transfers to memory location PC until the value of HC is set to a

different value. This applies to the other three memory locations
when their corresponding H variables are set to negative values.

Setting the BeginningPoint of Expansion -- TA, TB, TC, TD.

The variables TA, TB, TC, and TD may be used in conjunction with

the linear or logarithmic expansion capabilities to specify the
horizontal point at which the expansion will begin. The elements

in a waveform array (@ to 511) correspond to 512 evenly spaced points
on the horizontal display. Setting TA, TB, TC, or TD to a value

corresponding to any but the last array element (element 511) will

specify the beginning point for the array expansion. For example:
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Tp EET HC = =1

12) EET Pe = €

These statements cause elements 60 through 511 of the example wave-

form in Fig. 5-8 to be transferred to P7001 location C. In the

process, they will be logarithmically expanded to provide the

1_DECADE-per-screen display shown in Fig. 5-12.

There are no particular precautions necessary when specifying
TA through TD in logarithmic horizontal expansions (so long as TA

through TD are in the range of 0 to 510). However, when applying

the T variables to linear horizontal expansions, the T variable

must be less than or equal to 510 minus the ratio of 512 to the

horizontal expansion factor. Thus the following relation must hold:

i Sit = Sieyr

where T is any T variable and F is the horizontal expansion factor.

1773-16

Fig. 5-12. Logarithmic expanston of Fig. 5-8 example waveform ele-
ments C(60) through C(511) by LET TC = 6f: LET HC = -1.
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Taking the example shown in Fig. 5-7, where HC = SC/2, the

maximum value of TC for a full CRT display is:

T = 511 - 512/2 = 511 - 256 = 255

If HC had been set to SC/4, the maximum value of TC for full-scale

display would be:

T = 511 - 512/4 = 511 - 128 = 383

When a T variable is set too large for its corresponding H variable,

the beginning point for the linear horizontal expansion will exclude

data points necessary for a full CRT display. Thus the horizontal

expansion will leave the right portion of the CRT blank.

Note that setting the H and T variables to nonzero values will

not affect the CP1100 arrays. The H and T variable values are used

only to expand arrays transferred to the P7001. As long as HA through

HD are nonzero, all transfers from controller arrays corresponding

to the nonzero variables will be expanded according to the variable

value. To end the horizontal expansion mode, set the corresponding

H and T variables to zero.

READOUT TRANSFERS TO AND FROM THE P7001

GET Statement

Occasionally a need arises for you to input the readout infor-

mation from the DPO into the Controller. The GET statement allows

you to do this. Before discussing the GET statement format, take a

brief look at the readout channel conventions used in the DPQ.
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As seen in Fig. 5-13, there are eight readout channels on the

DPO's CRT, numbered 0 through 7. Each occupies a different posi-
tion on the CRT. For example, when a dual trace vertical plug-in
is inserted in the extreme left-hand compartment, the plug-in's
CHANNEL 1 readout will appear on channel 0 of the CRT. The plug-in's
CHANNEL 2 readout will appear in channel 4 on the CRT. When a hori-
zontal (time base) plug-in is inserted in the extreme right-hand
compartment, the sweep-speed settings appear in channel 3 of the CRT.

(nothing appears in channel 7 on the CRT since the time base unit
has only one readout; however, channel 7 is still an active channel.)
No more than 10 characters can be placed in one CRT channel. (Often

one of these is used for a space.) Thus no more than 80 characters

may be displayed on the CRT -- 40 on top and 40 on the bottom.

CRT
Plug-in Ch 1 {

CRE
D7704

Plug-in Ch 2 { Channel 7

P7001

Compartments
for Plug-ins A7704

———Left Right A BSS ee,Vert. Horiz.
173-17

Fig. 5-13. DPO Readout Conventions.
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With these facts in mind, the format of the GET statement may

be described as follows:

GET P7001 array , channel , variable
GET P7001 array , channel channel , variable, variable
GET P7001 array , channel , variable, variable

The "P7001 array" argument specifies from which of the four P7001

arrays the scale factor information is acquired. It may be either
PA, PB, PC, or PD. The "channel" argument specifies which CRT

readout channel is read. As mentioned, it may be any digit from 0

to 7, inclusive. The "variable" argument specifies the variable
(or destination) in the Controller where the readout is stored.

When the first form of the GET statement is used, the specified
P7001 array is selected, and the floating-point value of the selected

readout channel is stored in the specified variable. At the same

time, the string of ASCII characters contained in the readout's scale

factor units is stored in DU$.

For example, suppose the waveform in PA has a vertical scale

factor of 10 uV in CRT channel 0, a horizontal scale factor of

20 nS in CRT channel 2, and a zero-reference of 0 DIV in CRT channel

7. This is shown in Fig. 5-14.

Under this condition, it is possible to GET the scale factor
information into the controller memory and PRINT it on the terminal.
Each of the following three examples illustrate this by showing the

statements and the resulting output:
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Fig. 5-14. Example of CRT Readout on DPO.

1.) GET PA, ®, X: PRI X, DUS

TE -5 Vv

2.) GET PA, 2, Y: PRI Y, DU$

2E -5 Ss

3.) GET PA, 7, Z: PRI Z, DU$

p DIV

The first example GETs the scale-factor information in CRT channel 1

of the waveform in PA. It then stores the floating-point value in

variable X and stores the units (V for volts) in DU$. Since the

u (or "micro") prefix is inherent in the engineering notation repre-
sentation of the value, it is not entered in DU$. The second

example does the same as the first, except that CRT channel 2 is
selected and the floating-point value is stored in Y. This time

the units stored in DU$ are S (for seconds). The third example GETs

@
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the zero-reference information from CRT channel 7 and stores it in

Z. Also, the units (DIV for divisions) are stored in DU$.

There are certain cases where you may want to specify two

"channel" arguments or two "variable" arguments, or both. Then, the
second and third formats of the GET statement are used. One such

case is when a digital plug-in is used with the DPO. Some of these
plug-ins produce more than five significant digits. However, if
these digits were entered into the CP1100 by the GET statement,
only the four most significant digits would be displayed. To remedy

this situation, the second specified variable may be used to enter
the four least significant digits. Since only the four most signif-
icant digits or four least significant digits can be displayed,
there may be a few cases where a digit or several digits in the

middle of a number cannot be accessed. However, these are generally
not as important. Usually the most important information is con-

veyed by the data magnitude (as accessed by the first "variable"

argument) and small changes in the data value (as determined from

several different values accessed by the second variable).

For example, assume that "0123456789VOLTS" has been output
by means of the LABEL statement (see page 5-47) to CRT channels
4 and 5 of PA. This is shown in Fig. 5-15. Note that 0123456789

is contained in channel 4 and VOLTS is contained in channel 5.

This is accomplished by typing:

LAB PA, "0123456789VOLTS"
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j)CRT Channel 4 CRT Channel 5

es—_——_—0123456789VOLTS

1773-19

Fig. 5-15. Readout on DPO's CRT.

Under this condition, the following examples illustrate the

various GET statement forms and what they do.

i)

Ze)

NOTE

To see the exact results of each example,

you should delete variables after each of
these examples by typing DEL VAR and

LET DUg=" ",

GET PA, 4, J enters 1.235E + 8 into the variable J.
Notice that this floating point value has been rounded

upward by the Controller. No units have been entered

into DU$ since VOLTS resides in CRT channel 5 and only

channel 4 was specified. These results can be verified
by typing PRI J, DU$.

GET PA, 4, K, L enters 1.235E + 8 into the variable K
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and 6789 into the variable L. Again, no units were en-

tered into DU$ since only channel 4 on the DPO's CRT

was specified.

3.) GET PA, 45, M enters 1.235E + 8 into the variable M and

VOLTS is entered into DU$.

4.) GET PA, 45, N, Q enters 1.235E + 8 into the variable N

and 6789 into the variable Q. VOLTS is entered into
variable DU$.

Try repeating the above four steps using the following label

statement:

LAB PA, "12345678VOLTS"

(Notice that letters VO now reside in CRT channel 4 and LTS now

resides in channel 5.)

1.) GET PA, 4, J enters 1.235E + 7 into the variable J and

VO is entered into DU$.

2.) GET PA, 4, K, L enters 1.235E + 7 into the variable K

and 5678 into the variable L. VO is entered into DU$.

3.) GET PA, 45, M enters 1.235E + 7 into the variable M and

VOLTS into the variable DU$. (All of the word VOLTS is
entered since channels 4 and 5 have been specified in

the "channel" argument. )
4.) GET PA, 45, N, Q enters 1.235E + 7 into the variable N
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and 5678 into the variable Q. VOLTS is entered into the

variable DU$.

ASCII Text Transfers to the P7001 Processor

The memory of the P7001 Processor is broken into two major

sections. The first section of memory is dedicated to storage of
waveforms for display on the DPO CRT. The second section of mem-

ory is used for storage of scale factors and messages for display
on the DPO CRT by the readout interface. This latter section of

memory is divided into 16 areas, four fields per waveform location,
six of which are accessable by the user through DPO TEK BASIC.

Four of the available areas, field zero of waveforms A through

D, are used for storage of scale-factor messages that occur during
waveform storage and transfer operations. Also, messages generated
by the LABEL statement are contained within field zero of the wave-

form location addressed by the LABEL statement. Field one of wave-

form A and field one of waveform B, the two remaining areas, are
used to store messages generated by the DISPLAY statement and zero-
reference request generated by the Controller during waveform storage.

Displayable Characters. The set of characters displayable on

the DPO CRT readout is a subset of the 96 ASCII code character set.
The characters available are the digits 0 through 9, all upper case

letters, the lower case letters c, d, m, n, p, u, and the six

characters ., <, /, +, -, >. There are three additional non-ASCII

characters available by using the ASCII character shown in Table 5-2.
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TABLE 5-2

ASCII TO READOUT CONVERSION

ASCII Character Readout Character
! +

= A

@ 2

Since a standard computer terminal has only upper case letters,
a special method is used to input the six lower case letters from

the keyboard. Whenever the combination CONTROL and R is input

(+R), it is not echoed. Instead, the next character to be typed

is converted to lower case before it is stored.

DISPLAY Statement. The DISPLAY statement may be used to send

various messages, composed of the previously described character set,
to the P7001 for display on the DPO CRT. The format of the DISPLAY

statement is:

DISPLAY. argument delimiter argument delimiter ...

The DIS statement requires only one argument. Additional arguments,

separated by delimiters, are optional. The arguments may be con-

stants, variables, string variables, arrays, expressions, ASCII

strings enclosed by quotes, or tabs. A delimiter may be a comma,

a semicolon, a left bracket, or a right bracket

NOTE

This format is also used in the

PRINT statement.
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The DISPLAY argument referred to as a "tab" may be a constant,
variable, or expression preceded by a #. A tab causes a number of
blank spaces to occur before the next character in the message. The

number of spaces is determined by the value of the constant, variable,
or evaluated expression used as the tab argument. This argument may

occur at either the start, or in the middle of a string of arguments.
In either case, the text following the tab argument is preceded by

the number of spaces specified by the tab argument. These spaces are
numbered from the beginning of CRT channel 0, rather than from the
end of the last displayed message on the CRT. The only exception to
this occurs when a DISPLAY statement is issued which specifies that
two messages should occupy the same position on the CRT. In that
case, the second message is displayed immediately following the first
one.

The delimiters and their functions are as follows:

> automatic tab to the next field
; no spacing
fi enter engineering notation mode

J enter scientific notation mode

As an aid to understanding the DISPLAY statement, the follow-

ing examples are offered.

1.) 199 DISPLAY 4

This statement causes the number 4 to be displayed at
the upper left portion of the CRT.
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2.) 19M DISPLAY 4, 5

This statement causes the number 4 to be displayed and

followed by 12 blank spaces and then the number 5.

3.) 19 LET X = 7.1£6

119 DISPLAY "THE VALUE OF X IS"; X; "@"

This causes the following message to be displayed on

the CRT:

THE VALUE OF X IS 7.1E+62

4.) 19M LET X = 7.166

119 DISPLAY #49; "THE VALUE OF X IS"; [X]; "@"

The message

THE VALUE OF X IS 7.1MQ

is preceded by 40 blank spaces, or one line.

In the fourth example of the DISPLAY statement, note the effect
of bracketing the variable X. These brackets may be used to the
same effect in the PRINT and LABEL statements and output a notational

range from pico to tera. Also, more than one variable may be listed
within the brackets (for example, DISPLAY [X, Y]). When a list of

variables associated with a DISPLAY, PRINT, or LABEL statement is
bracketed wholly or in part, those variables following a left-hand
bracket are printed in engineering format until a right-hand
bracket is encountered.

Messages generated by the DISPLAY statement appear in the

readout area normally used for scale factors. The readout area
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has 80 character positions available, 40 across the top of the CRT

and 40 across the bottom. However, if there are more than 80 char-

acters to be displayed, the CPU BUSY light flashes continuously
when the 80th character has been displayed. You may then press
Program Call button 14 to delete the current 80 characters and

display the next 80 characters, or press Program Call Button 15 to
return to the ready mode. The scale-factor information for the
displayed waveform may be returned to the readout area by pressing
the memory location button corresponding to the displayed waveform.

After a DISPLAY statement message has been deleted from the
CRT, the message can only be reinstated by issuing another DISPLAY

statement or by using the HOLD statement to set the readout inter-
face status. For example:

199 HOLD PA, F1; RO

This statement causes the most recent DISPLAY message statement
to be redisplayed.

LABEL Statement. In some cases, you may want to attach a message

to a P7001 waveform that will remain with the waveform for as long

as it is stored in the P7001 memory. By using the LABEL statement,
up to 34 characters of information may be written into the four areas
reserved for the scale factor information of waveforms A, B, C, or
D. The format for the LABEL statement is:

LABEL P7001 array , list

The argument "P7001 array" must be PA, PB, PC, or PD to indicate
the scale factor area to be modified, and the list consists of
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arguments identical to those allowable for the DISPLAY statement.
The information is written into the lower left portion of the CRT

readout area and will be displayed along with scale-factor infor-
mation any time the corresponding waveform is displayed.

SETTING THE P7001 PROCESSOR STATUS

Performing the various P7001 front-panel, push-button opera-
tions -- selecting display sources, storing waveforms, sending

waveforms, receiving waveforms, etc. -- all have the effect of

setting the status of one or more P7001 logical units. These push-

button operations, as well as other operations, may be accomplished

by setting the P7001 status with the HOLD and STR statements.

There are four P7001 logical units that may have their status
set, individually or collectively, by the HOLD and STR statements.
These logical units are:

1.) Analog-to-Digital Converter.

2.) Readout Interface.

3.) Display Generator.

4.) Front Panel.

HOLD and STR Statement Formats

The general format of the HOLD and STR statements is:

HOLD status list ; unit list
STR status list ; unit list
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One or more arguments may be entered in the status and unit lists.
When more than one argument is entered in either list, the elements

must be separated by commas. The allowable arguments for the

status list are contained within Table 5-3, and the allowable argu-

ments for the unit list are contained within Table 5-4.

Before proceeding with further discussion of the HOLD or STR

statements, two comments regarding status list and unit list com-

patibility are in order. These are:

1.) The display source status list entries (PI, ME, BO)

should only be sent to the Front Panel (FP).

2.) The field entries (Fl, F2, F3) should only be sent to

the Readout Interface (RO).

The status word bits for PI, ME, and BO are bits 14 and 13 on the

Front Panel status word. On the Readout Interface the same bits
are used for Fl, F2, and F3. Because of this mutual bit use,
confusion in status setting may arise when all four logical units

are set by PI, ME, BO or Fl, F2, F3. If the display source or

field entries are sent to all four logical units, a warning error
will be issued to remind you of the potential confusion in status.

Setting Status with HOLD and STR Statement. The general purpose

of the HOLD and STR statements is to select the P7001 STORE or HOLD

mode and send a list of status requests to the listed P7001 logical
units. For example, the statement

19M HOLD PA, PC; DG
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Argument

PA

PB

PC

PD

PI
FI

ME

F2

BO

F3

octal number

Argument

AD

RO

DG

FP

DPO TEK BASIC

TABLE 5-3

Status List

Description

P7001 memory location A

P7001 memory location B

P7001 memory location C

P7001 memory location D

PLUG-INS display source (front panel only)
Field 1 (readout only)

MEMORY display source (front panel only)
Field 2 (readout only)
BOTH display source (front panel only)
Field 3 (readout only)

Exact status bits desired

TABLE 5-4

Unit List

Description

Analog-to-Digital
Converter

Readout Interface

Display Generator

Front Panel

NOTE: The letter Z may be added after the unit argument to cause

a zero reference message to be displayed on the DPO CRT.
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places the Display Generator in the HOLD mode and sets its status
for display of P7001 memory locations A and C. However, since
the Front-Panel status is not specified by line 100, none of the

front-panel buttons are switched to indicate the just set status.
If the P7001 is in BOTH or MEMORY display source prior to execution
of this statement, the contents of P7001 memory locations A and C

will be displayed on the CRT. Because the Display Generator is the
only unit specified, the readout for the display remains the same

as that for the last selected memory location. If the P7001 is in
the PLUG-INS display source, the CRT display remains at the plug-in
input and there will be no apparent front-panel or CRT indication
that execution of line 100 has occurred.

To cause the correct readout to be displayed and to ensure
that the Front Panel status is in MEMORY, the following statements
should be substituted for line 100.

199 HOLD PA, PC; DG, RO

119 HOLD PA, PC, ME; FP

Line 100 now sets the Display Generator and the Readout Interface
status for display of P7001 memory locations A and C and the read-
out corresponding to location A. Line 110 sets the Front Panel

status to MEMORY and turns on the A and C pushbutton lights.

In some cases, it may be desirable to set the status so that
two functions are carried out simultaneously. For example:

19 STR PA; AD, RO

11@ HOLD PB; FP, DG
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These statements cause the Analog-to-Digital Converter and Readout

Interface to store in memory location A while the Front Panel and

Display Generator are displaying memory location B.

There are some instances where statement complexity may be

reduced by omitting the unit list. However, the unit list should

not be omitted when the status list contains display source or

field entries (PI, BO, ME, Fl, F2, or F3). When the unit list is
omitted, the status list will determine the status of all four

logical units. For example:

199 STR PD

This statement causes the status for all four logical units to be

set to the STORE mode for waveform D. The effect is the same as

manually pressing the P7001 push-button sequence of STORE, D, START,

which also sets the status of all four logical units.

The last entry in Table 5-3 refers to a status argument that
is an octal number. This octal number may be chosen to represent

any of the previously listed arguments and serves to set the exact

status bits desired. The desired octal number for status list
entry may be derived from the status word diagrams shown in Fig.

5-16 through 5-19.

Octal Numbers as Status List Arguments. Each of the status
word registers is located in one of the P7001 logical units and has

a unique address within the P7001 addressing scheme. Because of the

unique address, the Controller can individually set each unit to any

desired status.
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MODE

00 HOLD
01 STORE
10 SEND
11 RECEIVE

WAVEFORM
0001 A
0010 B

0100
1000 D

1773-20

Fig. 5-16. Analog-to-Digital Converter status word format.

ea 0 EeDISPLAY GENERATOR MODE peeYeo yt
qi XY.

00 HOLD
01 STORE
10 SEND
11 RECEIVE

WAVEFORM
0001 A
oo10 8
0100 C

1000 D

1773-21

Fig. 5-17. Display Generator status word format.
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one oleTePeteletDllPeros01 FIELD
10 FIELD2

ve
Bete;a00 HOLD
me yoL>e30811 RECEIVE

WAVEFORM
9001
0010
0100
1000

com>

1773-22

Fig. 5-18. Readout Interface status word format.

J.
pisPLay source ————_____J00 NO CHANGE
1 PLUGINS Call Button Coding
10 MEMORY (P7001)
11 BOTH Talcoalimelte

slefl7|ePROGRAM CALL
0-15 DECIMAL 2 fw fu |i
BINARY CODED 0000-1111

[—>-}—7 1] aMODE
00 HOLD.
01 STORE
10 SEND
11 RECEIVE

WAVEFORM
001 A
oo10 8
0100 ¢ .

1000 ©

SINGLE SWEEP RESET
1 SET BY CPU = RESET AND ARM SWEEP
0 SET BY P7001 = SWEEP COMPLETE & INTERRUPT TO CPU

BUS ERROR
1 SET BY THE P7001 IF THE ADDRESSED CIRCUIT BOARD DOES NOT COMPLETE

ITS FUNCTION WITH THE DATA BUS WITHIN =8 uS INTERRUPTTO CPU

1773-23

Fig. 5-19. Front-Panel status word format.
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The status is set by writing I's and 0's into the bit locations
of the status word. For example, referring to Fig. 5-16, the status
of the Analog-to-Digital Converter may be set for storing a waveform

in P7001 location C by setting bits 7 and 5 to 1's. This is done

by writing the binary word

99999900101 p9909

to P7001 address 16400,.

To convert the binary word to an octal number for expression

as a status list argument, split the bits into groups of three
beginning at the least significant bit. Then convert each 3-bit
group to an octal digit using a left-to-right bit weighting of 4,
2, 1 within the group.

For example:

0 000 000 010 100 000

0 0 0 4 0 ... 4 weight
OP 0) 220) 20)- 5... 2 weight

+0 +0 +0 +0 +0 +0 ... 1 weight
Oe OtenO pete 4510; 000240

Thus, 000240, is the octal number for setting the Analog-to-Digital
Converter status to store waveform C, and the status may be set by

the DPO TEK BASIC statement:

19M HOLD 249; AD

This is equivalent to:
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19 STR PC; AD

As another example, consider setting the Display Generator to
the Y-T mode for displaying waveforms A, B, C, and D. Referring
to Fig. 5-17, the desired status may be obtained by setting bits
13, 8, and 7 to 0 and bits 6, 5, 4, and 3 to 1 (NOTE: the shaded

bit locations in the diagrams are not used). The binary word to
do this and its octal equivalent is as follows:

0 000 000 001 111 000

O20 50- 4:0"... 4eweight
OF SOF 50220 20s 2 Weight

+0 +0 +0 +1 +1 «+0 =... 1 weight
Om 0% 0Re al P= 20:25" 0001 70g

The DPO TEK BASIC statement for setting the described status is:

199 HOLD 170; DG

This is equivalent to:

19M HOLD PA, PB, PC, PD; DG

As an aid to writing status words with octal numbers, the

octal equivalents for the mnemonic arguments of Table 5-3 are
provided in Table 5-5.

NOTE

The untt list arguments must be expressed
in memontes; thus, no octal equivalents

for unit list arguments are provided.
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The mnemonic arguments provided in Table 5-3 are simply aids

to your understanding. When a status list is written with mnemonic

entries, the entries are converted by software to equivalent binary
words before the status is set. The bit-by-bit logical "OR" or the

binary representation of all status list entries is computed to
determine the exact status word for the specified unit list.

In the following statement, the octal equivalents are combined

by a logical "OR" to provide the exact status word.

19M HOLD PA, PB, ME; FP

This statement can be written with octal numbers as:

199 HOLD 19, 29, 49900; FP

TABLE 5-5

Octal Equivalents

for Status List Arguments

Argument Octal Number

PA 10g

PB 20,
PC 40,
PD 100,
PI and Fl 20000,
ME and F2 40000,
BO and F3 60000,

Upon execution of either of the above statements, the status argu-
ments are combined by a logical "OR" to provide the following
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Front-Panel status word:

1B. "OR" 2Pg RORY 49000, = 4030,

Using this octal number, either of the above statements could have

been written as follows:

19@ HOLD 49930; FP

Any three of the above statements can be executed to provide the

same results.

Octal Equivalent for STR. The STR statement is identical to

the HOLD statement except that a 200, is "OR"ed into the resulting
status word. Thus the following statements all provide the same

result.

199 STR PA

19M STR 19

19 HOLD PA, 209

19 HOLD 19, 299

19% HOLD 219

X-Y_and Single-Sweep Status. Up to this point, the examples

presented have had mnemonic arguments or octal equivalents for the

status list. However, there are cases where no equivalent mnemonic

exists for the desired status. Specifically, there are no mnemonic

arguments for setting the Display Generator to the X-Y mode or for

setting the single-sweep reset bits on the Front Panel status word.

Where mnemonics do not exist for the desired status, octal numbers

must be used for setting the P7001 status. For example, to set
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the Front Panel status word for single-sweep reset, the following
statement must be used:

199 HOLD 2; FP

Programming Example Using HOLD and STR. To see how status
words may be used in a DPO TEK BASIC program for solution of a

measurement problem, imagine a situation where ten events are

going to occur randomly over a period of several seconds or over

several hours. Further let's assume that these events can be moni-

tored on an oscilloscope and that the representative waveforms have

peak values in a known range. Finally, for the sake of example, let
us say that the peak voltage of each waveform is the parameter of

interest.

Before making these measurements, the vertical plug-in at the
A7704 Acquisition Unit must be set for a range corresponding to the

expected range of measurements. Next a zero-reference value must

be stored in the P7001 location being used for the measurements

(location A for the programming example to follow). Finally, the

horizontal plug-in must be set to the single-sweep mode and the

trigger level adjusted so that the horizontal sweep will start on

the leading edge of the waveform. With these items accomplished,

the followind DPO TEK BASIC program will automatically arm single
sweep, store the waveform when it occurs, find and store the maximum

value of the waveform, and rearm the single sweep for the next event.

19M DIMENSION X(9)

195 FOR I= TO 9

119 STR PA
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115 STR PA, 23 FP

120 WAIT

125 HOLD PA

13M LET X(I)=MAX (PA)

135 NEXT I

149 PRINT X

145 STOP

This program may be executed by entering GOTO 100 from the terminal

or by pressing PROGRAM CALL button 1 on the P7001 front panel.

In the example program, line 100 dimensions an array, X, for
storing the values expected from the ten events. Line 105 begins

a FOR loop that covers one program iteration per event. The next

line, 110, sets the status of all P7001 logical units to the
STORE mode for location A (equivalent to pressing STORE, A, START).

The STR statement in line 115 sets the Front Panel status to STORE

A and arms the single sweep at the time-base plug-in. After setting
the Front-Panel status, the program enters a WAIT statement at
line 120 and remains there until an end of sweep interrupt occurs.

When an event triggers the DPO sweep and the end of sweep

interrupt occurs, program control exits from the WAIT statement and

passes on to line 125.

The HOLD PA statement at line 125 causes the stored waveform

to be displayed and sets the zero reference to the previously
stored zero-reference value. Line 130 uses the MAX function to

determine the waveform's maximum value, and the LET statement

causes this maximum value to be stored in the previously defined
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array X. The NEXT I statement in line 135 causes program execution
to loop back to line 105 for the next program iteration. After ten
iterations have occurred, the loop is exited, and the statement
at line 140 causes the contents of array X to be printed to the
terminal. Following execution of line 140, control passes to the
STOP statement at line 145, which terminates Program execution.

Note that when a STR is issued, and the next statement in the
program is to HOLD that waveform location (stop storing), the com-

plete waveform may not be stored. This is because the STR operation
is only on for a few microseconds. At slow sweep speeds, this may

not be enough time to capture the entire waveform. A solution to
this problem would be:

199 STR PA: FOR 1 = 9 TO 50) : NEXT 1

119 HOLD PA

The above forces the Controller to execute the FOR loop before
the HOLD statement, thus giving more time for the storing operation

Program Call Buttons

The first 13 of the 16 Program Call buttons on the P7001

front panel correspond to line number statement groups in DPO TEK

BASIC programming. Button number one corresponds to the group of
line numbers from 100 to 199, button two from 200 to 299, ..., and

button 13 to 1300 to 1399. When a button is pressed, a search is
made for the lowest line number in the group corresponding to the
button pressed. If there are no line numbers in that group, an

error message is printed. When the search is successful, program
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execution begins at the lowest line number in the group. Execution
continues beyond the group corresponding to the pressed Program

Call button unless a STOP, END, control P, fatal error, or the last
line of programming is encountered.

Buttons 14 and 15 are special purpose buttons and may not be

used to call user programs. Button 14 is used during waveform

storage to initiate zero-reference acquisition as requested by the
Controller. Pressing button 15 terminates processing just as if
the CONTROL and P keys on the terminal were struck.

The 16th button in the Program Call group is simply an indi-
cator light and is illuminated whenever the CP1100 is busy.

If a Program Call button is pressed during program execution,
the call is placed in a buffer and the "called program" is executed

after the currently running program is done. When a program is
running, up to ten call buttons may be pressed before the buffer
is full. When more than ten buttons are pressed, a warning error
occurs and the further calls are ignored. The warning error does

not affect the currently running program. A control P or a fatal
error causes any program call requests in the call buffer to be

deleted.

When the Program Call buttons are used to run a program, all
computer terminal output is suppressed except for the following:

PRINT statements
INPUT statements

errors
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CONTROL-P Command

As an example, consider the LIST command. When LIST is entered

from the terminal without a line number, all program lines are
listed on the terminal. When the LIST command is used in a program

such as shown below, its output is suppressed if the program is
executed by pressing Program Call button one.

199 LIST

119 STOP

If the above program is executed by entering

GOTO 199

from the terminal, the output of the LIST command will not be

suppressed.

A program Call Button Overlay (Tektronix Part No. 016-0571-00)

for the Digital Processing Osci116scope should be marked to desig-
nate Program Call Button functions with respect to user-defined

programs in core. This overlay is a passive device, intended only

as a convenient means of labeling Program Call Buttons, and should

be snapped into place over the Program Call Buttons whenever its
associated user-definable programs are loaded. (See Fig. 5-20

following. )
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3
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3

1773-24

Fig. 5-20. Progran Call Button Overlay for the
Digital Processing Oscilloscope.
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SECTION 6

WAVEFORM PROCESSING STATEMENTS IN DPO TEK BASIC

DPO TEK BASIC has been expanded over standard BASIC to provide
waveform processing operations that are considered to be either be-

yond the scope of BASIC or not economically attainable with standard
BASIC programming statements. Specifically, DPO TEK BASIC provides
statements to either 1) perform operations difficult to implement

with other BASIC statements (e.g., signal averaging), or 2) perform

useful operations much faster than can be accomplished with other
BASIC statements (e.g., Fast Fourier Transforms).

Like standard statements in DPO TEK BASIC, the optional wave-

form processing statements may be executed indirectly (with a line
number in a program) or executed directly (without a line number).

SIGNAL AVERAGING, THE AVERAGE STATEMENT

Signal averaging is a technique for removing uncorrelated noise
from repetitive signals that are synchronously triggerable. Of the
several types of signal averaging, DPO TEK BASIC implements stable
averaging. The AVERAGE statement in DPO TEK BASIC allows any repe-
titive waveform from the DPO to be averaged into any of the perman-

ently defined Controller arrays.

To gain an intuitive feel for the process of stable signal
averaging, consider a noise-free, repetitive signal that provides
a synchronous trigger for a stable display on the DPO CRT. If this
signal is sampled at the same points over a number of repetitions,
(and it will be sampled at the same points if the signal is
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synchronously triggered), then the average value of the time-

accumulated samples at each point is equal to the actual

value of the waveform at each point. Now if the same signal becomes

corrupted with mean-zero additive noise (i.e., the long-term average
value of the noise at any point is zero) but can still be synchro-

nously triggered, the average value of the time-accumulated samples

at each point on the noise-corrupted signal approaches the
value of the noise-free signal at each sample point. As more sam-

ples are averaged, the average value of the additive noise terms

approaches zero, and the average value of the noisy waveform more

closely approaches the actual value of the noise-free waveform --
the signal-to-noise ratio is increased.

DPO TEK BASIC provides two modes of stable averaging for DPO

waveforms-- a normal mode and a fast mode. The normal mode of

signal averaging clears each sample from the P7001 Processor after
it has been added to the average. Then it checks the next sample

to ensure that it is valid (i.e., the waveform has been sampled and

a nonzero sample provided) before adding it to the average. The

fast averaging mode does not check the validity of each sample;

hence, it executes faster than normal averaging. However, each

point in fast averaging may contain different numbers of summands

and the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio may vary from point-
to-point. The fast average mode should be used for quick previews

only.

To use the DPO TEK BASIC signal averaging capabilities for
waveforms acquired with a DPO, a zero reference should be obtained.
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This may be done by first storing the signal to be averaged in one

of the P7001 memory locations. Then, following the message display-
ed on the DPO CRT at the time of waveform storage, ground the probe

and press Program Call button 14.

Normal averaging requires that the waveform being averaged
OCCUPY A FULL TEN CENTIMETERS HORIZONTALLY on the CRT. If it does

not, the averaging operation will not complete, and a control-P
must be entered on the terminal to cause an exit from the averaging
routine. If the real-time waveform display is not occupying the
full ten centimeters of graticule, the horizontal position control
on the Time-Base plug-in should be adjusted to provide the required
display.

AVERAGE Statement Format for Single Waveforms

With the waveform and zero reference stored and the real-time
waveform being applied at the plug-ins, execution of the signal
averaging statement may begin. The general format of the average
statement for a single DPO waveform is:

AVERAGE source / destination , number , F

The "source" argument of the AVERAGE statement must be the
P7001 memory location containing the zero-reference value for the

waveform to be averaged -- PA, PB, PC, or PD. If the "/ destination"
portion is omitted, the results of signal averaging is placed

into the CP1100 array A, B, C, or D, corresponding to the source

argument. The destination array may be specified by adding a "/"
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and the array name of the desired destination. It may not be the

same as the source. The "number" argument may be a constant,
variable, or expression. Its value specifies the number of averages
to be performed. The more averages performed, the greater the im-

provement in signal-to-noise ratio. The "F" argument is optional
and, when used, specifies the Fast mode of signal averaging. The

F argument should only be used when the signal is being averaged

for display purposes.

A typical averaging statement would be:

190 AVE PA, 199

This statement causes the waveform occurring at the vertical plug-in
during statement execution to be averaged 100 times into Controller

array A. After averaging is complete, P7001 location PA contains
only a representative sample of the waveform that was averaged into
controller array A.

NOTE

On slow sweeps, the source array may contain

only a partial waveform after averaging is
complete. The destination, however, always

contains the full results.

If it is desired to place the averaged waveform into another

location, the "/ destination" argument may be used as follows:

19 AVE PA/D, 199

The attachment of "/D" to the above statement causes the averaged
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results to be placed into CP1100 array D.

For those cases where the averaged results are to be used only

for display purposes, the following statements may be used:

19 AVE PA, 109, F

11f LET PA=A

These statements cause the waveform to be averaged into CP1100

array A by the fast mode and the results to be placed in P7001

location A for viewing. One program line could be saved by aver-
aging the waveform directly into P7001 location B for display by the

following statement:

19M AVE PA/PB, 199, F

This latter approach is recommended since the original zero refer-
ence is maintained in P7001 location A. In the previous approach,

the original zero reference is overwritten by the autoscaled zero

reference from the CP1100.

AVERAGE Statement Format for Multiple Waveforms

There are times when it is necessary or desirable to simultan-

eously average more than one waveform from a single DPO. For these

occasions, the DPO TEK BASIC AVERAGE statement has two multiple
waveform formats. The first format is:

19M AVE PA, PB, PC, PD, 199

The above statement averages four waveforms simultaneously into
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their corresponding CP1100 arrays. The second format has the

following form:

19@ AVE PA/D, PB/C, PC/B, PD/A, 199

In the second format, averaging of the source waveforms -- PA, PB,

PC, PD -- is carried out so that the results reside in the specified
destination locations -- D, C, B, A.

Both formats have been presented for averaging four input wave-

forms simultaneously; however, arguments may be omitted to tailor
the statement for averaging lesser numbers of input waveforms. For

example:

199 AVE PC/D, PB, 199

This statement is used to average two input waveforms from the DPO,

one into a specified destination and the other into the. automatic-

ally chosen destination.

The major restriction in formatting multiple waveform averaging

statements is that two waveforms cannot be averaged into the same

destination array. The following type of statement will not be

executed by software:

WRONG! 19M AVE PA/B, PB, 199 WRONG!

Regarding multiple waveform averaging, note that the rules of

multiple waveform storage apply. In general, the best results are
obtained when the DPO mainframe switching mode is in ALT and the

plug-in switching mode is in CHOP. Also, the number of P7001
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memory locations selected should correspond to the number of traces

being stored. Exactly which memory location to select can be de-

termined by applying the following guidelines:

1.) Single Trace - may be stored in any one memory location,
may be stored simultaneously in A and B for a left vert-
ical source or in C and D for a right vertical source.

2.) Dual Trace - may be stored by selecting A or B for left
vertical and C or D for right vertical.

3.) Three Traces - may be stored by selecting both memory

locations corresponding to the dual-channel plug-in

position, A and B for left vertical or C and D for right
vertical, and either memory location corresponding to the

single trace source.

4.) Four Traces - may be stored by selecting all memory

locations simultaneously. Left vertical CH 1 will go

to A and CH 2 to B. Right vertical CH 1 will go to C

and CH 2 to D.

Zero References in Signal Averaging

When multiple traces are stored with the DPO, zero-reference

requests displayed on the CRT must be followed precisely so that
the correct zero-reference values are individually collected and

stored with their respective waveforms. For example, when multiple
waveforms are stored with the DPO, a message of the following type

appears on the CRT:
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TO STORE ZERO REF. FOR MEM. LOC. A SELECT

LEFT VERT CH] GROUND PROBE PRESS 14

Respond by placing the DPO mainframe in LEFT vertical, placing
the left vertical plug-in in channel 1 if it is a dual-trace unit,
grounding the probe, and pressing Program Call button 14. The zero

reference for each memory location must be supplied with the main-

frame VERTICAL MODE (buttons for selection are at the top of the
A7704) and plug-in DISPLAY MODE selectors (located on dual-channel

plug-ins only) set solely for the waveform stored in the memory

location being supplied with zero-reference information.

As a final word on zero references, it should be noted that
transferring waveforms back to the P7001 source location and attempt-
ing to signal average again may cause erroneous results. As an ex-

planatory example, consider the case where a waveform is stored in

P7001 location B and averaged 50 times into CP1100 array B by

the following statement:

19) AVE PB, 59

After averaging, there may be a temptation to RECEIVE the array B

results back into P7001 location B for display. If this is done,

the original zero-reference value in P7001 location B may be changed

due to the transfer. Now, if after viewing the waveform, it is
decided that more averages should have been taken and this is attemp-
ted without re-establishing the original zero-reference value, the
second averaging results will be erronously adjusted with respect
to the -3 DIV, @ DIV, or +3 DIV autoscaled zero-reference value
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previously RECEIVED into the P7001.

If it is necessary to view the results of signal averaging to
form a basis of decision for further averaging, statements should be

used such as:

19M AVE PA/PB, 199

or

199 AVE PA/PB, PC/PD, 199

These statements allow display of results without disturbing the
zero-reference values in the source locations (PA in the first and

PA, PC in the second example). If needed, a second AVERAGE state-
ment may be applied to the source location without having to re-
store the source location zero-reference value.

Number of Averages

In most of the preceding AVERAGE statement examples, the number

argument specifying the amount of averages to be performed has been

100. This is done here as a convenience and should not be taken to
imply that 100 averages is the best remedy for noise problems. As

a general practice, signals that are nearly buried in noise may re-
quire several thousand averages before the signal-to-noise ratio is
increased to the desired level. For signals with moderate noise,
128 averages generally is sufficient. With low noise, 32 may be all
that is required. In any case, the exact number of averages required
depends on the desired improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.
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To understand the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio gained
by signal averaging, consider a repetitive, noise-free waveform,

x(t), that is sampled at points t = nA for n=, 1, 2, ..., N-1,

and A equal to the time between samples. If the samples at points
t become corrupted by mean-zero additive noise, Th? that is inde-

pendent of x(nd), then signal averaging M recurrences of the sampled

waveform by the following expression provices an improvement in
the signal-to-noise ratio.

M= eltx(nd) = y & [x(na) + ohm
m=1

where n = 9, 1, 2, ..., N-1 and the noise terms nein and
all

n are assumed to be uncorrelated for all n and m, # m
nym, 1 2

The improvement gained is simply the ratio of the standard deviation
of x(n), to the standard deviation (S.D.) of x(na) + ny? which can

be expressed as follows:

SNR improvement = SNRaften= = x(na) os

SNR before ==D.
--D. [x(na Th

nn

In short, summing M times improves the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) by YM. If M can be expressed as a power of 2, then the im-

provement in signal-to-noise ratio corresponds to 3dB per power

of 2. DPO TEK BASIC signal averaging allows a maximum of 215 = 32768

averages, which corresponds to 15 x 3dB = 45dB maximum improvement

in signal-to-noise ratio.
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When a waveform from the DPO is signal averaged into a P7001

destination, DPO TEK BASIC will update the displayed average every
time the number of averages corresponds to a power of two. Thus,

each display update corresponds to a 3dB improvement in signal-to-
noise ratio.

Noise-like amplitude variations in the stored signal may be

caused by time jitter. Signal averaging waveforms with jitter is
covered in Appendix A of this manual.

INTEGRATION, THE INTEGRATE STATEMENT

A waveform stored in the CP1100 or P7001 Processor can be

integrated with a statement of the following format:

INTEGRATE source array , destination array

The "array" arguments may be any two arrays of the same length or

the same array.

To understand the integration algorithm, let's look at what

happens when this statement is executed:

INTEGRATE X,Y

Here, array X is integrated and the resulting values put into

array Y according to the following equations:

~< " Yj_7 + (Xy_) + %;) + at/2 forti= 152 s2-

where At is the step size.
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If source array X is A, B, C, D, or PA, PB, PC, PD, the step
size is calculated from the horizontal scale-factor value (HSF)

by the following equation:

AE = 10 -°HSF / 512

For other arrays, At is set to a default of 1.

If destination array Y is also A, B, C, D or PA, PB, PC, PD,

the associated vertical units are set to the X vertical units con-

catenated with the X horizontal units, and the Y horizontal units
and scale factor are set to the X horizontal units and scale factor.
An example of this is provided by the following statement:

199 INT C, PA

This statement causes array C to be integrated into array A, units
for A to be properly set, and array A to be transferred to P7001

location A.

Integrating a waveform with the INTEGRATE statement is the

same as digitally filtering the waveform. The frequency domain

formulas that describe the gain and phase functions associated with

DPO TEK BASIC integration are as follows:

gain G(f) - (at/2) | sin (2nfat) | / (1 - cos (2nfat))
for -1/2at<f<1/2at

ee O<f<1/2at
phase of = for

n/2 -1/2at<f<0
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The gain and phase functions described by these formulas are
plotted in Fig. 6-1.

a.) Gain function b.) Phase function

1773-25

Fig. 6-1. Frequency response functions for integration.

DIFFERENTIATION, THE DIFFERENTIATE STATEMENT

The derivative of a waveform may be computed with the follow-

ing statement format:

DIFFERENTIATE source array , destination array ,

step-size argument

The "source array" and the "destination array" may be any two arrays
of the same length, or they may be the same array. The "step-size
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argument" may be a constant, variable, or single-valued arithmetic

expression. When the statement is executed, the "source array"

is differentiated using a step size determined by the "step-size
argument" and the result placed into the "destination array".

Depending upon the sign of the step-size argument, two tech-

niques of differentiation are available in DPO TEK BASIC. If the

value of the step-size argument is negative, the differentiation
is done according to a two-point algorithm with a step size of one

(i.e., adjacent array elements are operated on). If the value of

the step-size argument is positive in the range of zero to three or

omitted, a three-point derivative is calculated with a step size
determined by the value of the step-size argument.

NOTE

Because notse may be emphasized by differ-
entiation, acquired waveforms should be

signal averaged several hundred times or
more before they are differentiated.

Two-Point Derivative

The contents of array A may be differentiated into array B

according to the two-point algorithm for differentiation by using

the following statement:

19 DIF A, B, -1

The two-point algorithm is specified by the negative step-size
argument in the statement of line 100.
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The derivative specified by line 100 is computed by the follow-

ing equations:

B. = (A.ge 7 AY)/at for i = 05. 15025; os. 510

In the above equation, At is the distance between adjacent points.
For the case of CP1100 arrays A, B, C, D or P7001 locations
PA, PB, PC, PD, At is derived from the horizontal scale factor (HSF)

of the array being differentiated according to the following equation.

At = 10 + HSF/512

If the array being differentiated is other than a CP1100 array
or a corresponding P7001 location, the value of At defaults to 1.

When the source and destination arrays are P7001 locations (PA,

PB, PC, PD) or Controller arrays (A, B, C, D), scale-factor units

are processed. The destination array vertical units are set to

"source vertical units / source horizontal units". The destination
horizontal units and scale factor are set to the source horizontal

units and scale factor.

To gain a clearer idea of two-point differentiation, consider

the waveform segment shown in Fig. 6-2 and the differentiation as

performed by the statement:

19M DIF A, B, -1

In Fig. 6-2, the heavy dots represent waveform samples or, in the

case of any array such as A, they represent array elements. The
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HSF/512

1773-26

Fig. 6-2. Two-point derivative of A at element t.

distance between adjacent elements is indicated as At.

The incremental slope or derivative at the adjacent elements

on the waveform, for example Ay and Aiap may be determined by

computing the difference between the array elements (Ais - A;) and

dividing by the distance between the array elements (At). The

value of this ratio, (Aj
element of the destination array, B; for the example discussed

- A;)/at, is then stored in the "i"th

thus far. The next value, Baap? is calculated from the two adjac-
ent elements following Aj. Since there is no Aio element to use

in evaluation of the last B element, Bei will be set equal to the

preceding evaluation, Belo:

Three-Point Derivative

Three-point differentiation of array A into array B may be
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done with the following DPO TEK BASIC statement:

119 DIF A, B, S

For positive S in the range of 0 to 3, the contents of array A is

differentiated into array B according to the three-point algorithm

for differentiation. The step size (SS) for the algorithm is de-

termined by:

S, therefore, is the desired power of 2 and must be in the range

of 0 to 3. If S is omitted from the statement argument list, a

value of 2 is assumed and the step size will be 4.

The derivative specified by the statement in line 110 is
calculated by using the following formulas for starting values

(first array elements), intermediate values, and ending values

(last array elements).

Starting values:

B; = (-3A, + 4A )/(2+At-SS) for i = 0 to SS-1isss ~ Ai+2ss

Intermediate values:

B. = (Aj A;_gg)/(2-at-SS) for i = SS to (array length - SS)TSS
Ending values:

B= (A; -955 - 4A; ss + 3A,)/(2-at-SS)

for i = ((array length - SS) + 1) to array length
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In the preceding formulas, At is the time increment between

adjacent points. If the source array, A in line 110, is a CP1100

array (A, B, C, D) or a P7001 location (PA, PB, PC, PD), the value

of At is determined from the horizontal scale factor (HSF) as

follows:

At = 10 + HSF/512

For other arrays, At is set to a default of 1.

When the source array and destination array (A and B respect-
ively in line 110 below) are P7001 locations or CP1100 arrays (A, B, C,

or D), the destination array vertical units are set to "source ver-
tical units / source horizontal units". Also, the destination
units and scale factor are set to the source horizontal units and

scale factor.

To gain a clearer idea of three-point differentiation at
intermediate array elements (element SS to array length - SS),

consider differentiating the waveform diagrammed in Fig. 6-3

with the following statement:

119 DIF A, B

NOTE

In line 110, the step-size argument

ts omitted; therefore, S defaults to
2 and the step size = oe 4.

In Fig. 6-3, the heavy dots on the waveform segment represent
sample points or, in the case of an array such as A, they represent
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1773-27

Fig. 6-3. Three-point derivative of intermediate A array
elements at element i with a step size of 4.

array elements. The distance between elements is indicated as At.

The slope or derivative at the "i"th intermediate element of

the waveform is determined by computing the difference between

elements that exist one step (SS) to either side of the "i"th
element (Aisq - A; _4) and dividing this difference by the increment

separating the two elements (2-SS-At = 8-At, where SS = 4). The

value of this ratio, (Arya - A;_g)/(8 + At), is then stored in the

qe th element of the destination array, B; for the statement in

line 110. The next intermediate value, B.441 referenced to Fig. 6-3,
is computed by shifting to the next element and finding the next

ratio over the increment indicated by dotted lines.
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NOTE

Fig. 6-3 shows three-point differentiation
for intermediate values only. Starting
values, elements J to SS-1, and ending

values, elements (array length - SS + 1)

to array length, are determined by extra-
polations based upon adjacent intermediate
element slopes.

Two-Point vs. Three-Point Differentiation

For arrays where large transitions occur over intervals

greater than three array elements, the three-point derivative with

a step size of one shows the least error in estimating the slope

at a given point. Thus, for smoothly varying functions (e.g., a

sine wave), three-point differentiation is recommended as the most

accurate means of obtaining the derivative of the function.

When array values exhibit large transitions within intervals
approaching a step size of one (an interval of three adjacent array
elements corresponds to a step size of one), the two-point derivative
provides the best slope estimate within the interval of transition.
Square waves, steps, impulses, and other functions containing

large transitions over limited intervals are best differentiated
with the two-point algorithm.

If the derivative of a waveform is to be transformed to the

frequency domain, the choice of two-point or three-point differ-
entiation rests upon the frequency domain weighting desired. Dif-
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ferentiation of a time-domain waveform is the same as digitally
filtering the waveform, Hence, the results of differentiation
reflect the response function of the chosen scheme of differen-
tiation. The response functions for two-point differentiation and

three-point differentiation are shown in Fig. 6-4 and Fig. 6-5. In

comparing these two figures, note that the two-point function is
maximum at a frequency of 1/2At, whereas the three-point function
is zero at 1/2At. Also note in the equations that the phase of the

three-point function, as opposed to the two-point function, is
zero at all points from -1/2At to 1/2At.

The formulas applicable to the two-point derivative and its
frequency response function (Fig. 6-4) are:

differentiation XG = (Xi - X;)/ot

frequency response H(f) = G(f) - ee(f)

where G(f) = (2/at)|sin(nfat) | for -1/2at<f<1/2at

mAt(f + 1/2at) O<f<1/2at
and o(f) = for

mAt(f - 1/2At) -1/2at<f<0

In all of the above, At is equal to the increment between elements

and may be found by dividing the horizontal scale factor by 51.2.

The formulas applicable to the three-point derivative at inter-
mediate points and its frequency response function (Fig. 6-5) are:

differentiation XF = (Kags ~ Xqogg)/(2at-Ss)
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| frequency response H(f) = g(#)-e2(F)

where G(f) = (1/At)|sin(2rfat-Ss) |
and o(f) = 0 for -1/2at<f<1/2at

In the above, SS = 2 is the step size and is derived from setting
the optional argument in the DIFFERENTIATE statement to a range of

zero through three (S=0, 1, 2, or 3).

% 2514At

‘ye 1.207At

eS00At
.207At

1 1 aie 3
Wear BAL 4AtSs BALSA

a.) Gain Function b.) Phase function

1773-28Fig. 6-4. Frequency response of the two-point derivative.
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Fig. 6-5.
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b.) Gain for step size of 2

d.) Gain forstep size of 8

Gain functions for three-point derivatives.
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Waveform Smoothing

Whenever either type of differentiation is applied to acquired

waveforms , signal averaging should be used first to remove the sharp

variations in slope caused by noise. In some instances, however,

signal averaging is not applicable to the acquisition mode (e.g.,
single sweep) or provides no reduction in waveform irregularities
(e.g., periodic interference components).

For those cases where signal averaging is not applicable, wave-

forms may be smoothed by first differentiating the waveform and then

integrating the result of differentiation. The filtering or smooth-

ing thus obtained is the product of the differentiation and integra-
tion gain functions. The integration gain function is shown ‘in

Fig. 6-1, and the gain functions for various types of differentia-
tions are shown in Fig. 6-4 and Fig. 6-5.

To make sure that the correct DC level is maintained in the

smoothed waveform, the first element of the stored waveform should

be saved before smoothing is begun. When the differentiation and

integration have been completed, the correct DC level may be rein-
serted by adding the value of the original waveform's first element

to the result.

As an example, consider the case where a waveform stored in A

is to be smoothed. The following sequence of statements would be

appropriate:

290 LET X = A(P)

219 DIF A, B, OD
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22 INT B, B

230 LET PB B+ xX

Here, line 200 saves the first element value of the waveform to
be smoothed. Line 210 performs a three-point differentiation with

a step size of one. Other step sizes could be used, or the two-

point derivative could be used. The type of differentiation used

simply determines the final form of the smoothing function. Line

220 is the integration step of smoothing. Line 230 adds the first
element of the original waveform to the smoothed version of the

original waveform.

In this example, note that all calculations are confined to

arrays in the CP1100. This is done to preserve the 16-bit accuracy

provided by the CP1100 arrays.

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, THE FFT STATEMENT

The Fourier transform is a mathematical technique for trans-
forming time-domain information to the frequency domain. The tech-
nique, having origins in the early 1800's, is not new. However,

until the advent of the digital computer, the application of Fourier

techniques to everyday measurement problems was thwarted by the com-

plexity of evaluating the transform integral.

With the availability of digital computers and reliable sampling

techniques, a digital version of the Fourier transform provided an

easy path to the frequency domain. This digital version of the Four-

jer transform, referred to as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
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because it operates on discrete samples of the original waveform,

does not come without its price. The price is twofold and demands

payment in both computer time for evaluation and user responsibil-
ity for interpreting the results.

The first price, computer time for evaluation, has been re-
duced by the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The fast Fourier trans-
form is simply an efficient computer algorithm for computing the

discrete Fourier transform. It provides the same results as would

be obtained by straightforward evaluation of the discrete Fourier

transform, but does it at a substantial savings in computer time.

The second price, user responsibility for interpretation of

the results, is inherent in any measurement or analysis technique.
A working knowledge of Fourier techniques and their implementation

as the fast Fourier transform are prerequisites to successful appli-
cation of the DPO TEK BASIC FFT statement. For those who are not

familiar with Fourier analysis, a nonmathematical introduction is
available in the Tektronix publication entitled THE FFT: Fundamentals

and Concepts. For those already familiar with Fourier analysis,
Appendix B of this manual contains detailed information regarding

the fast Fourier transform as implemented in DPO TEK BASIC software.

It is recommended that Appendix B of this manual be consulted

before attempting to interpret the frequency-domain results of the
DPO TEK BASIC FFT statement.
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FFT Statement Format

The format of the FFT statement is:

FFT source array 1 , source array 2 , dest. array 1

dest. array 2 , POLAR

The argument listed as "source array 1" specifies the real wave-

form that is to be transformed to the frequency domain. If the wave-

form to be transformed is not complex, “source array 2" may be omitted

from the FFT statement. When "source array 2" is omitted, the state-
ment format is referred to as the three-argument FFT. Since most

waveforms of interest are real, aS opposed to being of the form f(t) =

a(t) + jb(t), the three-argument format will be the most frequently
used format.

The less frequently used four-argument form of the statement

retains the "source array 2" argument and is used for transforming
complex waveforms, of the form f(t) = a(t) + jb(t), to the frequency

domain. The "source array 1" argument specifies the real part of

the waveform, and the "source array 2" argument specifies the imag-

inary part of the waveform.

The arguments used for the source and destination arrays may

be any of the permanently defined CP1100 arrays (A, B, C, D), any

of the P7001 locations (PA, PB, PC, PD), or any user-defined array
that is dimensioned to a length that is a power of two, at least
64 and no greater than 1024 (DIMENSION to 63, 127, 255..., 1023

since subscripting begins with 0). There are, however, rules
governing the combinations of arrays that may be specified in each
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FFT statement. These rules are:

ils)

25)

35)

4.)

The array names used for the source arrays must differ
from each other; that is, “source array 1" must be an

array different from that used for “source array 2".

A P7001 location (PA, PB, PC, PD) and its corresponding

CP1100 array (A, B, C, D) may not appear together as

source arrays in the same statement. For example, using

PA as one of the source arrays automatically eliminates
A as a choice for the other source array.

Rules 1.) and 2.) are equally applicable to specifying
the two destination arrays.

The arrays used as destination arrays may either be the

same as or different from those used for source arrays.

The arrays used as arguments must all have the same length.
For example, user-defined arrays must be dimensioned as

511 if they are to be mixed with CP1100 or P7001 arrays as

arguments for the FFT statement.

The output format is the same for both the three-argument and

four-argument FFT statements. When the optional POLAR switch is

omitted, the complex output is in rectangular form, and the real

and imaginary results are returned to the arrays specified as "dest.

array 1" and "dest. array 2", respectively. When the POLAR switch

is specified, the complex results of the FFT are converted to mag-

nitude and phase. The magnitude result is placed in the array
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specified by "dest. array 1", and the phase result is placed in the

array specified by "dest. array 2".

NOTE

Specifying the POLAR switch increases

the FFT statement execution time.

DPO displays of FFT statement outputs are arranged so that
zero Hertz corresponds to the center graticule line on the DPO CRT:

that is, element 257 (subscript 256) of a 512 element array corres-

ponds to the DC component. The positive frequency domain is con-

tained in array elements with subscripts greater than the DC element

(this corresponds to the right half of the DPO CRT), and the nega-

tive frequency domain is contained in elements with subscript values

less than the DC component subscript value (this corresponds to the

left half of the DPO CRT). An example of FFT magnitude output, as

obtained with the GRAPH statement, is shown in Fig. 6-6.

The horizontal units applied to the frequency-domain output of

the FFT statement are set to HZ. The horizontal scale factor that
accompanies the units is determined by dividing 5.12 by the horizon-

tal scale factor of the time-domain waveform. It should be noted,

however, that the scale factor and unit processing as described

above will not take place when arrays other than permanently de-

fined arrays are used.

Examples of Three-Argument FFT Statement Formats

The statement format for the three-argument FFT contains one

source argument and two destination arguments. As an example of
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|__- negative frequencyef positive frequency»
0 256 511

1773-30

Fig. 6-6. Display format for output of the FFT statement.
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statement use, consider a waveform that has been stored in PA. The

waveform in PA can be transformed to the frequency domain by the

following statement:

209 FFT,PA, B, C

Here, the waveform at location PA is specified as the source wave-

form and is transformed to the frequency domain by the FFT algorithm.

The arrays B and C have been designated by the statement as the two

destination arrays for receiving the frequency-domain results of

the transformation. Since the POLAR switch was omitted in the FFT

statement, the returned complex result is in rectangular form; the

real part of the result is stored in B and the imaginary part in C.

The preceding example is repeated below with the POLAR switch

added:

219 FFT PA, B, C, POL

With the POLAR switch specified, frequency-domain results are ex-

pressed as magnitude and phase. In line 210, the destination of

the magnitude is specified as B and the destination of the phase

is<Cz

Examples of Four-Argument FFT Statement Formats

The statement format for the four-argument FFT contains two

source arguments and two destination arguments. As an example of a

four-argument FFT statement, consider a complex time-domain waveform

that has its real part stored in PA and its imaginary part stored

in PB. This complex waveform can be transformed to the frequency
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domain by the following statement:

39 FFT PA, PB, B, C

Line 300 causes the real and imaginary parts of the time-domain

waveform to be transformed to the frequency domain. Since the
POLAR switch is not used in the FFT statement of line 300, the

results are in rectangular form; the real part is stored in array
B and the imaginary part in array C.

By adding the POLAR switch to the statement in line 300, the

result will be returned as magnitude and phase. The magnitude re-
sult will be stored in B and the phase result in C.

INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM, IFT STATEMENT

The inverse Fourier transform (IFT) is simply the inverse of

the Fourier transform. It transforms signals from the frequency

domain to the time domain and can be implemented in a fast method

similar to the FFT.

In DPO TEK BASIC, the IFT statement calls up the same routines

as the FFT statement and differs the treatment of data only in that
some switches are set in the software to control routine execution.

Thus, the IFT statement is truly the inverse of the FFT statement.

IFT Statement Format

The format of the IFT statement is:
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IFT array (real source) , array (imag source) ,

array (real dest) , array (imag dest)

The IFT statement may operate on any complex frequency-domain

waveform that is expressed in rectangular form. The IFT statement

cannot be used on frequency-domain waveforms that are in the POLAR

format.

The first argument of the IFT statement specifies the real

part of the source waveform, and the second argument specifies the

imaginary part of the source waveform. The last two arguments of

the IFT statement specify the destination arrays for the result of

the transformation. If the time-domain result of the transformation

is a real waveform, the IFT result resides in the array specified
as the real destination. If the time domain result of the transfor-
mation is a complex waveform, the real part of the waveform is placed

in the array specified as the real destination, and the imaginary

part in the array specified as the imaginary destination.

The IFT argument specifying the imaginary destination is op-

tional. When it is known that the resulting time-domain waveform

is real rather than complex, the argument for the imaginary destin-
ation may be omitted. In all cases, element zero of the resulting
array or arrays corresponds to time zero, and when the results are
displayed on the DPO CRT or GRAPHed, the left side of the graticule
is time zero.

The arguments used for the source and destination arrays may

be any of the permanently defined CP1100 arrays (A, B, C, D), any
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of the P7001 locations (PA, PB, PC, PD), or any user-dimensioned

array of a length that is a power of two between 64 and 1024. There

are, however, rules governing the combinations of arrays that may

be specified in each IFT statement. These rules are:

1.) The array names used for the source arrays must differ
from each other; that is, the real source array must be

an array different from that used for the imaginary

source array.

2.) A P7001 location (PA, PB, PC, PD) and its corresponding
CP1100 array (A, B, C, D) may not appear together as

source arrays in the same statement. For example, using
PA as one of the source arrays automatically eliminates
A as a choice for the other source array.

3.) Rules 1.) and 2.) are equally applicable to specifying
the two destination arrays.

4.) The arrays used as destination arrays may be the same as,
or different from, those used for source arrays.

5.) The arrays used as arguments must all have the same

length. For example, user-defined arrays must be dimen-

sioned to a length of 512 if they are to be mixed with

CP1100 or P7001 arrays as arguments in the same IFT state-
ment.
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Examples of IFT Statement Formats

Consider the case where a real, time-domain waveform resides
in CP1100 array A. This waveform could, for example, be a square
wave. Now consider execution of the following DPO TEK BASIC program

statements:

19M FFT A, B, C

119 IFT B, C, D

The FFT statement in line 100 of the above program causes the
real waveform in array A to be transformed to the frequency domain.

The real part of the frequency-domain waveform resides in array B,

and the imaginary part in array C.

The IFT statement in line 110 uses the real part of the fre-
quency-domain in array B as its first argument, and the imaginary

part in array C as its second argument. Execution of line 110

causes the real and imaginary parts of the frequency-domain to be

transformed back to the time domain. The real time-domain result
resides in the array specified by the third argument of the IFT

statement, in this case array D. In the example considered with

regard to lines 100 and 110, the contents of array A and array D

are the same, which points out the truly inverse nature of the IFT

statement.

Line 110 could be written as:

IIP-1FT-85.-C,-D5C

In this case, the last argument specifies the destination array
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for the imaginary part of the complex results. For the case of

the preceding example, there are no imaginary results, so the

contents of array C is effectively zero after execution of the IFT

statement.

TIME CONVOLUTION, CONVOLVE STATEMENT

Convolution of two time-domain waveforms, x(t) and h(t) for
example, is expressed by the following integral:

y(t) = sx(t) h(t - t) de

The time-domain function y(t) is the result of convolving h(t)
with x(t) according to the above integral expression. The variable

t is simply a dummy variable for time that facilitates the folding,

shifting, multiplying, and integration represented by the convolu-

tion integral.

For computer evaluation, the same operation may be performed

with a discrete approximation having a finite time window. If we

define the time window to be sampled N times over increments of At,

the general expression for the discrete approximation may be written

as:
N-1

y(nat) = At x x(kat)+h(nat - kat)
k=0

where k is a dummy variable that shifts over the window from

0 to N-1.
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If we normalize At to one (At=1), the discrete approximation reduces

to:
N-1

y(n) = © x(k)+h(n -k)
k=0

where n is a subscript in the range of n=0, 1, ..., 2N-2, and

x(t) and h(t) are taken to be zero outside of this range.

Rather than evaluating the discrete convolution directly, DPO

TEK BASIC takes advantage of the correspondence between time-domain

convolution and frequency-domain multiplication. When the CONVOLVE

statement is used, the length of the time-domain arrays being con-

volved is ascertained and an equivalent number of zeros appended to
each array. These appended zeros form two double-length arrays from

the two original time-domain arrays and serve to prevent cyclical
errors in the convolution. After the zeros have been appended, the

two double-length arrays are transformed to the frequency domain by

the FFT routine. The two complex frequency-domain waveforms result-
ing from the FFT are then complex multiplied and the product is
transformed back to the time domain by the IFT routine. This in-

verse transformed product is the result of convolving the two

original time-domain waveforms through frequency-domain multiplica-
tion. It is equivalent to the result that would be obtained from

direct evaluation of the noncyclic convolution summation.

CONVOLVE Statement Format

The format of the CONVOLVE statement is:
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array (dest, Ist half) , array (dest, 2nd half)

The arrays used for CONVOLVE statement arguments may be any of

the P7001 locations PA, PB, PC, PD; any of the CP1100 arrays A, B,

C, D; or any user-defined array that is dimensioned to a length

that is a power of two and not exceeding a length of 512 (DIMENSION

to 1, 3, 7, ..., or 511 since the first element is subscript 0).
Additionally, the following guidelines should be observed in specify-
ing CONVOLVE statement arguments:

a5)

23)

3.)

4.)

5.)

The arrays specified as arguments must all be of the same

length.

The "source 1" and "source 2" arrays may be the same or

different arrays.

The "Ist-" and "2nd-half" destination arrays must not be

the same array or corresponding P7001/CP1100 arrays.

An array specified as a source 1 argument may not be re-
peated as a "Ist-" or "2nd-half" destination argument.

This also applies to corresponding CP1100 and P7001

arrays; for example, if A is used as source 1, neither
A nor PA may be used as a "Ist-" or "2nd-half" destination
argument.

If the array used as a "source 2" argument is not used

as a "source 1" argument, then the "source 2" array may

be used as a "Ist-" or "2nd-half" destination.
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When the CONVOLVE statement is executed, the two arrays

specified as "source 1" and "source 2" have zeros appended and are

then transformed to the frequency domain for complex multiplication.
The frequency-domain product is transformed back to the time-domain

in the form of a double-length array. This double-length array of

results has twice as many elements as either of the source arrays
because of the zeros appended to each array at the beginning of the

routine.

The first half of the resulting array (elements 0, 1, 2, ...,
N-1) is stored in the location specified by the CONVOLVE statement

as the "Ist-half" destination. Element zero in the "Ist-half" des-

tination array corresponds to time zero. The second half of the

results are output to the array specified by the "2nd-half" destina-

tion argument. In terms of preceding notation, the process may be

represented by the following:

The statement used is of the form--

CONVOLVE X,H,Y1,Y2

where X and H are source waveform arrays of length N; Y1 and

Y2 are destination arrays, each of length N, that will hold

the results of convolving X with H.

The exact storage of the convolute is--
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Array Location Convolute

Y1(9) y()
Y1(1) y(1)

Y1(N-1) y(N-1)

Y2(9) y(N)

Y2(N-2) y(2N-2)

Y2(N-1) 9

Additionally, every other element from the output (i.e.,
elements subscribed as 0, 2, 4, ...) will be combined to form a

single length array of results that is stored in the array speci-
fied by the "source 1" argument. The original waveform in "source
I" is overwritten by the CONVOLVE statement output.’ If a P7001

array is used, the combined output of the CONVOLVE statement will
be put in the corresponding CP1100 array.

Example of CONVOLVE Statement Format

Consider the case where the two time-domain waveforms to be

convolved are stored in arrays A and B. The following statement
could be used to convolve A with B:

990 CON A, B, C, D
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After execution of line 900, the first half of the resulting double

length array (in this case elements 0, 1, 2, ..., 511) is in C, and

the second half of the results (512, 513, 514, ... 1023) is in D.

Also, every other element of the double-length result (0, 2, As eA,

1022) is used to form a single-length array of results that is output
to A. Note that the content of B remains unchanged.

The previously described operations could be performed with

the following statement:

999 CON A, B, B, C

The difference here is that the output overwrites both of the source

arrays; that is, the single-length array of results is output to
A, and the first half of the double-length array of results is out-
put to B. The second half of the double-length array of results
goes to C.

CORRELATION, THE CORRELATE STATEMENT

In presenting the discrete approximation for correlation, con-

sider two time-domain waveforms defined by x, (t) and x,(t). if
these waveforms are sampled N times within a finite time window such

that t=0, 1, ..., N-1, then the discrete approximation for the cross
correlation function at time lag k with Xo leading x] becomes

N-k-1
Pyolk) = (1/N) xz(t)+xo(t 42k) K=05015) 215 N=1

and with x] leading Xo it is
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N-k-1
Po (k) = (V/N) & x4(t)-x,(t +k) k=O, 1,-2.5 NT

t=0

With some algebraic manipulation, it can be shown that P94 (k) =

Tyol-k). Thus, an alternative to presenting Pyolk) and Poq(k)» as

defined above, is to present only Pyolk) with k = -N+1, ..., -1, 0,

1, ..., N-1. The latter alternative is used in DPO TEK BASIC with

the restriction that N be a power of two no greater than 512.

The autocorrelation function is expressed in the same manner

as the cross correlation function; TI will be the autocorrelation
function when x, (t) = Xo(t). With x(t) = x,(t), Polk) = ¥oq (-k)

and the autocorrelation function will be an even function of the time

lag k.

Rather than evaluating the summation directly, DPO TEK BASIC

employs the FFT and the convolution property of the discrete Fourier

transform to obtain correlation functions. The process is much the

same as described for the CONVOLVE statement: zeros are appended

to the time-domain waveforms to avoid the "wrap-around" effect due

to the cyclic nature of convolving with the FFT; the waveforms, with

zeros appended, are transformed to the frequency domain; a frequency-

domain product is formed by complex conjugate multiplication, as

opposed to the complex multiplication used in convolution; and the

frequency-domain product is transformed back to the time domain as

the correlation function.
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The format of the CORRELATE statement is:

CORRELATE array (source 1/dest) , array (source 2) ,

array (dest, Ist half) , array (dest, 2nd half)

Since the CORRELATE statement uses the same software routines as

the CONVOLVE statement, the rules and guidelines for the CONVOLVE

statement arguments are applicable to the CORRELATE statement.

Additionally, it should be noted that the use of the same array, or

different arrays containing the same waveform for "source 1" and

“source 2" results in the autocorrelation function as the output.

Using different waveforms for the "source 1" and "source 2" argu-
ments results in the cross correlation function as the output.

When the CORRELATE statement is executed, the arrays specified
by the "source 1" and "source 2" arguments have zeros appended to
form two double-length arrays. These two double-length arrays are
then correlated, using the FFT and IFT routines, and the time-domain

results returned in the form of a double-length array. The first
half of this double-length array of results contains .the negative

time elements and is stored in the single-length array specified
as the "Ist-half" destination. The second half of the array con-

tains time zero at its first element and positive time for all other

elements; it is stored in the array specified as the "2nd-half"

destination. In terms of preceding notation, this storage scheme

may be expressed as follows:
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The statement used is of the form:

CORRELATE X1, X2, R2, RI

where X1 and X2 are the two source arrays, possible containing
the same waveform; R2 and Rl are the destination arrays for the

double-length array of results. Further, X1, X2, R2, and Rl are
all of length N.

On exit from the CORRELATE routine, R2 and R1 will contain the
following correlation values ---

Array Location

R2(0)

R2(1)

R2(2)

R2(N-1)

R1(0)

R1(1)

R1(N-2)

R1(N-1)

Correlation Value

0

Pyo(-N+1) = 15, (N-1)

ry 2(-N+2) Po, (N-2)

My2(-1) = r57(1)

my2(0) = rp9(0)

ry2(1)

Py (N-2)
Tyo(N-1)

Additionally, every other element of the double-length array
of results is output in the form of a single-length array that
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overwrites the information in the array specified by the source 1

argument. The double-length array elements are taken in a 0, 2,
4, ... subscript order and placed in the "source 1/destination"
array so that the first half of the array corresponds to negative
time and the second half corresponds to positive time. Time zero
in the "source 1/destination" array is located at the array element

determined by (array length/2) + 1. For the permanently defined

arrays of the CP1100 and P7001, time zerois at element (512/2) + 1

= 257, which is subscripted as 256.

Normalizing CORRELATE Statement Outputs

Correlation between two waveforms is generally expressed within
a normalized range of +1 to -1, with perfect correlaticn having a

value of 1. The outputs of the CORRELATE statement are not normalized.
To normalize the outputs, the destination arrays must be divided by

RMS(source 1)*RMS(source 2). Since source 1 is overwritten by the

output of the CORRELATE statement, the value of RMS(source 1)*RMS

(source 2) should be determined and stored before the CORRELATE

statement is executed.

Examples of CORRELATE Statement Format

The autocorrelation function of a waveform stored in array A

can be obtained by the following example program:

69M LET X = RMS(A)*RMS(A)

619 COR A, A, B, C

62) LET A = A/X:LET B = B/X:LET C = C/X

63 END
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In the above, line 600 computes the value to be used in nor-
malizing the correlation results and-stores it in X. Line

610 causes A to be correlated with A (autocorrelation) and the

results to be stored in A, B, and C. Line 620 normalizes the re-
sults from the CORRELATE statement in 610, and line 630 terminates

the program.

The results of the CORRELATE statement in line 610 are placed

in arrays A, B, and C as follows:

single-length array of results --
A(0) through A(255) will be negative time

A(256) will be time zero

A(257) through A(511) will be positive time

Ist half of double-length array of results --
B(0) through B(511) will be negative time

2nd half of double-length array of results --
C(0) will be time zero

C(1) through C(511) will be positive time

Two waveforms stored in locations A and B may be cross cor-
related by the following program example:

799 LET X = RMS(A)*RMS(B)

719 COR A, B, C, D

72M LET A = A/X:LET C = C/X:LET D = D/X

739 END
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Line 700 computes the value required for normalizing the results
of the CORRELATE statement in line 710. Line 710 cross correlates
A and B, places the single-length array of results in A, places the

Ist half of the double-length array of results in C with the 2nd

half in D. Line 720 normalizes the results in A, C, and D, and line
730 terminates the program. The results of this program are arranged

in the destination arrays A, C, and D in the same manner as described

for the preceding autocorrelation program example.

In both of the preceding examples, note that the outputs over-

write the source waveforms. If it is important to retain source

waveforms, they should be stored in more than one array.

GRAPHING ARRAYS, THE GRAPH STATEMENT

The GRAPH statement may only be used when a Tektronix Graphic

Computer Display Terminal, of the storage variety, is interfaced to

the Controller. With such a terminal, the permanently defined

arrays PA, PB, PC, and PD may be graphed on the CRT of the terminal.

Arrays are graphed on an 8-by-10 division graticule.

The general form of the GRAPH statement is:

GRAPHS array®ss: Slarray -3). carray: ic...

There are several conventions followed when arrays are graphed

with a graticule and readout. Whenever a single array is graphed,

the readout for that array is displayed. If more than one array is

graphed with the same GRAPH statement, readout from only one of the
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arrays is displayed. The displayed readout is for the location

alphabetically closest to location A. For example, GRAPH PD,PA

will cause locations D and A to be graphed on the graticule with

readout for location A.

The waveforms in arrays PA, PB, PC, and PD can be displayed

on the terminal in a horizontally expanded format by using the

horizontal expansion variables and the GRAPH statement. The hori-
zontal expansion variables are HA and TA for expanded displays of

array PA, HB and TB for expanded displays of array PB, HC and TC

for array PC, and HD and TD for array PD

The HA-HD variables determine. the type of expansion in the

following manner:

1.) If HA-HD are zero, no expansion occurs when the corres-
ponding array is graphed.

2.) If HA-HD are set to a positive value, the expansion is

linear and according to the value of the variable. For

example, a display of array PA with an expansion by a

factor of four can be obtained by letting HA equal one

fourth of the horizontal scale factor and graphing A.

This could be done by the following statements:
LET HA = SA / 4

LET PA=A
GRAPH PA

3.) If HA-HD are negative, the expansion is logarithmic and

according to the value of the variable. For example,
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a logarithmically expanded display of array PA over one

decade per full graticule (10 cm) can be obtained by

entering the following statements:
LET HA

LET PA

=]

A

GRAPH PA

The TA-TD variables are used to specify the point in the array
where expansion is to begin. If TA-TD are zero, the expansion

specified by the HA-HD variables begins at the first element in the

array (the element subscripted as zero). If you want to begin the
expansion at another point in the array, the appropriate T variable
can be set to the subscript value of the array element where expan-

sion is to begin.

Caution is in order here, however, since setting a T variable
too high when linear expansion is done results in the expanded

waveform being displayed only in the left portion of the graticule.
The right portion of the graticule will be blank. For example,

linear expansion by a factor of four (e.g., LET HA - SA/4) requires
at least 512/4 = 128 data points for a full-graticule display. The

T variable (e.g., TA) can be set to any array subscript less than

or equal to 511 - 128 = 383 and full display of the expansion

obtained. If the T variable is set greater than 383, the required
number of points for a full-graticule expansion is not available.
For full-graticule displays of linear expansions, the T variable
should not be greater than 511 - 512/F, where F is the expansion

factor.
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As a final note on horizontal expansions, the following points
should be kept in mind: First, horizontal scale factors are per
division on linear expansions and per full graticule on logarithmic
expansions. Second, an array is graphed in an expanded format as
long as its expansion variable is nonzero. When you are done with
the expansion capabilities, the expansion variables should be set
back to zero.

Further examples and discussion of the GRAPH statement and

expansion capabilities are contained in Section 5 of this manual.

PLOT STATEMENT

The PLOT statement may only be used when a Tektronix Graphic

Computer Display Terminal is interfaced with the Controller. If
such a terminal is being used, X-Y plots of data may be made on the
terminal CRT by using the PLOT statement.

The format of the PLOT statement is:

PLOT intensity , X coordinate , Y coordinate

Constants, variables, and expressions may be used as the "intensity",
"X coordinate", and "Y coordinate" arguments.

Execution of the PLOT statement causes vectors to be plotted
from the preceding set of X-Y coordintates to the present set of
X-Y coordinates. If the value of the intensity argument in the PLOT

statement is zero, the issued vector is dark. A dark vector
is not visible on the CRT. Visible vectors are called light
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vectors and may be issued by setting the "intensity" argument to

a nonzero value.

NOTE

To put the Computer Display Terminal

in the graphic mode, the first vector
tssued must be a dark vector.

The "X coordinate" argument and "Y coordinate" argument specify
the point on the terminal CRT to which a vector is drawn. The CRT

may be thought of as having an X axis running horizontally just
above its bottom edge and a Y axis running vertically just to the

right of its left edge. Each axis has 1024 points (0 through 1023)

that are addressable by the PLOT statement; however, only 781 (0

through 780) of the vertical or Y-axis points are visible. The two

axes join at the lower left corner of the CRT, where X = 0 and Y = 0.

For Tektronix Computer Display Terminals, such as the 4010 or

4010-1, which have display sizes of 19.1 cm by 14.3 cm, there are 54.5

points per cm with 0.183 mm between centers of adjacent points. In

inches, this works out to about 139 points per inch with 0.0072

inches between centers of adjacent points. The center of this dis-
play area is within 6.35 mm (0.25 inches) of the CRT faceplate cen-

ter. In terms of plottable points, the center of the display area
is located at X = 511 and Y = 390.

PLOT Statement Examples

As an example of PLOT statement use, let's plot a one-inch

square in the lower left corner of the CRT. This may be done directly
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at the terminal by entering the following statement string:

PLOT 9,0,0:PLOT 1,0,139:PLOT 1,139,139:PLOT 1,139,9:PLOT 1,9,9

When you enter the above statement string without a line number

and press RETURN (carriage return), the square is plotted at the

lower left corner of the CRT and a READY is printed in the square.
The statement string used for the plot is displayed on the CRT.

To obtain just the plot of the square and no other text, re-
enter the statement string with the following statements appended:

PLOT 9,0,0:PRINT " "

After entering the statement string and before pressing RETURN,

press PAGE. The PAGE erases the entered statement string and brings

up a new page before the PLOT statements are executed. The added tad
PLOT 9,9,9 draws a dark vector to the beginning of the last text
line on the page. The PRINT " "" statement prints a space on the 4

last line. A new page must now be brought up before the READY will
be output to the terminal.

If more than a few vectors are to be plotted, it is best to

perform the plotting under program control. When plotting is done

with a program, errors in the program may be corrected or modifica-

tions made by changing individual statements rather than having to ~
reenter the entire string of PLOT statements again. As an example

of plotting with a program, let's plot the square again at the cen-

ter of the CRT with the following program:
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19M PLOT 9,441,329

119 PLOT 1,441,459

129 PLOT 1,589,459

130 PLOT 1,589,329

149 PLOT 1,441,320

159 END

Line 100 in the program initiates the graphics mode by issuing
a dark vector. Additionally, line 100 dark vectors the plot to a

beginning point of 441,320, which corresponds to the lower left
corner of the square to be plotted. Line 110 begins the plot by

issuing a light vector between the last point (441,320) and the

present point (441,459). The next light vector is issued by line
120 and is a straight line plot between points 441,459 and 580,459

for the top of the square. Line 130 causes a light vector to be

plotted between points 580,459 and 580,320 to form the right side

of the square. The bottom of the square is formed by execution of

line 140, which places a light vector between 580,320 and 441,320.

Line 150 ends program execution.

The program may be executed by pressing Program Call button 1

of the DPO. When this is done, the READY message is suppressed.
When the program for plotting the square is executed by entering a

RUN or a GOTO 100, the message is not suppressed, and the following
is printed after the plot is completed:

STOP AT LINE 159

READY

*
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To suppress this text, the following statement should be

added to the program:

145 PLOT 9.9.0

With line 145 added to the program, the program can be executed by

entering a RUN or GOTO 100, pressing PAGE, and then pressing RETURN.

The square will be plotted with no text appearing on the CRT.

Frequently it is desirable to have certain text with the infor-
mation that is being plotted. To label various areas on the plot,
dark vector to the point where the label is to begin; then enter a

PRINT statement with the quote-enclosed text preceded by a CTRL-

SHIFT-0 (prints as *~_). For example, the upper right corner of the

square plotted by lines 100 through 150 can be labeled with its
points by adding the following statements to the program:

125 PLOT 9,699,459:PRINT "~_589,459":PLOT 0,580,459

When the program is executed, the added statements at line 125

cause a dark vector to go to 600,459 on the CRT. The CTRL-SHIFT-0

in the PRINT statement initiates the alpha mode, and 580,459 is
printed next to the upper, right corner of the square. Because

more plotting follows the PRINT statement in the example, the pro-

gram must dark vector back to the point preceding the PRINT; the

statement PLOT 0,580,459 provides this dark vector and initiates
the graphics mode again. (A dark vector must be issued to return
to the graphics mode.)

For most plotting programs, the points to be plotted are
derived from calculations instead of being input with the PLOT
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statement, as was done in the preceding examples. The following

program is an example of how a sine wave may be calculated and

plotted with the PLOT statement. Additionally, the program makes

use of INPUT statements to demonstrate how plotting parameters

may be input at the time of program execution.

299 PRINT "HORIZONTAL INCREMENT IN POINTS FROM 1 TO 19":INPUT L

295 PRINT "HOW MANY CYCLES":INPUT N

219 PRINT "PRESS PAGE THEN RETURN" :WAIT

215 PLOT 9,0,399:PLOT 1,1923,399:PLOT 2,0,399

229 FOR I= TO 1923 STEP L

225 LET Y=299*SIN(N*I*6.283/1924)

230 LET Y=Y+399

235 PLOT 1,1.Y

249 NEXT I

245 PLOT 1,1923,399:PLOT 9,9.)
259 END

To execute the program, press Program Call button 2 on the DPO or

enter GOTO 200 from the terminal.

When the program is executed, line 200 prints the following
on the terminal CRT:

HORIZONTAL INCREMENT IN POINTS FROM 1 TO 19

?

The message is caused by the PRINT statement, and the question mark

is caused by the INPUT statement. The program waits until a number

is entered from the keyboard. When a number is entered and RETURN
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is pressed, the value entered is stored in the variable L by the
INPUT statement, and control passes to the next line, 205 in this
case. Execution of line 205 proceeds in the same manner as de-

scribed for line 200.

After the question in line 205 has been answered, control

passes to line 210. The text in the PRINT statement of line 210

is output to the terminal, and then the program goes into a WAIT.

When the instructions PRESS PAGE THEN RETURN are followed, the
PAGE causes the CRT to be erased of all preceding text, and the
RETURN provides the interrupt needed to exit the WAIT.

After the WAIT has been exited, line 215 is executed. This

line causes a baseline for the sine wave to be plotted horizontally
across the middle of the screen.

Line 220 begins the FOR loop that calculates and plots the
sine wave. The steps taken in incrementing the FOR loop are de-

termined by the variable L, which in turn depends upon the answer

given to the question at line 200.

Line 225 calculates the values necessary for plotting the sine
wave. Note that the variable N, the value of which was obtained
from the answer to the question of line 205, is used in calculating
the sine wave. After each value of the sine wave is calculated,
line 230 increments this value by 390 so that the sine wave is plot-
ted at the middle of the CRT. Line 235 does the actual plotting of
the sine wave and uses the I from the FOR loop in line 220 for the
horizontal coordinate and the value of Y from line 230 for the
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vertical coordinate. The next line, line 240, is the end of the
FOR loop. From this point, the program loops back to line 220

until I increments to a value equal to or greater than 1023. Then,

the loop exits to line 245.

The first PLOT statement in line 245 interpolates the last
vector in the plot. The second PLOT statement dark vectors to the

bottom of the screen so that READY is not printed on the present
page. Line 250 terminates the program.

In the preceding example, the vertical variable Y is calculated

first and then entered in line 235 as a PLOT statement argument.

Alternatively, the operations performed in lines 225 and 230 could

be combined into a single expression and used as a PLOT statement

argument. For example, lines 225 and 230 could be deleted and line
235 rewritten as follows:

235 PLOT 1,1,2Q9*SIN(N*I*6.283/1924)+399

When this is done, the program operates in the same manner as be-

fore, and the area needed for program storage is reduced by deleting
lines 225 and 230.
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SECTION 7

PROGRAMMING HINTS

This section is intended to help you improve the efficiency
and accuracy of your programs. Keep in mind that the contents are
intended as suggestions and are not meant to be hard and fast
programming rules.

Processing Array Elements and Arrays

When processing the elements of an array on an individual

basis, the entire array should be set to zero at the start of pro-

cessing. The reason for this is linked to the floating-point for-
mat and array dynamic ranges as explained in Section 4 of this
manual. Here's an example of correct element-by-element processing:

199 LET A=@

119 FOR I = 9 TO 511

129 LET A(I)=I

139 NEXT I

When arrays from the P7001 are being processed and intermediate

results are to be displayed, we recommend that these intermediate
results be maintained in CP1100 arrays. This allows greater accur-

acy and speed in processing. The examples below demonstrate this:

Example 1 - P7001 Processing

199 LET PA=PA+PC

119 LET PA=PA/599 10 bit precision
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Example 2 - CP1100 Processing
19M LET PA=PB+PC

119 LET PA=A/599 16 bit precision

In both cases, line 100 causes the sum of PB and PC to be placed in
CP1100 array A and then to be transferred to P7001 array PA. When

in the CP1100, the sum of PB and PC is an array of 16-bit mantissas.
The process of transferring the sum to the P7001 requires truncation
to 10 bits for the P7001 memory. Line 110 in the first example

causes the 10-bit mantissas to be transferred back to the CP1100

for use in the specified calculation; thus, precision is lost.
Line 110 in the second example uses the existing array of 16-bit
mantissas for the specified calculation, so the intermediate re-
sult in A is maintained at 16-bit precision. Also, execution time

is decreased.

Core Utilization

For a few simple programs, the amount of remaining programming

space in memory, or free core, is generally of little concern. As

your programs become more complex, and particularly if numerous or

large arrays are dimensioned, the remaining free memory may become a

major concern. To find out how much free memory there is at any time,

enter the following statement:

PRI FC

If the number printed on the terminal is near zero, it is time

to list all programming in memory and begin looking for ways to
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economize. Remember, more memory is used as your program runs

than is listed when you ask PRINT FC.

Line Numbers Take Memory. An easy way to save memory is to
reduce the amount of line numbers in your programs. The following

sequence of program statements illustrates the savings involved.

199 LET X=1

119 LET Y=2

PRI FC

8637

Here, 8637 words of memory are available for further statements.
By attaching line 110 to line 100 and deleting line 110, more memory

is obtained.

19M LET X=1:LET Y=2

DEL 119

PRI FC

8649

With this simple change, three words of memory have been made

available for other use. While this may not seem like much, similar
changes can make a vast difference in large programs.

In some cases, four words of memory can be freed by concatena-

ting (stringing together) statements with colons; however, saving

four words only occurs when the software text pointer points to an

odd byte in text prior to the line feed at the end of the line of

text in memory. As a general rule, you can be assured of gaining
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at least three words of memory for every line number eliminated by

concatenating its statement with those already assigned a line
number. Remember, lines so attached cannot be referenced by a

line number unless the entire line is to be processed. No state-
ments can follow a GOTO statement on a line, as they would never

be executed.

Free memory is the only limit to the number of characters you

can assign to one line number. Of course, you will need more line
numbers if your program contains branch statements (IF, GOTO) or

subroutines (GOSUB).

Subroutines Save Memory. When a program must repeatedly perform

some subfunction in performing its primary function, it is more eco-

nomical to program the subfunction as a subroutine than to leave it
embedded at several points in the program.

Whenever a GOSUB instruction is encountered in the program,

software jumps to the line number specified by the GOSUB. Execu-

tion continues from that line number until a RETURN statement is
found. The RETURN causes execution to branch back to the statement

immediately following the GOSUB that caused the last branch..

Subroutines may also be "recursive". That is, a subroutine

may call itself before returning to the GOSUB statement in the main

program. Even then, software keeps track of where the last line
was that called the subroutine.

Simplify Arguments. Every time you look at your program, you

will probably see some way to improve it. Here's a technique that
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not only saves core, but speeds execution time of the program. The

original program was:

19M LET R1 SIN(N*I*6.283/1924)

119 LET R2=COS(N*I*b.283/1924)

As was discussed, some memory can be saved by assigning both

statements to one line number. However, since both statements

use the same arguments, we can save even more memory by inserting
the following statements in place of the previous two.

19M LET X=(N*I*6.283/1924) :LET RI=SIN(X):LET R2=COS(X)

Even with the added LET statement, line 100 contains fewer

characters than the previous two together. Also, evaluating the

argument N*I*6.283/1024 only once with the LET statement will de-

crease the program execution time. For this particular example,

this savings may not be noticeable. However, if this sequence of
instructions appeared many times in your program, or within a loop,

the decrease in execution time may be significant.

Storing Waveforms on Paper Tape

It is often advantageous to save waveforms on paper tape for
Permanent storage. (If you have a Cassette Operating System, see

Storing Waveforms with the Cassette in this section.)

To get a waveform (or any array) onto paper tape, do the
following:

1.) Manually feed some leader from the paper-tape punch.
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2.) Enter the following statement string from the terminal:

LET OD=1:PRINT A: FOR I=@ TO 509: NEXT I:LET OD=9

NOTE: In this example, array A is being output as indi-
cated by the PRINT A statement. Any array could have

been used.

In the statement string entered, the LET OD=1 instruction sets
the output-device variable for output to a paper-tape punch. The

PRINT A causes the elements of array A to be output. The FOR loop

that follows the PRINT statement serves only as a delay to allow

the last characters to be output before the OD variable is again

set to zero. When OD is set to zero, the terminal again becomes

the output device.

The instructions for output of a waveform or array to paper

tape may also be placed in a program as follows:

199 LET OD=1

119 PRINT A

12Q FOR I= TO 5PM:NEXT I

139 LET OD=9

149 STOP

This method is the same as previously outlined except that

step 2 above may be ignored. Pressing P7001 Program Call button 1

can be used to start the punch. Also, a GOTO 100 could be entered

from the terminal.

Since the vertical units of the waveform and the horizontal
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scale factor and units will not be output to paper tape, it is
suggested that tapes containing waveforms be labeled with the

correct units and scale factors. When the waveform is again input

to the Controller, appropriate variables may be set to restore the

units and scale factors.

The horizontal scale factor of a CP1100 waveform may be punched

on the tape by adding the instruction

PRINT SA

in the program either before or after the PRINT A statement. (of

course, this may be SB, SC, or SD.)

To read a waveform into the Controller from paper-tape, follow

these steps:

1.) Place the paper tape in the Reader so that the blank

leader is over the reader sensors and the feed sprocket

engages the paper tape.

2.) Enter the following statements at the terminal:

LET ID=1:FOR I=@ TO 511:INPUT A(I):NEXT I:LET ID=9

Press RETURN and the tape will pass through the reader

and the values of the waveform will be input to array A

and printed on the terminal.

In the statement string of step 2, ID is the input-device
variable and is firstset to one for input from the paper tape reader.
The FOR loop causes the waveform elements from the tape to be INPUT
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element-by-element. (NOTE: (P1100 array A is used in this example

rather than P7001 array PA for speed in execution. Input is con-

siderably faster if a Controller array is used rather than one in

the P7001.) The last statement sets the input-device variable back

to zero so that the terminal again becomes the input device.

When a tape is read, all values are displayed on the terminal.
On a TEKTRONIX 4010 Computer Display Terminal, the PAGE button must

be pressed every time the page is filled. This can be defeated by

the following instructions.

199 LET ID=1

119 FOR I=9 TO 511

120 INPUT A(I):PRINT "*K":NEXT I

139 LET ID=9 : STOP

The new PRINT instruction is a Control K enclosed in quotes,
which causes the terminal to back up one line each time the state-
ment is executed. This forces each element of the array being read

in to overwrite the previous, thus avoiding repeated PAGEing.

Storing Waveforms with the Cassette

Any waveform, array, or variable may be stored with a single
cassette instruction. Likewise, one instruction is all that is

necessary for retrieving the stored waveform.

An example of the cassette command to save an array is

CWRITE 1, FILE#1, A
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which stores CP1100 waveform A on the right-hand drive (drive 1)

in a file designated as FILE#1.

More than one array or variable may be referenced with a

single command. For example, to store all of the Controller arrays
and the associated scale factors, the command:

CWRITE 1, WORKS, SA, SB, SC, SD, A, B, C, D

would do the trick.

To read the waveforms back into memory, the CREAD command is
used.

CREAD 1, FILE#1, A

This example causes the cassette to search for FILE#1, then

read array A into memory from the tape. Any other array of the

same length as that stored on the cassette may be read in place of
A in this statement. However, the file name must be the same as

used in the CWRITE statement that stored the array.

When more than one array or variable is written onto a file,
all preceding data elements must be read when retrieving a single

array or variable. For example, look at the following statements.

CWRITE 1, XFILE, A,SA,B,SB,C,SC,D,SD

Here, all arrays and scale factors have been stored in a single

file named XFILE. Suppose you wanted to read just C and SC. Arrays

A, B, and their scale factors must also be read. If you didn't want

to destroy what information you had in these arrays presently, dummy
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arrays may be used. Let's say that array C is needed. It is to
be placed into CP1100 array C, and array D is not being used. The

following statement would perform the task.

CREAD 15 XFILE, B, SD, D, SD. C, SC

Again, to maximize speed and accuracy, it is recommended that
transfers be made using the Controller arrays rather than P7001

arrays.

Units Storage on Cassettes

Waveform scale-factor units cannot be stored directly on a cas-
sette, but several techniques can be employed to accomplish this.

One method involves creating a small program that is stored
on the cassette following the waveform array. This subroutine con-

tains LET statements to let the vertical and horizontal string var-
iables contain the proper units (i.e., VOLTS, AMPS, RABBITS). When

the waveform is read back into memory, this program is also read

and executed (by a GOSUB statement). When the waveform is graphed

or sent to the DPO for display, the units accompany it.

Example Program. Here's an example program to store a variable
number of waveforms on a cassette, along with the horizontal scale
factor and the horizontal and vertical units.

199 PRINT “ENTER NO. OF WAVEFORMS TO SAVE": INPUT NN

12 LET N=125: LET Y=209

197 LET I=9
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199 STR PA: FOR K=O TO 509: NEXT K: HOLD PA,Z

111 GRAPH PA

115 PRINT "CHANGE UNITS (Y OR N)";: INPUT X

12) GOTO X

125 CWRITE 1, WFA, A, SA, I

13 CSAVE 1, WFAU, 9999,9991

135 LET I=I+1: IF I = NN STOP

149 GOTO 199

290 PRINT "ENTER LINE 9999 AS NEEDED, THEN ENTER 'GOTO 125'"

219 STOP

9999 LET HA$ = "SECONDS": LET VA$ = "AMPS"

9991 RETURN

The files named WFA contain the actual waveforms, and those
named WFAU contain the program lines that reset the string variables.
In this example, array A was stored, but any array could have been

used.

To retrieve waveforms after they have been stored, you need

only know the number of the waveform (the value of I when it was

stored). A program to retrieve and graph a previously stored wave-

form could look like this:

19 PRINT "WHICH WAVEFORM";: INPUT X

11M PRINT "PRESS THE REWIND BUTTON FOR DRIVE 1 AND THEN

HIT ANY KEY"

120 WAIT

13 CREAD F, 1, WFA, A, SA, I

149 IF I <> X THEN 139
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159 CLOAD F, 1, WFAU

169 GOSUB 9999

165 LET PA=A

179 GRAPH PA: STOP

Sometimes you might want to store several arrays (or other data)
and name each cassette file with a unique name. Separate CWRITE

commands are needed for each file name, but the actual storing pro-
cess can be automated. For example, suppose you want to store six

arrays, names FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, etc. Here's how it could be done.

19M LET X = 5990

119 STR PA: FOR I = ® TO 509: HOLD PA,Z

120 GOSUB X

13Q LET X=X+1

149 IF X = 5906 STOP

159 GOTO 119

5099 CWRITE 1, FIRST, A, SA: RETURN

5901 CWRITE 1, SECOND, A, SA: RETURN

5992 CWRITE 1, THIRD, A, SA: RETURN

5003 CWRITE 1, FOURTH, A, SA: RETURN

5994 CWRITE 1, FIFTH, A, SA: RETURN

5995 CWRITE 1, SIXTH, A, SA: RETURN

Using the Bell

You most likely have discovered the terminal bell (actually a

beeper) by making a mistake. While it may be aggravating to have

everyone know you did something wrong, the bell can serve many
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useful purposes. For example, suppose you have a program that is
storing waveforms on a single-shot basis. When all waveforms are
in, certain data must be entered with an INPUT statement. The bell
could signal you that the program is ready to accept the input.
With this method, you don't have to stay at the terminal watching

for the question mark.

The bell is accessed by entering a Control G in a print state-
ment in the following manner:

PRINT "*G"

Since a PRINT statement causes the alpha cursor to advance one line,
many bell ringing instructions could cause the page to fill up, but

without any information on it. To avoid this problem, use the

Control K command to move the cursor up again after the bell has

sounded. The statement would not look line this:

PRINT "*G*K"

Labeling Output

While graphic output is easily handled in DPO TEK BASIC,

documentation of graphs and plots requires some tricks.

With the use of the LINE/LOCAL switch and the RESET button,

any amound of documentation may be added to the display. Say you

had just graphed a waveform. The cursor is at the bottom of the

Page. Set the LINE/LOCAL switch to the LOCAL mode (to disconnect
from the Controller) and press the RESET button to move the cursor
to the top of the page. Now, just type whatever information you
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want, and the display is documented! Be sure to go back to the

LINE mode when done, or the Controller will ignore you.

Using Input Statements to Control Program Execution

In response to an INPUT statement, you can enter either a con-

stant, a variable (one that has been previously defined), or an ex-

pression using defined variables and constatns (but no functions).
This ability allows you to direct the course of a program while it
is running.

Consider a program that acquires, averages and stores waveforms

on a cassette. As each waveform is acquired, it is graphed on the

terminal, and you decide whether to save it or not. By simply typ-

ing a Y for yes or an N for no, the program goes to the appropriate

statement. Here's an example

1PM STR PA: LET Y=179: LET N=190

119 FOR I= TO 50: NEXT I

120 HOLD PA,Z

125 WAIT

132 AVE PA, 199

135 LET PA=A

149 GRAPH PA

159 PRI "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THIS";: INPUT X

169 GOTO xX

179 CWRITE F, 1, TEST, SA, A

182 GOTO 199

Line 100 initiates an STR operation and sets the values of Y

@
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and N to the value of the line numbers of statements that either
save the waveform on the cassette or get another one. Line 110 is

simply a delay to allow enough time for acquiring the waveform.

After the signal has been averaged and graphed, you can enter

either a Y or an N to tell the program to store the array or acquire

another one.

Horizontal Expansion

Expansion of selected portions of a waveform using the pre-

defined expansion variables is possible with only a few statements.

The following program is an example of how it can be done.

The program requests the location of the start of the expan-

sion (0 to 510) and the location where the expansion is to stop

(greater than the starting point). In this example, it is assumed

that the waveform to be operated on is stored in array A.

19M DELETE VARIABLES

11 PRINT "WHAT IS THE STARTING POINT FOR EXPANSION";: INPUT SP

12M PRINT "WHAT IS THE ENDING POINT OF EXPANSION";: INPUT EP

13Q LET TB=SP: LET HB=SA/(512/(EP-SP))

149 LET PB=A

159 LET TB=: LET HB=9

169 LET B=PB: LET PB=B

170 LABEL PB, "EXPANSION FACTOR IS", 512/(EP-SP)

182 HOLD PB: GRAPH PB

199 END
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Fig. 7-1 is the result of an FFT that has been placed in wave-

form A. Figs. 7-2 and 7-3 show how selected portions of A have been

expanded to fill the entire PB array.

Fig. 7-1. Original waveform. Fig. 7-2. Starting point= 256

Ending potng= 511

1773-33

Fig. 7-3. Starting point= 200

Ending potnt= 400
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Some useful expressions in DPO TEK BASIC

NOTE

In the following example, E, X, F1, E2, Pl,
P2, M, and NW may be constants, variables,

arrays, or expressions.

Function

Logy of E

=]
Log, of E

Decibels (voltage or current)
(power)

Rectangular (magnitude M)

to polar (angle N)

(X,Y TO M,N)

Polar to (X coordinate)

rectangular (Y coordinate)
(M,N to X.Y)

Tangent of E

Secant of E

Cosecant of E

Cotangent of E

Arc sine of E

Arc cosine of E

Arc secant of E

Arc cosecant of E

@

DPO TEK BASIC Expression
LOG (E)/LOG (xX)

OE

20 * LOG (E1/E2)/LOG (10)

10 * LOG (P1/P2)/LOG (10)

SQR (X * X+Y * Y)

ATN (Y/X)

M * COS (N)

M * SIN (N)

SIN (E)/COS (E)

1/COS (E)

1/SIN (E)

COS (E)/SIN (E)

ATN (E/SQR (1 - E * E))

ATN (SQR (1 - E * E)/E)

= 1))

ATN (1/SQR (E * E - 1))

ATN (SQR (E * E

TAL
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Arc cotangent of E ATN (1/E)

Hyperbolic sine of E (EXP (E) - EXP (-E))/2
Hyperbolic cosine of E (EXP (E) + EXP (-E))/2
Hyperbolic tangent of E (EXP (E) - EXP (-E))/(EXP (E) + EXP (-E))

Hyperbolic secant of E 2/(EXP (E) + EXP (-E))

Hyperbolic cosecant of E 2/(EXP (E) - EXP (-E))

Hyperbolic cotangent of E (EXP (E) + EXP (-E))/(EXP (E) - EXP (-E))
Arc hyperbolic sine of E LOG (E + SQR (E * E + 1))

Arc hyperbolic cosine of E LOG (E + SQR (E * E - 1))

Arc hyperbolic tangent of E (LOG (1 + E) - LOG (1 - E))/2
Arc hyperbolic secant of E LOG (1/E + SQR (1/E * E - 1))

Arc hyperbolic cosecant of E LOG (1/E + SQR (1/E * E + 1))

Arc hyperbolic cotangent of E (LOG (E + 1) - LOG (E 1))/2

Would You Like To Share Your Ideas?

Do you have any programming hints or ideas that you have found

helpful? We invite you to share them with us. In turn, we would

like to include these ideas in future software manuals to help

others who might have similar problems. Just fill out the reply
sheet at the back of this manual and send it to us. This form can

also be used to pass on any comments regarding this manual. If
the reply sheet is missing, send your comments to:

TEKTRONIX, INC.

Attn: SPI Manuals

Del. Station 58-157

P. 0. Box 500

Beaverton, OR 97077
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SECTION 8

UNDERSTANDING ERRORS

Errors in DPO TEK BASIC are divided into two categories,
fatal and non-fatal. A fatal error is non-recoverable. That is,
when such an error is found by the software, the program terminates.
The cause of the error must be found and eliminated before the pro-

gram can be run successfully. Any variables defined before the

error occured are saved.

Non-fatal errors are "warning messages". They advise you that
something has happened while the program was running that could

cause unpredictable results. However, the program continues to

run. These non-fatal error messages may be suppressed by setting
variable EM to a positive value.

The error message format is:

ERROR xxx AT LINE yyyy

where xxx is the error number and yyyy is the line number where

the error was found. If the error occurs while operating in the

immediate mode, line numbers are not printed.

FATAL ERRORS

0...User program storage exhausted. You've run out of memory

by attempting to enter a program too large for available memory.

Look for REMARK statements that can be deleted, concatenate

lines where possible, and try to use subroutines to eliminate
redundant statements.
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1...Misspelled or nonexistent command. Check the spelling and the

Summary of Statements for the correct format and try again.

2...Line number in GOTO or GOSUB not found. Find the correct line
number and change the line in error.

3...Incorrect subscript format. Check for closing parentheses.

4...Subscript out of dimensioned range. The value of the constant

or variable used as the subscript has exceeded the array limits.
With waveform arrays, this value may not exceed 511. With user

defined arrays, be sure the subscript does not exceed the

DIMENSION limits.

5...Invalid arithmetic expression. Look for two or more operators

together and unmatched parentheses.

6...I]legan LET statement. Is there an equal sign in the statement?

Be sure you're not trying to define a constant.

7...I1legal DIMENSION statement. A variable may only be DIMENSIONED

with a positive constant, defined simple variable, or valid

arithmetic expression that evaluates to a positive value. A

maximum of only two dimensions are allowed per variable.

8...Not enough storage for array, or array dimensions exceed preset

limit. For each subscript of a dimensioned variable, one word

of memory is used. Check FC to see what's left. Also, you

may not DIMENSION a variable to a greater value than 511 unless

you requested a greater value when the software was loaded.
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9...No such line number, or line number too large. Line numbers

must be in the range of 1 to 9999 inclusive, all positive inte-

gers.

10..Attempt to DIMENSION a previously defined variable. You can

only create an array once for each variable. A DELETE VARIABLES

command must be issued before dimensioned variables can be

redifined.

11..I1legal FOR statement. Be sure the control variable is a simple

variable, and that the initial value, final value, and stepping
value (if used) are constants, defined simple variables, or

valid expressions. If a negative step value is used, be sure
the initial value is greater than the final value.

12..NEXT variable does not match FOR control variable. You most

likély have an illegally nested loop. Be sure that for every FOR

statement, the following NEXT statement matches. If you must

get out of an inside loop before completion, set the control

variable to the final value and go to a NEXT statement for that
control variable.

13..Expression will not evaluate to one binary word. In short,
the value is too big.

14..Paper-tape reader error, or reader power off. If the power is

off, turn it on. Be sure the tape to be read is correctly
positioned under the sprocket drive.

15..Invalid user-defined function name.
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16..Attempt to enter an array with INPUT or READ statement. Un-

like the PRINT statement, INPUT and READ statements must read

the array with subscripts. For example, to input array A, type
FOR I=0 to 511: INPUT A(I): NEXT I. Likewise with the READ

statement.

17..DATA statements exhausted. There's nothing left to read with

the READ instruction. Use a RESTORE statement if you want to

start over again.

18..11legal logical operator in IF statement. The only legal

operators in the IF condition are the equal sign and the left
and right angle brackets. Mathematical operators may appear

in expressions on either side of the logical operator, however.

19..Attempt to call a statement not loaded during load-time options.

If you really need the statement instruction, you'll have to

reload the software.

20..No line number group for the pressed Program Call Button. You

either pressed the wrong button on the DPO or forgot to write

the program to go with it.

21..Invalid ASCII number. Valid ASCII numbers are decimal digits,
the letter E, and the plus and minus signs.

22..Hardware trap error, vector 4 or 10. While this error sounds

frightening, it simply means that the software has tried to do

something and got confused in the process. It can happen if
you attempt to use a device that isn't on the system, or a
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device that has failed. It can also show up if the software

in memory has somehow been altered.

.Stack overflow error (R6). The major cause of this error is

too many nested FOR loops or too many GOSUBs without a return.

Modify your program to avoid these situations.

.Waveform cannot be displayed with specified zero reference.

Set the ZA-ZD variable to zero again so the autoscaling can

adjust the waveform to fit the DPO CRT screen limits.

Invalid variable name. Names are composed of a single letter,
a letter and a digit, or two letters. No more, no less.

-Nonexistent array referenced. You've tried to reference a

subscript of a simple variable. Either DIMENSION the variable

or leave out the subscript.

-Operation with arrays of different lengths, or array used for

a single-valued argument, or single-valued argument used for

an array. NOTE: Arrays may not be compared in an IF statement.

.Variable storage exhausted during run time, or too many nested

FOR or GOSUB statements. Even though your program fits into

memory, there is insufficient room to actually execute it. See

comments for Error 0 or refer to Section 7 of this manual for

hints on saving memory.

-I]legal array size or operation with arrays of different lengths.

Arrays may not be dimensioned to a value greater than 511 unless

a request was made during the load-time options. Also, arrays
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referenced in an FFT, IFT, etc., must be of equal length.

-ASCII octal number invalid or larger than 177777. This error
can only occur in a HOLD or STORE statement. Octal numbers

can be no longer than six digits, no digit greater than seven,
and the first digit of a six digit number must be one

-Argument error. An argument is a necessary part of a function

(i.e., CRS, MEA, etc.). It is also needed for statements such

as AVERAGE, FFT, and others that need to know where to get and

send data. Refer to the section of this manual that describes
the particular function or statement in question

«Syntax error. This means you have an improperly formated ex-

pression or argument string. Check nesting of parentheses and

use of operators, variables, and constants.

-Unmatched GOSUB/RETURN statement pair or FOR/NEXT statement pair.
Check that for every GOSUB statement there is at least one RETURN

statement, and a NEXT statement for every FOR statement in your

program.

Illegal string expression or variable name. The operator in a

string expression may be either the * or the /. No others are
allowed. Variables being referenced in a string expression must

be one of the predefined string variables ending with the dollar
($) sign.

35..DIFFERENTIATE step size too large or array too small. The max-

imum step size for the DIFFERENTIATE argument is three. If the
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array is too small to be differentiated with the step size

specified, this error occurs and no differentiation takes

place.

..-More than 34 characters output in LABEL command. Just that.
Thirty-four is the limit, no more!

.-End of cassette tape reached. Either the cassette tape is full
or the beginning of the tape was found during a reverse file
name search. Be sure that the file you want is actually on

the tape, and that you are searching in the correct direction.
If you don't know in what direction the file is relative to
the tape's present position, leave out the F or R option.

..-Operator error. Either no cassette tape is loaded in the

selected drive or the tape loaded is write locked when a

write operation is requested.

...Cassette hardware malfunction. Just what it says.

.-Cassette file not found. The specified file name was not
found on the portion of the tape searched.

..-Invalid cassette drive selected. The value of the cassette
drive select argument was something other than 0 or 1. If you

are using an expression to determine the drive number, remember

that non-integer values truncate.

-.-Data format error. Either a CLOAD command was used to read a

file of data other than a BASIC PROGRAM, or a CREAD command

was used to read a file other than BASIC DATA. Also, if
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inputting an array with CREAD, the array read may be of
different length than the array the data is being sent to (the
argument of the CREAD command).

WARNING MESSAGES

105..Cassette read error. This warning is issued after three attempts

110.

LAN

112.

113...

114.

to read a record of data in which a data check error was de-

tected. The command operation continues, but some of the data
read may be invalid.

-Attempt to reserve more area than is available. This error
can only occur at load time.

-Horizontal expansion: HA-HD greater than SA-SD, TA-TD greater
than 511, or TA-TD or SA-SD negative. You've made a mistake in

computing the horizontal expansion for a waveform. Check that
no expression causes TA-TD to be larger than 511, or set SA-SD

negative. See Section 7 for more information on these variables.

-Display source or field arguments used improperly in HOLD or
STR statements. Be sure that only PA-PD waveforms are ref-
erenced in HOLD and STR operations, and that other arguments

appear on the correct side of the semi colon in the statement.

Invalid scale factor found during waveform input. Check the
Plug-in to be sure it is sending the correct information.

-DPO power off, or DPO not connected to Controller.
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-Array dynamic range exceeded, a nonzero element has been

forced to zero. Individual elements of an array may not differ
from one another by a factor greater than 32767 (2!9.1) due to
the mantissa and exponent arrangement.

-Divide by zero. Even computers do not know how to divide a

value by zero. The result is set to zero.

-Too many arguments, excess arguments ignored. Look at the in-
struction and see what arguments are unnecessary. For example,

the INTEGRATE command needs only two arguments. Any more will
be ignored.

-Exponent too big to convert to ASCII +99; result will be erratic.
Although the computer can keep track of exponents up to +9800,

only two digits can be input or output. High order bits will be

truncated.

-ASCII number contains too many significant digits for exact
conversion to 16-bit floating point format, approximation made.

When entering decimal values, the largest integer the computer

can handle is 32,759. In scientific notation, only four digits
in the mantissa and two digits in the exponent are allowed.

«Specified vertical scale factor or zero reference caused wave-

form to overflow P7001 display. Set the ZA-ZD or VA-VD variable
to zero to be able to see the waveform on the DPO CRT.

-Specified zero reference not in range of -5 to +5; -5 or +5

is assumed; or negative vertical scale factor; positive
assumed. Check the zero reference variable (ZA-ZD) and reset
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to 0 for autoscaling or an integer between -5 and +5

122..Program call button buffer full; call ignored. Only 10 button

pressings can be remembered at one time by the computer. The

last button was forgotten. Wait until a previous operation
has been performed.

123..DPO0 bus error. This means more than one circuit card tried to
answer a signal, or a circuit card referenced was not on the

bus.

124..Nonexistent variable, value of 0 assumed. Check the line to
be sure all variables referenced have been previously defined

by a LET, INPUT or READ statement.

125..Binary exponent overflow or underflow. During a computation,

an exponent has exceeded +9800.

126..Square root of a negative number, positive assumed. The square

root of a negative number is imaginary, and the computer oper-

ates in the real world.

127..LOG of negative number or zero, raising negative number or zero

to a power, or EXP of too large a number. Positive assumed.

Recheck your calculations to be sure none of the above conditions

exist at the line in error.
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SECTION 9

GLOSSARY

The following glossary is provided as a quick-reference guide

for defining any terms which might be unfamiliar. It is not intended

to be a comprehensive definition of each term as it applies to the

computer industry in general. Instead, it is intended to be a brief
description of the more important terms as they apply specifically
to DPO TEK BASIC. For a more general and complete description of

each term, we encourage you to consult one or more of several good

computer dictionaries. (Many of these terms are also discussed at
length in this manual. Refer to the index for more information. )
Absolute Loader - a brief machine language program written in Boot-

strap format which allows the Controller to read binary
tapes. The absolute Loader must be read into the Control-

ler before it can read DPO TEK BASIC or checkout software.

Similarly, the Bootstrap Loader must be entered before the

Controller can accept the Absolute Loader.

address - A label, letter, or number specifying a particular loca-

tion in memory.

alpha cursor - A nonstoring 5 X 7 dot matrix which flashes to indi-
cate the writing position of the next character on the

Computer Display Terminal screen.

argument - An address, expression, variable, or constant which

specifies how or on what a certain statement or command

is to operate. The argument immediately follows the
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statement but must be separated from it by a space. (In

the example PRINT X + 3, X + 3 is the argument.)

group of values placed in some defined order; also a

block of memory reserved for storing an ordered group of
values. An example is the PA array, which contains 512

elements for storage of unscaled vertical integer values
from the DPO.

(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) A

7-bit binary code in which a specific bit pattern is
assigned to each sign, numeral, letter, and operation in

a specific set. All user-defined programs for DPO TEK

BASIC are stored on paper tape and cassette tape in ASCII

format.

(Beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) A

high level, user-oriented, programming language developed

at Dartmouth College. DPO TEK BASIC is an extension and

modification of Dartmouth BASIC.

A binary digit, or position in a binary number. "High

order bit" refers to the most significant bit and "low

order bit" refers to the least significant bit. With

regard to the CP1100 Controller bit 15 is the high order

bit and bit 0 is the low order bit.

Loader - A short machine language routine which, when

entered into the Controller, allows it to read the Abso-

lute Loader. This Bootstrap program may be entered either
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by means of a ROM Bootstrap card or by means of the Con-

troller's front-panel switches.

- The process of jumping to other parts of a program. In

the case of conditional branching, different segments of

a program are executed depending upon whether a certain
condition, or conditions, are being fulfilled.

A sequence of adjacent bits operated on as a unit, usually
8 bits.

- A single keyboard entry to the computer terminal. It
may be a letter, number, or special symbol.

- A means by which the software checks the validity of an

instruction or piece of data. Usually it is performed by

adding the digits of the number and comparing this sum

with a previously computed value.

Instructions in DPO TEK BASIC that are usually entered in

the immediate mode and whose primary purpose is the edit-
ing, manipulating, storing, and executing of user-defined

programs and data files.

concatenate - To join instructions in a line of program text by

separating them with colons. (An example of this is 100

LET PA = A: GRAPH PA.) There are two main advantages to

concatenating instructions. The first is that certain
sets of statements (such as FOR loops) cannot be entered

in the immediate mode unless they are concatenated.
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Secondly, concatenated statements require less memory.

(You save at least two words of memory for every concat- =

enated statement. )
CRT - (Cathode Ray Tube) A vacuum tube in which a focused

electron beam from the cathode is projected on a fluores-

cent screen or silicon target. This beam is deflected

according to the frequency and amplitude of the applied

signal.

decoding - A process whereby each statement in the user program is

analyzed to determine the corresponding machine language

steps for that particular statement.

deferred mode - A method of computer terminal entry whereby state-
ments are preceded by line numbers and are only executed

under program control. Statements entered in the deferred
mode are stored in the Controller's memory and may be

displayed by the LIST command.

delimiter - A special character, such as a comma or space, which

is used to separate variable names, characters, or other
items ina list.

digital cassette - A special cassette (similar in appearance to an

audio cassette) whose magnetic tape is specially designed

for storage and retrieval of digital data.

DPO - (Digital Processing Oscilloscope) A special Tektronix

Oscilloscope capable of digitizing an applied waveform
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and entering these digitized values into a Controller for
waveform analysis and data processing. A DPO consists of

an A7704 Acquisition Unit (with horizontal and vertical
plug-ins), a D7704 Display Unit (containing the CRT), and

a P7001 Processor. This last unit serves as the waveform

digitizer and contains part of the oscilloscope-to-controller
interface.

The process whereby key strokes are output from the terminal

to the Controller and then are returned (echoed) to the term-

inal for display. This provides a user check of characters

received by the Controller.

A single valued component of an array; it is used to

store one word of data. As an example, the Controller's
A array contains 512 elements, each of which is capable

of storing one digitized vertical value of the waveform.

engineering notation - A method of numerical expression whereby a

number is expressed by a mantissa followed by a prefixed

unit of measurement (e.g., 50 ns or 50 nanoseconds).

expression - A statement expressing a mathematical and logical
relation between variables, constants, or any combination

of the two (e.g., IF X = Y-3...).

floating point format - Expression of a numerical value such that

it is in the form of a decimal fraction multiplied by its
base raised to some power (e.g., 1.564E-4).
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free core - The number of words of available (or "free") Controller
memory left for program and data storage. After DPO TEK

BASIC has been loaded, the amount of free core is printed
on the computer terminal. The amount of free core at any

other time may be found by typing PRI FC.

graticule - 1.) line graticule. A software generated line grid
which divides a portion of the Computer Display Terminal

screen into 10 horizontal divisions and 8 vertical divi-
sions. These divisions establish a visual unit of measure-
ment whose value depends on which horizontal (time base)
and vertical (amplitude) scale factors are selected.

2.) etched graticule. A grid of etched lines appearing
on the face of the D7704 CRT. They mark scale divisions
according to the scale factor readout displayed on the CRT.

hard copy - A permanent copy generated by a Tektronix Hard

Copy Unit. Its heat developed image contains all alpha-
numeric and graphic information stored on the screen of
the Tektronix Computer Display Terminal. A hard copy may

be generated manually (by pressing the MAKE COPY button on

the Computer Display Terminal) or under program control
(by typing PRI "*[7W").

hardware - A general term referring to all the electronic and mechan-

ical components. Included in this definition are input
devices (such as the DPO terminal, and their interfaces),
output or peripheral devices (such as the computer terminal,
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cassettes, and tape readers), and Controller devices

(such as core memory, arithmetic unit, and control unit).

mode - A method of computer terminal entry whereby each

command is entered without a preceding line number and

is therefore executed as soon as the RETURN button is

pressed. (This is in contrast to the deferred mode where

statements are only executed under program control.) Com-

mands entered in the immediate mode are deleted from

memory once they have been executed.

The variable which follows the FOR statement at the start
of a program loop. It defines the initial value and final

value for that particular loop.

instruction - 1.) BASIC instruction. A command or statement that
defines a particular operation and the value or values

of all operands.

2.) machine language instruction. A binary word that
performs a specific (and very limited) hardware function
in the Controller.

interpolate - To estimate a raw data value by noting its position
in relation to other data values.

interpreter - An extensive routine that decodes each statement in

the user program into corresponding machine language

instructions before executing the next statement in the

user program. It has the advantage of allowing the user
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to edit and rerun or step execution easier. DPO TEK

BASIC is an interpreter.

interrupt - A signal from an input device that indicates that the

instrument wants attention from the computer. Pressing
a Program Call Button on a DPO causes an interrupt.

line number - A positive integer (no larger than 9999 in DPO TEK

BASIC) which precedes every line in the user program.

Each line number must be unique since the Controller
runs the program in the order of increasing line number.

In the case of a branching operation, the line number

may serve as the operand for a statement (e.g.,
100 IF A(O0) <= 0 GOTO 150).

loop - The repeated execution of a series of program steps
which occurs a fixed number of times. The number of

times a loop is executed depends upon the initial value,
the final value, and the stepping value (or increment)

as defined by the FOR statement's INDEX variable.

mantissa - In floating point format, the fractional portion of the

expressed value (e.g., in .157 x 10%, .157 is the mantissa).

mnemonic - A combination of alphabetical symbols that abbreviate
the meaning of a program statement so as to have a memory

jogging effect (e.g., the STR statement is mnemonic for

"STORE").

multiple statement line - A line of program text containing more
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than one executable statement. These statements must be

concatenated by colons.

nested loop - A program loop which is completely contained within

an outer loop. (The nested loop's index variable must

be different from that of the outer loop.)

non-store - A condition where the cathode-ray tube's screen will
not retain a trace unless the input signal is repetitive.

null - An absence of information as opposed to the presence of

no information (which is indicated by a zero). A null

character is a nonprinting character which results in no

information being displayed on the screen but does

result in a row of blanks (no punches) on paper tape.

octal - A base 8 number system in which the digits 0 through 7

are the only ones defined. Each digit in a base eight
number is a coefficient representing a power of eight
which depends upon the position of the digit in the number.

To convert an octal number to a decimal number, multiply
each octal digit by the nth power of 8, where n is the

position of the digit within the number. Then add the

results of each product. (For example, the octal number

752g = (7 X 82) + (5 X 8!) + (2 X 8°) = (7 X 64) + (5 X 8)

+ (2 X 1) resulting in the base 10 number of 490.)

Operator - 1.) arithmetic. A symbol in a mathematical operation
that specifies an operation to be performed (e.g., in the

operation A +B+C, "+" is the arithmetic operator).
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2.) logical. A symbol used in a logical expression

that denotes a particular relation of equality or in-

equality or some combination of the two (e.g., X <= Y

means "X is less than or equal to Y," where <= jis the

logical operator).

paper tape - A strip of paper which serves as an intermediate

program -

readout -

storage medium for binary programs, user programs, or

data files. When a paper tape has been punched, it
will have sprocket holes running the length of the tape
and a varying pattern of larger punched holes occurring

on either side of the sprocket holes. As the paper tape

is read, these punched holes convey bits of information

to the Controller via photoelectric or electromechanical

transducers on the tape reader. Paper-tape software

(such as DPO TEK BASIC) exists in either fanfold or roll
form.

An ordered set of statements which allow the Controller

to solve a given set of problems.

The alphanumeric characters that are displayed on the DPO

CRT (when storing a waveform in the P7001) and on the

computer terminal (when GRAPHing a waveform from the DPQ).

Normally the readout displays horizontal (time base) and

vertical (amplitude) scale factors as determined by the
knob settings of the plug-in units. However, the DISPLAY

and LABEL statements can be used to present special

messages on the DPO CRT. Also, autoscaling may affect
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the vertical scale factor when waveforms are transferred
from the Controller to the DPO.

repetitive sweep mode - A sweep mode of the time-base plug-in whereby

the trigger is automatically rearmed at the end of each

sweep. Thus a repetitive waveform will constantly be

displayed so long as the trigger amplitude is above the

set level. Either an internal or external signal source

can be used to trigger the sweep.

right justified - The process of preserving a right margin for words,

letters, or numbers on a page or column.

ROM - (Read-Only-Memory) A nonprogrammable, noneraseable memory

used to permanently store a set of data or machine language

instructions. A ROM card is available for entering Boot-

strap instructions into the CP1100 Controller.

scientific notation - A method of numerical expression whereby a

number is always expressed by a mantissa in the range of
1 to 10 multiplied by some power of 10. In BASIC the

power of 10 is expressed by a capital E (e.g., 1.57E-4 =

1.572% 10=*)-

scratch array - An area of memory not accessible to the user. It
is reserved for storing temporary results of operations
leading to a final result.

single sweep mode - A sweep mode of the time-base plug-in whereby

the trigger is not rearmed at the end of each sweep. Thus
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the trigger must be rearmed either manually (by pressing
the RESET button on the plug-in) or by a Controller in-
struction before a succeeding sweep can be generated.

software - A set of procedures, binary programs, routines, and oa

associated documentation which allow the Controller to

accept, edit, and execute user programs. Software such

as DPO TEK BASIC may exist in a variety of storage mediums

(paper tape, cassette tape, etc.).

statements - Instructions in DPO TEK BASIC that are usually entered

in the deferred mode (under program control).

status words - Binary words which convey information to the Control-

ler about the present condition of various input devices.
These status words may be used to set the user-accessible ae
status variables.

string variables - Variables that store a string of ASCII characters
for use as scale-factor units. String variables are de- a
noted with a dollar sign symbol ($) appended to the end.

(Examples of string variables are: VA$, HA$, DU$, and TU$.)

subroutine - A sequence of program statements, generally not in the
main body of the program, that perform or evaluate a

specific function or expression whenever called upon

during program execution. -
subscripted variable - A variable that designates a specific element

of an array of data. It consists of a variable name
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followed by one or two numbers enclosed in parentheses.
(For example, C(9) is the tenth element of the mini-

computer's C array; similarly, X(1,9) specifies a two-

dimensioned element of the user-defined X array.)

time frame - The interval of time between two specified events or

points.

truncation - The process of dropping any fractional part of a

word -

mixed number in such a way that the truncated value is
always less than or equal to the value of the whole num-

ber. (For example, the truncated value of 4.99 is 4

while the truncated value of -4.99 is -5.)

A sequence of bits which are treated as a unit by the

Controller. In the case of the CP1100 Series Controller,
there are 16 bits per word.
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Appendix A

SIGNAL AVERAGING AND TIME JITTER

Remarks similar to those made for the effects of signal aver-

aging on additive noise (Section 6) hold true when considering the

random-like amplitude variations in sampled traces that are intro-
duced by timing jitter. The jitter must conform to certain working

assumptions. These are:

lis The jittered time points, i.e., time points at which

samples are actually taken, are given by t + Ep where t
is the time point at which the sample should have been

taken and et is a random variable with a mean of zero and

finite variance a, for all time points t.

2. The jitter at the same relative time point in the wave-

form from recurrence to recurrence is uncorrelated.

3. The signal has essentially constant slope over time inter-
vals centered about the theoretical or exact sampling

points where jitter is likely to occur.

Letting x(t) be the signal under discussion, this last assump-

tion translates to x(t) being well approximated (to the precision
of the measurement system or with approximation errors that are

small compared to sources of error that are not corrected for) by

a piecewise linear curve. More specifically, this means that the

signal is well approximated by a first order Taylor series approx-

imation. Thus, if the sampling points are t=ndt, for n=0,1,...,
N-1, corresponding to a sampling interval At, then the actual vaulues

sampled are:
@ A-1
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x(nat + e,)

and

(1) x(nat + e,) = x(ndt) + €,° x*(ndt)

letting

teed os

xi )x(ndt) =y = x(ndt teM ne nm

1
M

= WZ, x(ndt) + enn (nat),

for n =0,1,...,N-1

x(ndt) is the waveform obtained by signal averaging M recurrences
of the time jittered signal x(t), and since each random variable

has mean zero (E[e_ _] = 0 in notational terms),m nym
€ ns

E[x(ndt)] = x(ndt)

Furthermore, the fluctuations or uncertainty in x(nAt) as an esti-
mate of x(ndt) can be expressed by detailing the variance (or its
positive square root, the standard deviation) of x(ndt):

Var[x(nat)] = o2[x*(nat)]?/M

where o is the variance of the jitter. Thus, the signal-to-noise
ratio in the signal averaged waveform at point t=nAt is

SNREx(nat)] =
LE x(ndt) - _M|x(nat)

S.D.[x(nat)] a, |x*(nat)|
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The improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio due to averaging M

copies (jittered) of x(t) is then YM since the signal-to-noise
ratio prior to averaging is approximately

x(nat
o, x*(ndt

Should assumption (3) not be satisfied at some point t=nst,
then as M increases, the random variations at t=nAt decrease; that
is, S.D.[x(nat)] decreases, and x(nat) converges (in probability)
to a specific value, but this specific value is not x(ndt). Thus,

a systematic error or bias exists and becomes relatively more impor-

tant compared to S.D.[x(nst)] as M increases. For example, if x(t)
= sin(wt), and the jitter is Gaussian with a standard deviation of
3 ps, f=w/2n=1 GHz, and At is no greater than 500 ps (the At that
corresponds to the Nyquist sampling rate), then the bias at each

point is approximately -0.000178-sin(wnat) and is not very signifi-
cant. But letting w/2n=10 GHz results in a bias of -0.0178+sin(wndt),
and with the number of recurrences averaged equal to 1000, the

standard deviation of x(ndt) is approximately 0.00596. Thus, the
bias is significant relative to the precision of modern digital
Measurement instruments as well as relative to the (maximum) stan-
dard deviation of the estimate x(ndt) of x(ndt). This is illustra-
ted by the results of a computer simulation graphically presented
in Fig. A-1.

The solid-lined curve in Fig. A-1 represents the errors after
signal averaging 1024 recurrences of a time-jittered sine wave having

a frequency of 10 GHz. The jitter was Gaussian distributed with a
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-2.19-1072
1773-34

Fig. A-1. Illustration of systematic error resulting
from signal averaging many recurrences of
a waveform subject to significant amounts
of time jitter.

standard deviation of 3 ps, and thesampling interval was 0.4 ps.
The graph in Fig. A-1 presents only a single-cycle segment of the

full result. The dotted line superimposed on the graph is that of

a 10 GHz sinusoid and indicates that the systematic errors or biases

are sinusoidal in nature and of the same frequency as the jittered
waveform that was averaged. Most importantly, the systematic errors

are definitely significant, relative to the remaining random varia-
tions.

A final remark regarding Fig. A-1: In this simple example,

A-4
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the systematic errors can be removed. This is possible, in general,

if one has knowledge of the higher order moments of the distribution
of the jitter and the higher order derivatives of the general wave-

form x(t). Lacking the latter, compensation in the frequency domain

is still possible.

An indication of the range of validity of the linearity assump-

tion (3) can be gained by again examining sinusoids. Letting x(t)=

sin(2nft), the maximum deviations from linearity that one would

expect would be on the order of (2nfo_)?/2, where og, is the standard

deviation of the jitter. Placing a limit on the value of this
expression, say L, then one would like

(2nfo,)? eb
2

or

4(2) fice€ T

If the standard deviation of the jitter is related to the

current sampling interval by oabt, where "a" is a constant, then

the maximum frequency sine wave that is roughly linear or consis-

tent with the bound L is that having frequency fox given by

Ex(3) fax” ~an

where fn=1/2at is the Nyquist frequency. Equation (2) indicates
the critical parameters, f and on while equation (3) gives a

slight variation of (2) that is useful in practice. For example, if
L=5-10°3 (or 0.5%) and o,=0.2at,
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fax = fn/5

Thus, the sine wave of maximum frequency for which the linear
approximation is valid, with respect to the bound L=5-103 and

jitter with a standard deviation o,=0.2dt, has a frequency of one

fifth of the Nyquist frequency.

Summarizing, if the linear approximation is not valid (as
determined by values of the parameters f, On and L) and one does

significant amounts of signal averaging, biases or systematic errors
are to be expected in the resultant signal averaged waveform.

A-6 @
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Appendix B

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM AND

THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM ALGORITHM OF DPO TEK BASIC

In this brief sketch, the discrete Fourier transform is intro-
duced by viewing it as a discrete time approximation to the better
known Fourier integral transform for continuous time functions. The

discrete Fourier transform, and in particular the fast Fourier trans-
form algorithm as implemented in DPO TEK BASIC are defined, and the

exposition is concluded with a short description of sources of error
and their magnitudes in using the DPO TEK BASIC FFT statement.

The Discrete Fourier Transform and Integral Fourier Transform

The Fourier transform of a continuous time function, x(t) for

-o < t<o, is defined as

X(F) = fx (toeI"at (1)

where time, t, is in seconds and frequency, f, is in Hertz. This

integral defines a function of frequency, which will be denoted by

X(f). The functions x(t) and X(f) form a transform pair, with the

relationship for recovering x(t) from its frequency domain descrip-

tion, X(f), given by

janftx(t) = Se_X( Fle df (2)

For questions of existence, uniqueness, and for any of the many

relevant details not mentioned here, refer to references 1 and 2.

In processing waveforms with a digital device such as the DPO,
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a finite set of samples evenly spaced in time are taken to represent
an analog signal, x(t), and these are conveniently denoted by x(ndt),
n=0,1,...,N-1, where At is the sampling interval in seconds. Letting
Af=1/NAt, the reciprocal of the time record length, a discrete
approximation to X(f) can be obtained by replacing the integral sign
in (1) with a discrete summation and by replacing the differential
with At so that

N-1 5

Xy(kaf) = at + z x(ndt)e ~Jénkafnat (3)
n=0

Ne -j2nkn/N=At+ = x(nat)e akeO;ceseaalll
n=0

In the above formulation, one sees that the discrete set of
time samples x(nmt), for n=0,1,...,N-1, corresponds in the frequency
domain to a discrete set of frequency components of Fourier coeffi-
cients, Xq(kaf), k=0,1,...,N-1, which are, in general, complex num-

bers. In addition, the fact that the exponentials e J2mkn/N are
periodic functions of the index k, with period N, implies that the
discrete Fourier transform, Xy(kaf) is also periodic with period N

and can be taken to be defined for all integers k. A final nota-
tional remark: The subscript attached in denoting discrete Fourier
coefficients is in order since it is most often the case that the

value of the discrete transform does not coincide with that of the
continuous Fourier transform at the same frequency, i.e., Xy(kaf) ?#

X(kAf). In certain instances equality may in fact hold. The

effects of aliasing and time truncation lead to the discrepancies
between the discrete and continuous Fourier transforms; aliasing
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and time truncation are discussed later.

Returning to equation (2) and making substitutions similar to

those made in introducing the (direct) discrete Fourier transform,

one is led to the inverse discrete Fourier transform,
N-1 -

x(ndt) = Af + £ X(atedimt (4)
k=0

N-1 5aes j2mkn/NSn: a Xy(kaf)e

It is not, of course, clear that this equation is
actually an equality, and to verify that the N samples, x(ndt),
can be recovered from the N Fourier coefficients, Xy(kaf), requires
introduction of the discrete orthogonality relationships as given,

for example, in reference 3. Accepting (4), it follows that x(n4t)

is also implicitly defined for integers other than 0, 1, ..., N-1,

and is periodic due to the periodicity of ed2rkn/N
» this time con-

sidered as a function of the index n. Thus, the discrete Fourier

transform relates time-domain--frequency-domain pairs that are
either explicitly given as periodic sequences or implicitly acknow-

ledged to be such!

Some simplifications of notation lead to more commonly encoun-

tered notational forms. Letting A4t=1 so that Af=1/N, and replacing

Xq(kAf) = Xy(K/N) by Xy(k)» one is left with

N-1 ae
Xq(k) = x(n)ed2kn/N

n=0

and
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N-1
x(n) = i Co x (ejelcaenn

The Discrete Fourier Transform of DPO TEK BASIC. The factor

1/N can be included in either (not both, of course) the direct or

inverse transform definition, and an alternative formulation, the

one in which the dc term, X4(0), is the arithmetic mean of the

time samples is:
N-1

Xglk) = E x(n)eJ2nkn/N (5)
n=0

and

N-1
x(n) = 2 Kyl kerent (6)

THIS IS THE FORM SUPPORTED BY DPO TEK BASIC

Since the Fourier coefficients are periodic (Xq(k)=X4(k#2N) )

as noted above, they are defined for negative integers, i.e., nega-

tive frequencies with

X4(-1) = Xq(N-1)

Xgl-2)=Hy (N-2)

Xq(-N+1) = X4( 1).

Thus, instead of presenting X4(0) 5. +. sXy(N-1)5 the full set of

Fourier coefficients may be presented (for N even) as
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X4(-N/2), Xg(-N/2 Tales s X4(0) 5 aed Xy(N/2 -1)e

This is the form chosen to display and store the Fourier coeeficients
X,(k) in DPO TEK BASIC. Note that to correctly determine the inverse

discrete Fourier transform (IDF), these stored coefficients must be

placed in the natural indexing, X4(0). X4Q), asa Xq(N-1), that
corresponds to the indexing of the time samples. This is automatic-

ally done just prior to performing the IFT in DPO TEK BASIC.

Polar Form of Representing the Fourier Transform. Commonly one

is interested not in the complex Fourier coefficients in their real
and imaginary component or rectangular coordinate representation,
but in their polar form in terms of amplitude and phase:

Xqlk) = A(k)ed#(K)

where the array of phases (in radians) is restricted to the interval
-n<o(k)<n. This "discontinuous" phase can be correctly converted

to continuous phase by "unwrapping" it modulo 2" if the frequency

spacing between coefficients is small enough. Shown below is an

algorithm to construct continuous phase in DPO TEK BASIC. If the

theoretical or ideal phase function does not exhibit transitions of
+m or more from one harmonic frequency to the next, the reconstruc-
tion algorithm performs correctly.

A Discussion of the Continuouse Phase Algorithm. If one is

presented polar coordinates associated with the rectangular coordin-

ates as output by the FFT algorithm, these polar coordinates (phase

part) will either be constrained to the range -/2<O<0/2 or -n<O<r.

The routines that follow assume that the extension to the latter range

has been performed (modulo 2™phase).
@ B-5
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This being true, "continuous" phase diagrams can be constructed
from the "modulo 2r" phase, i.e., phase restricted to lie in the in-
terval -7 to, but not including, 7. This construction will, apart
from arithmetic roundoff errors and errors associated with discrete
Fourier transforms, recover the exact or theoretical phase provided

only that this ideal phase function has been sampled densely enough.

To be more precise, assume that the acquired time domain signal was

viewed over a window of length T seconds, and that the FFT computa-

tion was based on this record of data. The harmonic frequencies are
the +1/T, #2/T...+256/T (for a transform of 512 time domain points),
each separated by 1/T. If it is true that the theoretical phase

functions makes only transitions of less than +n over frequency in-
tervals no smaller than length 1/T, the reconstruction will give the
desired phase. Letting o(f) be the exact phase function, the recon-

struction will be correct if

|f,-fol<f implies |¢(f,)-0(f,) <x (7)

Here, fi» fo are any frequencies in the nyquist range, DF, sFo<pA

where A=T/512 is the sampling interval.

The recovery of continuous phase from modulo 21 phase can be

done with either a FOR-NEXT loop or a series of waveform processing
statements. The latter approach consumes slightly less computer

time but requires more core. In addition, the waveform processing
approaches are considerably more obscure. Hence, the FOR-NEXT loop

approach is presented here.

Two routines follow. Each assumes that a TEK BASIC FFT command

with the polar option has been performed, depositing phase modulo

B-6 @
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2n in the C array in standard format, i.e., with zero frequency at
center screen. Any transition in phase from one harmonic frequency
to the next whose absolute value is greater than or equal to 7 will
be considered a modulo 2m transition and retranslated.

Note that acquired time domain signals of 512 points cannot
have delays of more than 255 points and still satisfy the inequality
condition (7). For example, acquiring or generating a pulse that
lies entirely in the latter half of a 512 point time window leads
to an incorrect reconstruction of phase for both routines below.

The first routine simply constructs continuous phase from

modulo 2m phase, while the second does the reconstruction and

removes a specified amount of delay. Both routines are for real
valued time domain signals.

1999 REMARK ***CONTINUOUS PHASE FROM MODULO 2*PI PHASE***

1995 LET N=512

1919 LET S=9

1915 LET LC=C(N/2)

1920 LET PI=3.1416:LET P2=2*3.1416

1925 FOR I=N/2+1 TO N-1

193 IF ABS(LC-C(I))>=PI LET S=5+SGN(LC-C(I))*P2

1935 LET LC=C(I)

1949 LET C(I)=C(I)+S

1945 LET C(512-I)=-C(I)

195 NEXT I

1955 RETURN

B-7
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Prior to calling this next subroutine, the user must set
variable DL to the number of sampling intervals of delay to be

removed from the continuous phase to be reconstructed. In terms

of the horizontal frequency units from the FFT (SC parameter),

the sampling interval is given by 1/(19*SC). The delay in seconds

to be removed is thus DL/(1P*SC). This routine uses the D array
as a scratch array.

2999 REMARK ***CONTINUOUS PHASE FROM MODULO 2*PI PHASE***

2005 REMARK *3OWTTH DELAY REMOVAL HOHHEGed
2908 LET S=9

2919 LET N=512

2015 LET PI=3.1416:LET P2=2*3.1416

292) REMARK -----GENERATE RAMP WITH 'INT' COMMAND---------

2925 REMARK ----- SCALE IT SO CENTER SCREEN IS ZERO--------

2930 LET SD=51.2

2935 LET D=1: INTEGRATE D,D

2945 LET D=D-D(256): LET D=D/MAX(D)

2059 REMARK------- FIX SLOPE OF RAMP TO 2*PI*DL/(19*SC)---

2955 LET D=D*P2*DL/(19*SC)

2060 FOR I=N/2+1 TO N-1

2965 IF ABS(C(I-1)-C(I))>=PI LET S=SGN(C(I-1)-C(I))*P2

2979 LET D(1)=D(I)+S

2975 LET D(512-1)=-D(I)

2980 NEXT I

2985 LET C=C+D

2999 RETURN
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Notes:

i If one is only interested in dc and positive frequency,

lines 1045 and 2075 of the first and second programs

respectively can be deleted.

2. The routines will work for any array of any length. Re-

place for example, the length declaration 1005 LET N=512

in the first routine with the appropriate value and re-
place the C and D arrays with ones of the new length.

Aliasing and Time Trucation Errors

Having defined the Fourier integral transform and having intro-
duced the discrete Fourier transform by way of an approximation to

the integral transform, some discussion of the errors of this approx-

jmation are in order. These systematic errors fall into two cate-
gories: The first, called aliasing, is determined by the asympto-

tic (high frequency) behavior of the integral transform, X(f), and

the choice of the sampling interval At; the second, time truncation

error, results from the asymptotic properties of the signal, x(t),
and the length of the time window (NAt in the above discussion) over

which it is observed.

To illustrate the aliasing problem, both mathematically and

pictorially (Fig. B-1), temporarily remove the restriction of the

finite length time window and consider the infinite train of time

samples x(nat), n=O, +1, +2, ..., ©, and let

X,(f) = atx x(nat)eJ2nfnat (8)
n=-0
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as an initial approximation to the Fourier integral (1). The rela-
tionship between (8) and the corresponding integral transform then

defines the errors due to aliasing. This relationship is

X(F) = EM at (9)

and one sees that x.(f) differs from X(f) by the aliases X(f + 1/at),
X(f + 2/at), ..., with each alias separated from the base frequency

f by some multiple of twice the Nyquist interval, fn = 1/2t.

Notice that x, (f) is periodic with period 2-fn, twice the

Nyquist interval; hence any section of X,(f) of length 2-fn serves

to define x.(f) for all frequencies. But it is sensible to consider

x,(f) an estimate of X(f) only for frequencies from -fn to fn, noting

as above that frequency components over this interval have been alia-
sed by higher frequency (above the Nyquist frequency) "foldover".

For an experimental verification of aliasing, take any pulse-
like signal with frequency components over a fairly wide range of

frequencies (not extremely narrowband) and examine it with the DPO

at a number of Time/Div settings, such that the signal is zero out-

side the time window defined by each setting. Now compare each of

the sampled signals in both the time domain and the frequency domain,

the latter by using the FFT statement. The last restriction, re-

quiring that the signal be zero outside of each time window, assures

that time truncation effects do not arise and hence systematic dif-
ferences between the discrete Fourier transforms of the various

sampled signals are due solely to aliasing effects.
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x(t) |x(e)|

t = wdligr caeAt 2At 2At At 2At

(a) The signal x(t) and its (b) Magnitude of integral
evenly spaced samples. transform of x(t).

Ixce +| |xce)| Ixce -|At At
Ixce - sDI

(ce) Forming the transform of the train of samples.

~ Dat 2At Be
(a) Magnitude of the transform of the train of samples. —

Fig. B-1.
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Controlling Errors Due to Aliasing. Should one be examining a

signal, x(t), that is bandlimited, say X(f) = 0 for [fl > Foo then

aliasing can be completely avoided by simply choosing at small enough

to ensure a Nyquist frequency exceeding ites i.e., such that fy=l/2at
> oe or At < 1/2fc. Practically speaking, in viewing an analog sig-
nal on the DPO CRT, the waveform should be sampled densely enough to
fix all the inherent detail in the signal -- the sampled signal must

"look like" its analog parent.

|x(£)| [x(4) |

=e f
n n

ote a4 nae aa ee a
: i 1773-36(a) Magnitude of the (b) Magnitude of the

integral Fourier Fourier transform of
transform. an infinite sequence

of samples.

Fig. B-2.

Unfortunately, many signals are not, in fact, band-limited.
For example, causal energy signals, ones for which x(t)=0 for
t < 0 and such that S9x2(t) dt < ©, cannot have band-limited Four-

ier transforms [see (2)]; hence, some amount of aliasing will
always be present in sampling such signals. Furthermore, actually
determining a bound on the aliasing error requires some knowledge

of the asymptotic (here meaning outside the interval = to f,)
behavior of the integral transform, X(f).
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A case of special interest, where the magnitude of the alias-
ing error can be bounded, occurs for signals whose transforms are
bounded outside (-f,, f,) by a function proportional to 1/f2. The

results summarized here are presented in (5) and are of interest
since: first, they indicate the type of analytical information re-
quired to bound aliasing errors; and second, the 1/f2 bound on

asymptotic behavior often holds in practical measurement situations.
Now suppose that

|X(#)|<A/f2, for lfl>1f1. (10)

Then the alias error, E(f)=X(f)-X.(F), for afSteta has a magnitude

bounded by

2 im|E(f)|<A(nat}?, for -f <f<f,.

Setting E.(#)=0 for [fl>f, and using this as an estimate of X(f)

for |f]>f,» the inequality (10) directly gives a bound on the error
outside of (-f,> fi) allowing one to take the zero-extended x, (f)
for an approximation for the entire integral transform X(f) if
desired.

Lacking information about the asymptotic properties of the

amplitude spectrum of a signal, as typified above, what is one to
do if a bound on the aliasing error is desired? Analog filtering
of x(t) prior to sampling, such that (11) is satisfied,provides an

escape route. In fact, the use of anti-aliasing filters is a com-

mon practice in the sampling of signals!
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Controlling Time Truncation Errors. Restricting attention to
causal signals [x(t)=0, t < 0], the infinite sequence of time samples

x(nat), for n=O, +1, +2, ..., ©, with transform x.(f), provides a

convenient vehicle for describing aliasing errors. Since the infin-
ite sample train must necessarily be truncated in time for anything

other than mathematical paperwork, additional errors in approximat-

ing X(f) result. Specifically, setting x(ndt)=0 for n#0,1,...,N-1,
one is left with a finite sequence Fourier transform:

N-1
X4(f) = At = x(ndt)e

n=0
-j2nfnat

as an approximation for X(f), and an additional error of

E(f) = at z x(nat)eJ2rFnat
n=N

(12)

is incurred. In a spirit similar to the previous discussion, the

ability to bound the signal, x(t), outside of the time window is

sufficient to bound the truncation error. Suppose that

Ix(f)| < ae™**

for t > NAt, where a > 0. This assumption clearly places some

bound on the magnitude of (12), and as is shown in Chapter 2 of

reference 5, a resulting bound on the error is

le(f)l < (1+ 2h) at + ae eontt

The assumption that x(t)=0 for t < 0 is not critical to the con-

struction of this error bound, and a similar bound could be deve-

loped for non-causal signals provided that x(t) was exponentially
bounded for t < 0.
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Apart from increasing the record length to enclose more of the

time function, other methods of control are also at one's disposal.
For some special signal types, exact or approximate corrections for
time truncation errors can be made. A common example is a step with

an approximate correction as given in reference 5, chapter 3. Another

approach involves modifying the implicit rectangular shape of the

time window, gradually forcing the signal to zero toward the window

edges, and thus making the signal appear to be zero outside the time

window. Such windowing techniques essentially modify but do not

correct for time truncation errors, and correspond to filtering or

smoothing the exact and desired transform X(f).

One problem associated with the implicit rectangular time win-

dow is the associated sin (cf)/cf filter response with side lobes

that decay slowly as 1/cf, c being a constant. The problem of

leakage into these side lobes can be diminished by appropriately

tapering the time history x(t). This topic is discussed in ref-

erence 9 and a qualitative-pictorial discussion of windowing, as

well as aliasing can be found in reference 8.

In summary, time truncation errors generally arise and such

errors can be bounded in cases, for example, when the signal magni-

tude is bounded by a negative exponential outside the time window.

Mathematical correction for truncation errors is possible in some

simple cases, and windowing techniques allow for modification of

time truncation errors in systematic ways.
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The FFT Algorithm and Accumulated Roundoff Errors

The fast Fourier transform routine that DPO TEK BASIC employs

is the Sande-Tukey decimation in frequency algorithm with a quarter

period cosine table for generating the necessary complex exponentials.
The cosine wave is sampled densely enough to perform discrete Four-

jer transforms of real or complex data arrays whose length is any

power of two not exceeding 1024. The algorithm is a fixed-point

fast Fourier transform, requiring approximately 2.5 seconds to com-

pute the 512 frequency samples of a real waveform of 512 points.
The fixed-point nature of the algorithm is necessitated by the gen-

eral lack of floating-point hardware on minicomputers and is well

suited to the block floating-point representation of waveforms

stored in the Controller -- a single exponent and a waveform of

fractions.

Rounding errors occur in the course of computing an FFT from

1) the approximate nature of arithmetic operations, and 2) the

rescaling of intermediate waveform results caused by overflows.

Welch (reference 7) analyzed the accumulation of these error sources,
and his results have proven to be useful. Briefly stated, the up-

per and lower bound analyses for the 16-bit word length of the CP1100

Controller and our particular rescaling algorithm takes the form:

. o(M#3)/2 . o-15
Upper bound = eee eeeras 2

rms (result) — Yms(initial sequence)

and

= rms(error) _ ie
Is |

om 15Lower bound reer = 0.3(M-2.5) 2
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where M is the base two logarithm of the number of (complex) data

points. Some typical results, for a sequence of uniformly distri-
buted random numbers with rms value - 0.58 and M - 1og)512 = 9,

=3 25lead to an upper bound of 1.4 x 10 anda lower bound of 2.3 x10 .
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APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF STATEMENTS

The following is an alphabetical listing of DPO TEK BASIC

statements used to control program execution, paper-tape and

cassette input and output, and editing. Statements without examples

are used as shown. Only the first three characters of a statement
name need be entered (i.e., RAN for RANDOMIZE).

Page numbers (if present) refer to the page in this manual

where more complete information about the statement can be found.

When "A B C" is shown, refer to the A B C's of TEK BASIC for more

information.

AVERAGE Takes n samples of up to four waveform inputs
and averages into destination arrays (either
the corresponding CP1100 array or another

designated array.
EXAMPLE: AVERAGE PA/B,200 (Page 6-1)

CCOPY Copies all files except those named *EMPTY

from one cassette to another.
EXAMPLE: CCOPY 1 TO 9 (Page 3-19)

CDELETE Replaces file names specified with *EMPTY.

EXAMPLE: CDELETE 1, PROG.AAA (Page 3-17)

CHANGE Edits all or part of a line of program text.
EXAMPLE: CHANGE 120/A++/A+/ (Page 3-4)

C-1



CLOAD

CONVOLVE

CORRELATE

CREAD

CSAVE

CWRITE

CZERO

DATA

DIFFERENTIATE

DPO TEK BASIC

Loads program text into Controller from cassette.
EXAMPLE: CLOAD 1, TEST.PRG (Page 3-16)

Convolves one or two source arrays into two

destination arrays.
EXAMPLE: CONVOLVE A,A,B,C (Page 6-36)

Correlates one or two source arrays into two

destination arrays.
EXAMPLE: CORRELATE A,B,C,D (Page 6-41)

Reads data from cassette file into specified
variables.
EXAMPLE: CREAD 9, FACTS.9@3, SA (Page 3-14)

Saves program text on cassette under specified
file name.

EXAMPLE: CSAVE 1, PATERN.GRF (Page 3-15)

Saves data on cassette under spedified file name.

EXAMPLE: CWRITE , DATA.902, A,B,C,D (Page 3-13)

Deletes all files from specified file to end

of cassette.
EXAMPLE: CZERO 1, FFT.DAT (Page 3-18)

Holds constants or variables used by READ state-
ments.

EXAMPLE: DATA 199, N, 9.56 (ABC)

Differentiates an array into another or same

array.
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DIMENSION

DELETE

DISPLAY

END

FFT

FOR

GET

GOSUB

DPO TEK BASIC

EXAMPLE: DIFFERENTIATE B,PC (Page 6-13)

Reserves storage space for arrays. Arrays

begin with subscript zero.
EXAMPLE: DIMENSION X(55), Y(9,9) (ABC)

Deletes lines of program text or user defined

variables from memory.

EXAMPLE: DELETE 199,199 (Page 3-2)

Outputs text and variables to the DPO CRT.

EXAMPLE: DISPLAY "RISETIME IS", RT (Page 5-48)

Terminates program execution. Same as STOP.

(ABC)

Performs a Fourier Transform on specified array.
EXAMPLE: FFT B,C,D (Page 6-25)

Initiates a program loop, terminated by a

matching NEXT statement.
EXAMPLE: FOR J = 12 T0 2 (ABC)

Inputs scale-factor readout from the DPO CRT.

EXAMPLE: GET PA,@,SS (Page 5-40)

Transfers program control to a subroutine begin-
ning at the line number specified.
EXAMPLE: GOSUB 9555 (ABC)
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GOTO

GRAPH

HOLD

IF

IFT

INTEGRATE

INPUT

LABEL

DPO TEK BASIC

Transfers program control to the specified line
number.

EXAMPLE: GOTO 3888 (ABC)

Plots one or more P7001 arrays on terminal.
EXAMPLE: GRAPH PA, PD (Page 6-47)

Stops a DPO store operation, or sets DPO status.
EXAMPLE: HOLD PA,PB;FP (Page 5-52)

Causes a branch to a specified line or performs a

specified statement if the condition is true.
Control goes to the next statement with a higher

line number than the IF statement if the condi-

tion is false.
EXAMPLE: IF X=2 LET Y = Y+2 (ABC)

Performs an Inverse Fourier Transform on speci-
fied array.
EXAMPLE: IFT C,D,A (Page 6-32)

Integrates one array into itself or another

array.
EXAMPLE: INTEGRATE B,B, (Page 6-11)

Accepts information from input device until all
variables listed are satisified.
EXAMPLE: INPUT X,M,M (ABC)

Stores a message of up to 34 characters in Field
@ of the specified waveform.
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LET

NEXT

PLOT

PRINT

RANDOMIZE

READ

REMARK

RESTORE

DPO TEK BASIC

EXAMPLE: LABEL PC, "SMOOTHED WAVEFORM" (Page 5-51)

Assigns value of operands on right of equal sign
to operand on the left.
EXAMPLE: LET TR=.797*(.9*MAX(A)) (ABC)

Terminates a FOR loop. Variable must match last
FOR loop index variable.
EXAMPLE: NEXT K (ABC)

Plots of vector of light or dark intensity on

the terminal from present location to location

specified.
EXAMPLE: PLOT 1, X, Y (Page 6-50)

Outputs variables and strings of characters to
output device.

EXAMPLE: PRINT "THE PRODUCT IS",X*Y (ABC)

Randomly initializes the Random Number Generator.

(ABC)

Inputs values from DATA statements into variables
listed.
EXAMPLE: READ R,S,T (ABC)

Allows insertion of comments into program listing.
EXAMPLE: REMARK ANY TEXT (ABC)

Moves data pointer to first value of first
DATA statement (ABC)
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RETURN

STOP

STR

WAIT

DPO TEK BASIC

Transfers program control to statement following

last executed GOSUB statement. (ABC)

Terminates program execution. Same as END.

(ABC)

Initiates a DPO store operation, or sets DPO

status.
EXAMPLE: STR PA (Page 5-52)

Stops program execution until next interrupt.
(ABC)
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A, B, C, D, waveform arrays,
4-9, 5-8, 6-27

ABS, 4-11

Absolute loader, cassette
2-2, 2-13

AD, 5-54

A-D converter, 5-52

aliasing, B-9

alpha mode, 6-54

arguments, 4-13

arguments for cassette commands,
3-12

arithmetic operations, Section 4.

arrays, 3-3

arrays in expressions, 4-1

array size option, 2-10

INDEX 1

array processing, 7-1

ASCII string variables, 5-27

ATN, 4-11

autocorrelation, 6-46

AVERAGE statement, 6-1 to 6-11,
Appendix A

B,C
bell, 7-12

binary to octal conversion, 5-59

binary tapes, 2-17

BO, 5-53

Bootstrap ROM, 2-2

brackets, use of, 5-49

Call Button Overlay, 5-67

cassette commands, 3-11

cassette software, 2-1
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cassette storage, 7-8

CCOPY command, 3-19

CDELETE command, 3-17

CDIRECTORY command, 3-11, 3-20

CHANGE command, 3-4

Channels, DPO, 5-41

character set, DPO, 5-47

CLOAD command, 3-16

commands, Section 3

concatenating statements, 7-3

constants, 4-7

continuous phase, B-5

control G, 7-13

control K, 7-8

control L, 5-18

control P, 3-1

control R, 3-9, 5-48

control-shift-K, 5-18

control-shift-0, 6-54

INDEX 2

control U, 3-8

control W, 5-18

CONVOLVE statement, 6-36 to 6-41

CORRELATE statement, 6-41 to 6-47

cos, 4-11

CREAD command, 3-14, 7-9

cross correlation, 6-46

CRS, 4-17

CSAVE command, 3-15

CWRITE command, 3-13, 7-8

CZERO command, 3-18

dark vectors, 6-51

defined variables, 4-8

DELETE command, 3-2

delimiters in CHANGE, 3-4
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delta symbol, 5-31

DIFFERENTIATE statement,
6-13 to 6-25

DIMENSION statement, 4-2, 4-8,
5-10

discontinuous phase, A-5

Discrete Fourier Transform,
Appendix B

display characters, 5-47

Display Generator, 5-52

DPO readout channels, 5-41

DISPLAY statement, 5-47, 5-48

DU$, 4-10, 5-29, 5-42

dynamic range, 4-3, 4-5, 5-19

editing commands, 3-2

EM, 4-10

engineering notation, 5-49, 5-50

INDEX 3

errors, Section 8

EXP, 4-11

expansion of waveforms, 5-3

exponents, 4-3

exponent range, 4-7

expression evaluation, 4-1

extrapolation, 5-19

F argument, averaging, 6-2

F argument, cassette, 3-13

fast average, 6-2, 6-4

fatal errors, 8-1

FC, 4-1, 7-2

FFT algorithm, B-16

FFT statement, 6-25 to 6-32,
Appendix B

file structure, cassette, 3-11
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file types, cassette, 3-12

floating point, 4-3

FP, 5-53

Front Panel, 5-52

functions, 4-10 iHA, HB, HC, HD, 4-9, 5-31, 6-48
Rig F25 Fs, 5-53

HA$, HB$, HC$, HD$, 4-10, 5-27

Hard Copy Unit, 5-17

HOLD statement, 4-13, 5-5,
5-12, 5-52

G horizontal expansion, 5-31

general purpose variables, 4-8
horizontal scale-factors, 5-30

GET statement, 5-40
horizontal units, 5-27

GOSUB statement, 7-4

graphics mode, 6-54

GRAPH statement, 5-16, 6-47

ground reference, 5-23, 6-7 4

ID, 4-10

IFT statement, 6-32 to 6-36

INPUT statement, 5-66, 7-14

INDEX 4
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INTEGRATE statement, 6-11 to 6-13

interpolation, 5-19

ITR, 4-12

L
LABEL statement,

4-13, 5-47, 5-51

LET statement, 5-9, 5-14

light vector, 6-50

LINE/LOCAL switch, 7-13

line numbers, 7-3

linear expansion, 5-32, 6-49

LIST command, 3-2, 6-67

load time options, 2-9

loading errors, cassette, 2-8

loading software, 2-1

LOG, 4-12

INDEX 5

logarithmic expansion, 5-33, 6-50

lower case ASCII, 5-47

M
mantissas, 4-3

mantissa storage, 4-5

mathematical functions, Section 4

MAX, 4-15

ME, 5-53

MEA, 4-16

memory utilization, Section 7

MIN, 4-15

multiple waveform averaging,
6-5
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N,O,P
noise, Appendix A

normalized mantissas, 4-4

octal numbers, 5-56

OD, 4-18

OLD command, 3-10

output device, 4-18

PA, PB, PC, PD, waveform arrays,
4-9, 5-2, 5-51, 6-3, 6-27

paging under program control, 5-18

paper tape, 7-5

paper tape commands, 3-9

paper tape software, 2-1, 2-13

PI, 5-53

PLOT statement, 6-50

INDEX 6

points, X-Y axis, 6-50

POLAR switch, 6-31

predefined variables, 3-3

PRINT statement, 5-15, 5-66

printing arrays, 5-15

processor arrays, see PA-PD

program call buttons, 5-65

program control, 3-1

P7001 memory, 5-2

P7001 Processor I/0, 5-1

P7001 push-buttons, 5-4

P7001 status, 5-53

R argument, cassette, 3-13

Readout Interface, 5-52

RECEIVE push-button, 5-8
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recursive subroutines, 7-4

RESET button, 7-13

resolution, 5-11

restarting the software, 2-12

RETURN statement, 7-4

RMS, 4-17

RND, 4-12

RO, 5-53

RUBOUT, 3-9

RUN command, 3-1

Ss
SA, SB, SC, SD, 4-9, 5-30

sample randomness, 5-18

SAVE command, 3-9

scale-factors, 5-14, 5-23

scale-factors in FFT output, 6-29

INDEX 7

scale-factor messages, 5-47

scientific notation, 5-49

screen size, 4010, 6-51

SEND push-button, 5-13

sentinel record, 3-18

SGN, 4-12

signal averaging, 6-1,
Appendix A

signal-to-noise ratio, 6-10,
Appendix A

SIN, 4-12

single sweep status, 5-62

smoothing, 6-24

special functions, 4-15

SQR, 4-12

statement summary, Appendix C

status list, 5-53, 5-54

status list arguments (octal)
5-61

status word formats, 5-57, 5-58
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step size, differentiation, 6-14

STOP statement, 5-65

storage locations, words, 4-3

STORE push-button, 5-4

storing waveforms, 5-4, 5-7

STR statement, 5-52, 5-62

string variables, 5-27

subroutines, 7-4

T
TA, TB, TC, TD, 4-9, 5-31,

5-38, 6-48

tabs, 5-49

Taylor series, A-1

text suppression, 5-66, 6-53

time convolution, 6-36

time jitter, Appendix A

Tu$, 4-10, 5-29

INDEX 8

U
uncorrelated noise, Appendix A

unit list, 5-53, 5-54

user-defined programs, loading,
2-13, 2-17

Vv
VA, VB, VC, VD, 4-9, 5-26

VA$, VB$, VC$, VD$, 4-10, 5-27

variables, 4-7

vertical expansion, contraction,
5-26

vertical scale-factors, 5-26

vertical units, 5-27
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W,X,Z
WAIT statement, 5-64

warning messages, 8-1

waveform expansion, contraction, 5-26

waveform processing, Section 6

waveform sampling, 5-6

waveform smoothing, 6-24

waveform storage, program control, 5-7

waveform storage, push-button, 5-4

"write protect" tabs, 2-3

X-Y plotting on terminal, 6-50

X-Y status, 5-62

Z argument, HOLD, 5-7, 5-54

ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, 4-9, 5-24

zero-reference, 5-23, 6-7

zero-reference request, 5-5, 6-8

INDEX 9



MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION
At Tektronix, we continually strive to keep up with latest

electronic developments by adding circuit and component
improvements to our instruments as soon as they are devel-
oped and tested.

Sometimes, due to printing and shipping requirements, we
can't get these changes immediately into printed manuals.
Hence, your manual may contain new change information on
following pages.

A single change may affect several sections. Sections of
the manual are often printed at different times, so some of
the information on the change pages may already be in

your manual. Since the change information sheets are carried
in the manual until ALL changes are permanently entered,
some duplication may occur. If no such change pages appear
in this section, your manual is correct as printed.
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If desired, you can remove this insert from the Change Information Section
and add it at the end of Section 2.

Add the following to the Table of Contents, Section 2, after Loading

User-Written Programs:

Entering The Cassette And Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loaders
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Entering the Cassette and Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loaders

The information in this section contains all of the essential
information for loading cassette and paper-tape software, assuming

a ROM Bootstrap card is being used. However, if your Bootstrap
card is not working properly or not installed in your system, it
may be necessary to manually enter a Bootstrap program via the

Controller's front-panel switches. The following information

allows you to do this. These instructions assume that you are
already familiar with the front-panel switches of the Controller.
However, if you are not familiar with octal coding, read the part
of this section entitled "Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loader". This

gives a detailed explanation on entering octal instructions into
the switch register.

Toggling in the Cassette Bootstrap. The CBOOT Bootstrap
Loader is entered by the following steps:

1) Make sure that the Controller's power switch is in the
POWER position.

2) Set the ENABLE/HALT switch to HALT.

3) Press all ADDRESS/DATA switches down (to the zero position).

4) Press START on the Controller (steps 2 through 4 are an

initialization procedure).

5) Enter the first address xx77PP into the ADDRESS/DATA

switches. (The value of xx depends upon the size of the

Controller's memory; refer to Table 2-3 for the value of xx).
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Table 2-2

Cassette Bootstrap Loader

Octal

Address

xx7700
xx7702
xx7704
xx7706
xx7710
xx7712
xx7714
xx7716
xx7720
xx7722
xx7724
xx7726
xx7730
xx7732
xx7734
xx7736
xx7740
xx7742
xx7744
xx7746
xx7750
xx7752
xx7754
xx7756
xx7760
xx7762
xx7764
xx7766

Octal

Instruction
012700
177500
005010
010701

062701

000052
012702
000375
112103

112110
100413
130310
001776
105202
100772
116012
000002
120337
000000
001767
000000
000755
004710
100774
005007
017640
002415
112024

BASIC

2-20

Table 2-3

Memory Bank Designations

Select value of xx for
use in Table 2-2.



6)

7)

8)

9)
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Press LOAD ADRS.

Enter the first instruction from Table 2-2, 91279, into
the ADDRESS/DATA switches.

Lift the DEP switch.

Enter each subsequent instruction from Table 2-2 into the
ADDRESS/DATA switches and load each by pressing the DEP

switch.

Verifying Bootstrap. Once the Bootstrap Loader has been toggled
in, it is best to verify the instructions in each memory location.
This is done as follows:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Set the ENABLE/HALT switch to the HALT position.

Set the ADDRESS/DATA switches to xx7799 (the first
address in Table 2-2).

Press LOAD ADRS.

Press and release the EXAM switch. The contents of xx7799

will be displayed in the ADDRESS/DATA lights (or DATA

lights in the case of a CP1160 Controller).

Continue operating the EXAM switch until the contents of

each subsequent address in Table 2-2 are displayed.

a) On the CP1150, CP1151, and CP1152 Controllers,
pressing and holding the EXAM switch displays the

address to be examined in the ADDRESS/DATA lights.
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Releasing the EXAM switch displays the contents of

that address.

b) On the CP1160 Controller, pressing and releasing the
EXAM switch displays the address to be examined in

the ADDRESS lights. The contents of that address

are displayed in the DATA lights

Correcting the Bootstrap Program. In the event that an instruc-
tion has been incorrectly entered into the Controller, set the ADDRESS/

DATA switches to the corresponding address and press LOAD ADRS. Then

set the ADDRESS/DATA switches to the correct instruction and lift the
DEP switch. This deposits the corrected instruction into the memory

location that was just specified.

Executing the Bootstrap Program. Once the Cassette Bootstrap

Program has been entered and verified, it may then be executed.
When the CBOOT program is executed, the cassette tape will be loaded

beginning with the Absolute Loader and continuing with the loading
of the DPO TEK BASIC binary program. In summary, the CBOOT program

is executed by the following steps

1) Insert the DPO TEK BASIC cassette into the left hand drive.

2) Set ENABLE/HALT to HALT.

3) Set the ADDRESS/DATA switches to 912799.

4) Press LOAD ADRS.

5) Set ENABLE/HALT to ENABLE.
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6) Press START on the Controller.

These steps cause the cassette tape to be rewound and the
Absolute Loader to be read. This in turn loads the DPO TEK BASIC

binary program (stored on the same cassette) and starts the soft-
ware.

Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loader

The Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loader is toggled into the Controller's
switch register by means of the following front panel switches:

1) ADDRESS/DATA: These switches are numbered ® to 15 (or p

to 17, in the case of a CP1160 Controller). They select
an address or instruction to be entered into the Controller.

2) LOAD ADRS: Loads address from ADDRESS/DATA switches.

3) DEP: Deposits data or instructions from ADDRESS/DATA

switches into the presently addressed location.

Before toggling in the Bootstrap Loader, press the ENABLE/HALT

switch to the HALT position. Next, press all ADDRESS/DATA switches
down (to the "9" position). Then press down fully on the START

switch and release it. This is an initialization procedure to ensure
that the Controller will accept the Bootstrap Loader.

The first step in toggling in Bootstrap is to enter the begin-
ning address into the switch register. This address and subsequent

Bootstrap Loader addresses consist of six octal digits, the two most
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Table 2-4

Paper-Tape Bootstrap Loader|=0ctal=|Octal

Address Instruction
xx7744 016701

xx7746 000026
xx7750 012702
xx7752 000352
xx7754 005211

xx7756 105711

xx7760 100376
xx7762 116162
xx7764 000002
xx7766 xx7400
xx7770 005267
xx7772 177756
xx7774 000765
xx7776 x

*177560 fo
(such as

177550 fo
(such as

r slow-speed reader
TEKTRONIX 4911)

r high-speed reader
TEKTRONIX CP220)

NOTE

Table 2-5

Memory Bank Designations

Memory

Size

Select value of xx for
use in Table 2-4.

wx7744 = 247744 is the starting address
for a CP1100-Series Controller with a
24K memory.
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significant digits being used to designate the highest available

memory bank. The octal addresses for the Bootstrap Loader are
contained in Table 2-4. The two most significant digits required for

designating the highest available memory bank are contained in

Table 2-5. To see how the first address for a 24K memory is entered

into the switch register, refer to Fig. 2-5.

When toggling addresses or instructions into the Controller,

the octal numbers contained in Table 2-4 must be converted to binary

code (1's and M's). This binary code is then entered into the

Controller's switch register via the ADDRESS/DATA toggle switches

by setting each switch to the position corresponding to the required

binary code -- switch up corresponds to a binary "1" and switch down

corresponds to a binary "9". To see the relationship between an

octal number and its corresponding binary code representation in

the Controller's toggle switches, compare the switch positions in

Fig. 2-5 with their binary/octal representation in Fig. 2-6. Notice

that each group of three switches corresponds to one octal digit.

Fig. 2-5. Switch positions for entering the first
Bootstrap address into a CP1151 Controller
with a 24K memory.
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octal three bit binary code
137744

digit weights: 4 2 1

0 9 D 9

fe debe si ety Ae. NA
| Cow!
2 & 1 a

1P1 1111/1111 —9 pligg 3 0 ! ;

4 1 0 9p

5 1 D 1

6 1 1 9
7 1 1 1

a) Octal to binary conversion b) Table for converting octal
of first Bootstrap address to three bit binary code.

for CP1151 Controller with
24K memory.

Fig. 2-6.

Toggling in Bootstrap. Once the ADDRESS/DATA switches have

been set to the binary code for the first Bootstrap address, xx7744,

press and release the LOAD ADRS switch. Next, set the ADDRESS/DATA

switches to the first instruction from Table 2-4 (916701). This

corresponds to the just loaded address (xx7744). With this instruc-

tion in the ADDRESS/DATA switches, lift and release the DEP switch

Upon release of the DEP switch, the instruction will be deposited

in memory.
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To load the second instruction (999926), toggle its binary

representation into the ADDRESS/DATA switches and raise the DEP

switch. Raising the DEP switch increments the first address

(xx7744) by two, thus bringing up the second address (xx7746). Re-

leasing the DEP switch deposits the second instruction into the

second address. Load the third instruction and continue loading

instructions in the sequence of Table 2-4 by toggling the binary

code for the instruction into the ADDRESS/DATA switches and then

activating the DEP switch.

NOTE

Raising the DEP switch causes the
Controller to automatically inerement
the address only when the preceding
operation was a DEPosit. When the
preceding operation was something
other than DEPosit (such as LOAD ADRS

or EXAM), raising the DEP switch does
not increment the address. In all cases,
release of the DEP switch causes the
contents of the ADDRESS/DATA switches
to be placed in memory.

As Bootstrap is toggled in, note the front-panel lights above

the ADDRESS/DATA switches. The CP1150, CP1151, and CP1152 Control-

lers have a single row of ADDRESS/DATA lights. However, the CP1160

Controller has a row of ADDRESS lights and a row of DATA lights.
When an address is loaded with the LOAD ADRS switch, the front-

panel lights indicate the just loaded address. The indication is

in binary with an "on" light indicating a "1" and an "off" light
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indicating a "9".

When an instruction is entered on a CP1150, CP1151, or CP1152

Controller, the address into which the instruction is being loaded

appears in the front-panel lights while the DEP switch is up; when

the DEP switch is released, the just entered instruction is displayed.
However, on a CP1160 Controller, activation of the DEP switch causes

the affected address and the deposited instruction to be displayed

by their respective indicator lights

Verifying Bootstrap. After Bootstrap is toggled in, it is best

to verify the contents of each memory location. To do this, set the

ENABLE/HALT switch to the HALT position. Next, place the first
address (xx7744) into the ADDRESS/DATA switches and press LOAD ADRS.

For Controllers having a single row of ADDRESS/DATA lights,
press and release the EXAM switch. The instruction residing in the

first location will be displayed in the ADDRESS/DATA lights. Press-

ing and holding the EXAM switch will cause the next address to be

displayed; upon release of the EXAM switch, the contents of that
location will be displayed.

For Controllers having separate ADDRESS and DATA lights, make

sure that the ENABLE/HALT switch is in HALT. Place xx7744 into the
ADDRESS/DATA switches and press LOAD ADRS. Then press EXAM: the

address, xx7744, and the instruction will appear in their respective

displays. To examine the next location and its contents, operate
the EXAM switch again and continue doing this until all locations
have been examined.
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NOTE

On all Controllers, pressing the EXAM

switch automatically inerements the
address only when the preceding opera-
tion was an EXAMine. When the prece-
ding operation was something other than
EXAMine (such as LOAD ADRS or DEP),

pressing the EXAM switch does not
inerement the address. In all cases,
release of the EXAM switch causes the
eontents of the EXAMined address to be
displayed.

Correcting the Bootstrap Program. If an instruction is incor-

rect, enter the corresponding address into the Controller's ADDRESS/

DATA switches and press LOAD ADRS. Then enter the correct instruc-
tion into the ADDRESS/DATA switches and lift the DEP switch to

deposit the correct instruction in memory.

Summary of Bootstrap Instructions. In summary, the Bootstrap
Loader is entered by the following steps:

1) Make sure the Controller's power switch is in the POWER

position.

2) Set the ENABLE/HALT switch to HALT.

3) Press all ADDRESS/DATA switches down (to the "9" position).

4) Press START on the Controller. (Steps 1 through 3 are an

initialization procedure. )
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5) Enter the first address, xx7744, into the ADDRESS/DATA

switches.

6) Press LOAD ADRS.

7) Enter the first instruction, 016791, into the ADDRESS/

DATA switches and lift the DEP switch.

8) Enter each subsequent instruction from Table 2-4 into the

ADDRESS/DATA switches and load each by lifting the DEP

switch.

9) Once all instructions have been loaded, use the EXAM

switch to inspect all Bootstrap Loader addresses for

correct contents.

Absolute Loader

Once the Bootstrap Loader has been entered, the Absolute Loader

paper tape may be read into the Controller with a paper-tape reader.

To be compatible with the Bootstrap Loader, the Absolute Loader tape

is punched in Bootstrap format. Refer to page 2-14 for instructions

on loading the Absolute Loader.
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TEKTROND©)  propuct 22° TE BASIC CHANGE REFERENCE ©3/876

committed to 070-1773-00 _USERS pate

__
8-17-76

technical excellence

CHANGE: DESCRIPTION

TEXT CORRECTION

Page 2-1 LOADING THE SOFTWARE

ADD the following at the end of paragraph 1:

DPO TEK BASIC (Paper Tape) does not contain cassette commands.

DELETE paragraph 2 entirely.
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MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION
PRODUCT

_DPOTEK
BASIC

VOl|CHANGE REFERENCE __C2/775

070-1773-00 DATE 7-25-75

DESCRIPTION

committed to
technical excellence

CHANGE:

TEXT CORRECTION

6-13Page Line drawing should be on page 6-22 with Fig. 6-4 cutline.

Line drawing should be on page 6-13 with Fig. 6-1 cutline.




